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beyond politics

HUGH NIBLEYNlBLEY

my story goes back to the beginning and to some very
basic propositions this world was organized in the light of
infinite knowledge and experience and after due thought and
discussion to offer multiple facilities to an endless variety
of creatures and especially to be the home and dominion
of a godlike race who would take good care of it and have
joy therein being a highly favored breed much was expected
of them and their qualifications for advancement were to be
put to the test by allowing an adversary a common enemy
to god and man to tempt them and try them it was decided
before even the world was that if man should yield to this
temptation and thus lower his defenses and make himself
vulnerable to repeated attacks of the adversary steps would
immediately be taken to put into operation a prearranged plan
to restore him to his former status 1

GOD AND MAN

what god tells us in effect is now that you have fallen
and forfeited your paradise by deliberately knowingly diso-
beying me I1 will give you another chance a chance to get
back to that paradise by deliberately and knowingly obeying
me to get back where you were and beyond you must re-
pent forever give up doing it your way and decide to live

A speech delivered before the pi sigma alpha honor society for political
science week 26 october 1973

dr nibley is professor of ancient scriptures at brigham young university
whenhen man yielded to the temptations of the adversary certain drastic

corrections hadbad to made the original plan and design for the use of the earth
would not be scrapped at any rate since it is not only the best but the only
plan that will work here no the original plan was to be preserved as a
beacon and the minute fallen man realized his fallen state every inducement
would be given him to turn his back on that condition and make his way back
to the presence of god and to the only kind of life that is endurable through-
out eternity
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by the law of god or by the law of obedience which
means doing it my way adam agreed to do it god s way
though satan lost no time in trying to sell him on another
plan adam s own children and their posterity however chose
to achieve salvation their way not god s way and ever since
then there has been trouble the lord jesus christ told the
young joseph smith in the first vision that men were no lon-
ger doing things his way that as a result that way was no lon-
ger upon the earth but it was about to be brought again 1I
was answered that 1I must join none of them for they were all
wrong that all their creeds were an abomination in his
sight that those professors were all corrupt joseph smith
219 italics added the lord s actual words were according
to the 1832 version in the handwriting of frederick G
williams behold the world at this time lieth in sin and
there is none that doethboeth good no not one and mine
anger is kindling against the inhabitants of the earth to visit
them according to this ungodliness ia the message of the re-
stored gospel is that one phase of the earth s existence is
coming to a close and another phase a phase in which god s

will will be done on earth as it is in heaven is about to be-
come the order of life on earth

politics as practiced on earth belongs to the ways of
men it is the essential activity of the city the city of man
not the city of god As used by the greek writers the polis
is the community or body of citizens that is a body of
citizens not taking orders from anyone else politeiaPoliteia is a
well ordered government a commonwealth politics ta poli-
tika is concern for the social order things done civilly or
courteously the weal of the state in practice the emphasis
has been on civility thus inin modern greek civilization isis
politismospolitismos a civilized person is politismenospoliti smenos etc even at a
superficial view if it is not god s way it is still not all bad
and we can understand why god approves of men engaging
in politics and even encourages the saints at times to par-
ticipate

the problem of conflicting obligations to the city of man
and the city of god is basic to every dispensation of the
gospel we have abraham in egypt joseph in egypt moses
in egypt not as enslaved subjects but as top government

dean C jessee the early accounts of joseph smith s first vision
BYU studies 9 spring 1969 280
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officials high in the favor of pharaoh serving him faith-
fully for years until the inevitable showdown the classic
treatment of the theme is found in the book of daniel
daniel s three friends were not only in high favor with the
king he made them his special advisers his righthandright hand men
daniel 11920119 20 for years they served him devotedly and

they owed all they had to him daniel was made next to
the king himself the highest official in the state and he
showed all respect and reverence to darius but then in each
case came the showdown jealous and ambitious men con-
trived special laws forcing the king s hand and forcing the
king s favorites to take a public stand between serving god
and serving the king in each case it was nothing more than
a public gesture of loyalty which anyone might make without
hypocrisy thetiietile three young men who bowed to the king each
day were asked to bow to his image when the band played
in the plain of dura at a great public testimonial of loyalty
why not didndian t they owe all to the king it was only a
symbol yet here they drew the line they would be thrown
into a fiery furnace rather than make this one simple con-
cession daniel insisted on continuing with his private prayers
after a bit of trick legislation a mere technicality had made
them illegal for one month the king pleaded with him but
to no avail he chose the lions den in all this there is not
a trace of jaunty defiance or moral superiority on either side
the king is worried sick he refuses to eat or listen to music
he can t sleep and before daybreak there he is outside the
lions den biting his nails and asking daniel if he is all right
and daniel respectfully wishes him good morning 0 king
live forever nebuchadnezzar personally appeals to the three
young men to change their minds but they cannot change
their position and he cannot change his the moral is clear
the children of god can work well with the men of the world
and bestow great blessings by their services but there comes
a time when one must draw the line and make a choice be-
tween the two governments such a choice was forced on the
mormonscormons very early and a very hard choice it was but they
did not flinch before it we will go along with you as far
as we can but where we can t we won t and no hard feelings

the question arises if we decide to do things god s way
will not all discussion cease how could there be a discussion
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with god who would disagree with him if we go back
to our basic creation story we are neither surprised nor shocked
to hear that there was free discussion in heaven in the presence
of god at the time of the creation when some suggested
one plan and some another in the beginning was the logos
counsel discussion and the logos was in the presence of

god and all things were done according to it 11 john 1111
translated by the author satan was not cast out for disagree-
ing but for attempting to resort to violence when he found
himself outvoted if we cannot clearly conceive of the type
of discussion that goes on in the courts on high we have
some instructive instances of god s condescending to discuss
things with men here on earth come let us reason to-
gether he invites the children of israel accordingly abra-
ham and ezra both dared humbly and apologetically but still
stubbornly to protest what they considered in the light of
their limited understanding unkind treatment of some of
god s children they just could not see why the lord did or
allowed certain things so he patiently explained the situation
to them and then they understood enoch just couldncoulden t see
the justification for the mass destruction of his fellows by
the coming flood he too was stubborn about it and as
enoch saw this he had bitterness of soul and wept over his
brethren and said unto the heavens I1 will refuse to be com-
forted but the lord said unto enoch lift up your heart
and be glad and look moses 744 italics added

god did not hold it against these men that they questioned
him but loved them for it it was because they were the
friends of men even at what they thought was the terrible
risk of offending him that they became friends of god
the lord was not above discussing matters with the brother
of jared who protested that there was a serious defect in
the vessels constructed according to the prescribed design
behold there is no light in them wilt thou suffer that

we shall cross this great water in darkness ether 222
instead of blasting the man on the spot for his impudence
the lord very reasonably asked the brother of jared what
will you that I1 should do that ye may have light in your
vessels v 23 so they talked it over and as a result the
brother of jared prepared some beautiful fused quartz that
was as clear as glass but could not shine by itself again he
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went to the lord almost obliterated with humility but still
reminding the lord that he was only following orders we
know that thou art holy and dwellestdwell est in the heavens and
that we are unworthy before thee because of the fall our
natures have become evil continually a vivid reminder of
the gulf between the two ways that our ways are not god s

ways nevertheless 0 lord thou hast given us a command-
ment that we must call upon thee that from thee we may
receive according to our desires ether 32 so he screws up
his courage and asks the lord to do him a favor touch
these stones 0 lord with thy finger that they may shine
forth in darkness v 4 the sight of god s finger quite
overpowered the brother of jared knocked him flat and that
led to another discussion in which the lord explained certain
things to him at length moroni recording these things also
recalls 1 I have seen jesus and he hath talked with me
face to face and he told me in plain humility even as
a man tellethdelleth another in mine own language concerning
these things ether 1239 note the significant concept of
humility set forth here humility is not a feeling of awe and
reverence and personal unworthiness in the presence of over-
powering majesty anyone even the bloody khan of the
steppes confesses to being humble in the presence of god
plain humility is reverence and respect in the presence of the
lowest not the highest of god s creatures brigham young
said he often felt overawedoverjawedoverawed in the presence of little children
or any of his fel lowmen for in them he saw the image of
his maker even so god is willing to discuss things with
men as an equal in their weakness after the manner of
their language that they might come to an understanding D
&cac 124 note that god far from demanding blind obe-
dience wants us to understand his commandments

A discussion with god is not a case of agreeing or disa-
greeing with him who is in a position to do that but of
understanding him what abraham and ezra and enoch asked
was why socrates showed that teaching is a dialogue a
discussion As long as the learner is in the dark he should
protest and argue and question for that is the best way to
bring problems into focus while the teacher patiently and
cheerfully explains delighted that his pupil has enough in-
terest and understanding to raise questions the more passion
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ate the more promising there is a place for discussion and
participation in the government of the kingdom it is men
who love absolute monarchies it was the israelites the jare
ditesaites the nephitesNephites who asked god to give them a king
overriding the objections of his prophets who warned them
against the step

leaders of the church have repeatedly taught that earthly
rulers exercise their authority illegitimately that the only
legitimate authority upon the earth is that which is founded
and recognized by god whose right it is to rule 2

As john taylor points out it is the priesthood that should
rule some people ask what is priesthood I1 answer it
is the legitimate rule of god whether in the heavens or on
the earth and it is the only legitimate power that has a right
to rule upon the earth and when the will of god is done
on earth as it is in the heavens no other power will bear
rule JDID 5187

politics at best is the free discussion of people running
their own common affairs until men are willing to accept
god s way he is willing that they should do their best on
that lower level and even encourages them in such activity
all regularly organized and well established governments

said joseph smith have certain laws that are good
equitable and just and ought to be binding upon the in-
dividual who admits this 133 at the same time it is not our
intention to place the law of man on a parallel with the
law of heaven because we do not consider that it is formed
in the same wisdom and propriety it is not sufficient
in itself to bestow anything on man in comparison with the
law of heaven even should it promise it p 50 italics ad-
ded in an important statement in 1903 the first presidency
of the church said that the church

does not attempt to exerciseexercise the powers of a secular govern-
ment but its influence and effects are to strengthen and
promote fidelity to the law and loyalty to the nation where
its followers reside it is solely an ecclesiastical organi

2seeaseeee john taylor and orson pratt in journal of discourses liverpool
F D richards 1855 1221331221 33 and 810168101 6 respectively hereafter all quota-
tions from this source will be cited as JDID plus volume and page number in the
body of the text

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1938 p 49 hereafter all quotations from

this source will be cited by page number only in the body of the text
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zation2ationbation it is separate and distinct from the state it does not
interfere with any earthly government the church
therefore instructs in things temporal as well as things
spiritual but it does not infringe upon the liberty of
the individual or encroach upon the domain of the state

the church does not dictate a member s business his
politics or his personal affairs it never tells a citizen what
occupation he shall follow whom he shall vote for or with
which party he shall affiliate

sermons dissertations and arguments by preachers and
writers in the church concerning the kindomKinclorn of god that
is to be are not to be understood as relating to the present
if they convey the idea that the dominion to come is to
be exercised now the claim is incorrect

meantime
every member of the organization in every place is abso-
lutely free as a citizen in proclaiming the kingdom of
heavens at hand we have the most intense and fervent
convictions of our mission and calling but we do not
and will not attempt to force them upon others or to con-
trol or dominate any of their affairs individual or national 4

it is precisely because we never for a moment think of the
two systems as competing with each other that we can make
the most of the one until the other is established they are in
the same game though they are in the same arena though
both have rules and both require qualities of character in their
players

the governments of men and their laws are completely
different from those of god we do not attempt to place the
law of man on a parallel with the law of heaven but the
laws of man are binding upon man appp 515251 52 cf also p
50

when god establishes his way among men it isis by special
divine messengers who come to men well prepared of strong
faith and a firm mind in every form of godliness moroni
730 every restoration of the gospel has been accomplished
through a series of heavenly visitations and glorious manifes-
tationstations with the divine plan fully and explicitly set forth for
that dispensation with all the divine authority and revealed
knowledge necessary to establish the kingdom at that time
but since satan is given explicit permission to tempt men and
to try them it is not long before a familiar trend begins to ap

jamesames R clarkdarkoark ed messages of the first presidency salt lake city
bookcraft 1970 478 82 italics added
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pear a weakening of the structure as discussion deteriorates
into power politics and political skulduggery

christ proposed to make a covenant with them the
jews but they rejected him and his proposals the
gentiles received the covenant but the gentiles have
not continued but have departed from the faith and
have become high minded and have not feared therefore
but few of them will be gathered appp 141514 15

man departed from the first teachings or instructions
which he received from heaven in the first age and re-
fused by his disobedience to be governed by them conse-
quentlyquently he formed such laws as best suited his own mind
or as he supposed were best adapted to his situation
but that god has influenced man more or less in the
formation of law we have no hesitancy in believing
and though man in his own supposed wisdom would not
admit the influence of a power superior to his own yet
god has instructed man to form wise and wholesome laws
since he had departed from him and refused to be governed
by those laws which god had given by his own voice from
on high in the beginning p 57

here we learn that over against the perfect way of life which
god proposes for us and entirely removed from that way are
all the other ways that men have proposed for themselves
these last are not equally good or bad but some are much
better than others and god encourages and even assists men
in adopting the best ones

GODS WAY AND MANS WAY

there is then virtue in politics even at the human level
the energy the dedication courage loyalty selflessness zeal
and industry the intelligence that have gone into the political
actions of men are immense and the excitement color dash
and humor bring out some of the best in human nature but
as we have just noted there are variousvarious levels at which the
political dialogue takes place all the way from the federalist
papers to the local crackpot s letters to the editor and many
arenas and different forms of the game differing as widely
as a chess match from a slugging contest let us by all means
retain the drive and dedication of politics but do we still need
the placards and the bands the serpentine parades funny hats
confetti squabbling committees canned speeches shopworn
cliches patriotic exhibitionism madison avenue slogans to
say nothing of the bitter invective the poisonous rhetoric the
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dirty tricks and shady deals payoffs betrayalsbetrayals the blighted
loyalties the scheming young men on the make the gadiantonGadianton
loyalty the manipulated ovations and contrived confusion of
the last hurrah the furiously mounting infusion of green
stuff into the political carnival in our day is enough to show
that the spontaneity is not there and even if some of it

malmai
ma

remain those running the show know very well from tried anand
tested statistics that all that sort of thing is to be got with
money lots and lots of money and with nothing else

an important part of the message of the restored gospel is
that god s way has now been restored to the earth and is avail-
able to men and that there is no excuse for their not embracing
it inasmuch as it is entirely within their capacity to receive it
and live by it beginning of course with a complete turning
away from their own ways

I1 think that it is high time for a christian world to awake
out of sleep and cry mightily to that god day and night
whose anger we have justly incurred I1 step forth into
the field said the prophet to tell you what the lord is
doing and what you must do in these last days I1 will
proceed to tell you what the lord requires of all people
high and low in order that they may escape the
judgments of god which are almost ready to burst upon
the nations of the earth repent of all your sinssins appp 14
16 italics added

even at its best man s way is not god s way some may pre-
tend to say that the world in this age is fast increasing in righ-
teousness that the dark ages of superstition and blindness
have passed the gloomy cloud is burst the gospel is
shining carried to divers nations of the earth etc etc

but a moment s candid reflection is sufficient for every
candid man to draw a conclusion in his own mind whether this
is the order of heaven or not appp 484948 49 italics added the
best of human laws leaves every man free to engage in his own
pursuit of happiness 5 without presuming for a moment to tell
him where that happiness lies that is the very thing the laws
of god can guarantee at best the political prize is negative

important in the record of the dispensations is that when

at best man s laws are negative congress shall make no law
the laws of men says joseph smith may guarantee to a people protection

inin the honorable pursuits of this life and when this is said all is said
the law of heaven is presented to man and as such guarantees to all who

obey it a reward far beyond any earthly consideration the law of heaven
transcends the law of man as far as eternal life the temporal p 50
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men depart from god s way and substitute their own ways
in its place they usually do not admit that that is what they are
doing often they do not deliberately or even consciously sub-
stitute their ways for god s ways on the contrary they easily
and largely convince themselves that their way isis gods way
the apostasy described in the new testament is not a de-

sertion of the cause but a perversion of it a process by which
the righteous are removed and none perceives it 8 the wed-
ding of the christian church and the roman state was a ven-
ture in political dialectics a restatement of the age old political
exercise of demonstrating that our way is god s way there s

such divinity doth hedge a king vox popallpopulipopull vox deidelldeldelpderp etc the
lord told the apostles that in time whosoever killethkelleth you will
think that he doethboeth god service john 162 the horrible
fiasco of the crusades went forward under the mandate of the
deus aultvult god wills it it is his idea the inquisition was
carried out by selfless men for the greater glory of god 7 in
every age we find the worldy powers hypnotized by the image
of the world as a maldanmaidanmaifanidan a great battleground on which the
forces of good and evil are locked in mortal combat 8 true
there is a contest but it is within the individual not between
ignorant armies that solution is all too easy recall the state-
ment of joseph smith that every candid man must draw the
conclusion in his own mind whether this any political system
is the order of heaven or not p 49 banners trumpets and
dungeons were early devised to help men make up their minds
but god does not fight satan a word from him and satan is
silenced and banished there is no contest there in fact we
are expressly told that all the power which satan enjoys here
on earth is granted him by god we will allow satan our
common enemy to try man and to tempt him it is man s

strength that is being tested not god s nay even inin putting
us to the test the devil to quote joseph smith has no

see hugh nibley the passing of the church forty variations on an
unpopular theme church history 30june 19611341961 154134 reprinted in nibley
when the lights went out three studies in the ancient apostasy salt lake
city deseret book 1970 p 4 quoting justin dialogue 110 hilary contra
constant imp 4 in migne ed patralogiaPatr alogia latina 10581b the christian
masses do not realize what is happenhappeningng to them they are bewitched by a
thing that comes as softly and insidiously as a slinging noose nibley when
the lights p 6

see hugh nibley the ancient law of liberty in the world and the
prophets salt lake city deseret book 1954 ppap 16673166 73 for a more detailed
treatment of this theme

seeee hugh nibley the hierocentricHiero centric state western117111 estern political quarterly
33195122653319512261951 226226552265353
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power over us only as we permit him p 181 italics added
since then god would not exert any compulsory means and
the devil could not p 187 italicitalics added it isis up to us
to decide how much power satan shall have on this earth but
only in respect to ourselves the fight is all within us that is
the whole battle but how much easier to shift the battle to
another arena and externalize the cause of all our misfortune

it is easy enough to see how a world willingly beguiled by
the devil s dialectic is bound to reject god s way and continue
with its own even the saints are guilty repent repent is
the voice of god to zion and strange as it may appear yet it
is true mankind will persist in self justification until all their
iniquity is exposed and their character past being redeemed
appp 181918 19 italics added As in every other dispensation the
world will continue to go its way which is one of progressive
deterioration

the great and wise of ancient days have failed in all their
attempts to promote eternal power peace and happiness
they proclaim as with a voice of thunder that man s
strength is weakness his wisdom folly his glory is his shame
nation has succeeded nation history records their
puerile plans their short lived glory their feeble intellect
and their ignoble deeds have we increased in knowledge
or intelligence our nation which possesses greater re-
sources than any other is rent from center to circumference
with party strife political intrigues and sectional interest
our ourtradesmentradesmen are disheartenedhearteneddisheartenerdis our mechanics out of employ
our farmers distressed and our poor crying for bread our
banks are broken our credit ruined what is the matter
are we alone in this thing verily no with all our evils
we are better situated than any other nation england
has her hand reeking with the blood of the innocent abroad

the world itself presents one great theater of misery
and woe and distress of nations with perplexity all all
speak with a voicevoice of thunder that man is not able to govern
himself to legislate for himself to protect himself to pro-
mote his own good nor the good of the world after all is
said there is nothing for it but to accept god s way noth-
ing else will work it has been the design of jehovah
from the commencement of the world and is his purpose
now to regulate the affairs of the world in his own time
to stand as a head 0off the universe and take the reins of gov-
ernment in his own hand when that isis done nations
will learn war no more appp 24951249 51 italics added

here the prophet lays it on the line
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the world has had a fair trial for six thousand years the
lord will try the seventh thousand for himself to
bring about this state of things there must of necessity be
great confusion among the nations of the earth god is
coming out of his hiding place to vex the nations of the
earth it is for us to be righteous that we may be wise
and understand for none of the wicked shall understand

As a church and a people it behooves us to be wise
and to seek to know the will of god and then be willing to
do it our only confidence can be inin god we have
treated lightly his commands and departed from his ordi-
nances and the lord has chastenedchasteneychastened us sore in regard
to the building of zion it has to be done by the counsel of
jehovah by the revelations of heaven appp 25254252 54 italics
added

from these sayings of the prophet one would hardly expect
the world to have improved since his day and the words of
brigham young are eloquent in describing the steady deteri-
oration that has continued unabated up to the present moment
no wonder thinking man inquiring minds ask whether it is
really necessary for the government of god to be on the earth
at the present day I1 answer most assuredly there never was
a time when it was more needed than it is now why be-
cause men do not know how to govern themselves without it

IDD 10320 1I1 acknowledged to him col thomas kane
that we have the best system of government in existence but
queried if the people of this nation were righteous enough to
sustain its institutions I1 say they are not but will trample
them under their feet JDID 12119 italics added

but is not satan a politician with his love of confusion and
controversy isncisn t the adversary an archpoliticianarch politician there
shall be no disputationsdisputatious among you said the lord to the ne
phitesphiles for he that hath the spirit of contention is not of
me but is of the devil who is the father of contention and he
stirrethstirrettstirreth up the hearts of men to contend with anger one with
another 3 nephi 1128291128 29 let us make one thing clear
contention is not discussion but the opposite contention puts
an end to all discussion as does war cedanocedant leges inter arma
said the romans when war takes over politics are in abeyance
the most famous dictum of clausewitz is that war is simply
a continuation of the political dialogue in another arena
but as he points out at great length and with great clarity it
is an arena in which the appeal is all to brute force and in
which any talk of laws or rules or principles cannot be anything
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but a strategic ruse in reality a declaration of war is an an-
nouncementno that the discussion is over war is beyond politics
and god has said 1 I1 will that all men shall know that the
day speedily cometh the hour is not yet but is nigh at hand
when peace shall be taken from the earth and the devil shall
have power over his own dominion dacd&c 135 that is the
end of politics for now

god discusses things with men in all humility for the
sake of our enlightenment satan too loves to discuss but
what a different type of discussion he is not teaching but
laying traps his whole line is a sales pitch with his own ad-
vantage as the end he is not enlightening but manipulating
he does not reason but bargains his proposition as put be-
fore adam cain abraham moses enoch and the lord him-
self is the same one hebe puts to faust and jabez stone if you
will worship me I1 will give you unlimited power and
wealth everything this world has to offer all you have to
do is sign away your rather dubious expectations for the other
world if his proposition is refused outright hebe has no other
resort but to have a tantrum falling down rending upon the
earth screaming madly 1 I am the son of god worship me
for his sole objective from the beginning has been to be num-
ber one

there are men who wish to destroy every power in
heaven and on earth that they do not hold themselves
this is the spirit of satan that was made so visibly mani-
fest in heaven and which proved his overthrow and he now
afflicts this people with it he wants to dictate and rule every
principle and power that leads to exaltation and eternal life
IDD 1097 italics added

to be number one is to be beyond politics it is his command
of the ultimate weapon that places satan like god beyond
politics

recently a piece appeared in the press noting that business-
men are insisting with increasing zeal on searching the minds
and the hearts of their employees by means of polygraph tests
if any arm of government 9 were to go so far they would be
met by horrified protests at this vicious attack on individual
freedom and rightly so what is it that gives ordinary busi-
nessmen a power greater than that of the government it is

the capacity for giving or withholding money nothing else

except say the CIA or FBI
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in the world this is the weapon that satan chose from the
beginning to place him and his plans beyond politics and it
has worked with deadly effect there is only one thing in
man s world that can offer any check on the unlimited power
of money and that is government that is why money always
accuses government of trying to destroy free agency when
the great enslaver has always been money itself

we do not have time here to review satan s brilliant career
in business and law how he taught cain the great secret of
how to murder and get gain while claiming the noblest no-
tions saying I1 am free moses 531 33 how he inspired
the jareditesJared ites and then the nephitesNephites to seek for power and
authority and riches 3 nephi 615 how he tried to buy
off abraham in the apocalypse of abraham and moses
and jesus by promising them anything in the world if they
would only worship him how he coached judas in the art of
handling money how he corrupts the saints by covetousness
and the things of the world how his disciple simon magus
offered peter cash on the line for the priesthood to be beyond
politics does not place one in president john taylor s words
11 above the rule of mammon only a celestial order can do
that

THE LAST DAYS

largely because of this dominion the human dialogue
has a tendency as many ancient writers observed to deteriorate
unless there is divine intervention10intervention10 and since men normally
insist on rejecting such intervention the end result is periodic
catastrophe this is the standard message found in the apo-
calyptic literature every system of civil polity invented by
men like their religious creeds has been proved by experiment
wholly inadequate to check the downward tendency of the
human race 11

when this downward tendency passes the point of no re-
turn the process accelerates beyond control ending in general
catastrophe to be followed by god s intervention and a new
dispensation wherefore I1 the lord knowing the calamity
which should come upon the inhabitants of the earth called
upon my servant joseph smith jun and spake unto him from

cf for example hesiodhesion s law of decay this is incidentally the basic
principle of apocalyptic literature

millennial star 171855675171855 675 italics added
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heaven and gave him commandments dacd&c 111717
joseph smith intended to follow those commandments the
object with me is to obey and teach others to obey god in
just what he tells us to do p 332 italics added one truth
revealed from heaven is worth all the sectarian notions in ex-
istence p 338 A man is his own tormentor and his own
condemner all will suffer until they obey christ himself
p 357 the sinner will slay the sinner the wicked will

fall upon the wicked until there is an utter overthrow and
consumption upon the face of the whole earth until god
reigns whose right it is IDD 2190 the church has been
put to great trouble and expense through the years by its insis-
tence on sticking to its long and awkward title plainly the sec-
ond part of the name is very important the church of the
latter days these are the last days the last days of what
neither we nor the outside world have ever bothered to explore
or argue definitions about that because the answer is obvious
it is the perennial message of the apocalyptic teaching which
is now recognized as the very foundation of the old and the
new testaments the last days are the last days of everything
as we know it the lord declared to his servants some
eighteen months since 1833 that he was then withdrawing
his spirit from the earth the governments of the earth are
thrown into confusion and division and destruction to the
eye of the spiritual beholder seems to be written by the finger
of an invisible hand in large capitals upon almost everything
we behold p 16 god has set his hand and seal to change
the times and seasons to blind their minds that they may not
understand his marvelous workings p 135 while
upon one hand I1 behold the manifest withdrawal of godagod
spirit and the veil of stupidity which seems to be drawn over
the hearts of the people upon the other hand I1 behold the
judgments of god sweeping hundreds and thousands of
our race and I1 fear unprepared down to the shades of death
pp13 14 italics added

at the present time the political dialogue throughout the
world has deteriorated catastrophically in most countries it
has degenerated into such mechanical and stereotyped forms
that it is no longer profitable or meaningful it is no longer
a dialogue at all if you are a private citizen you just do not

discuss things with colonels commissarscommissaryCommissars or corpora-
tions you do what they tell you to do or at best manipulate
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you into doing has it ever been different not much but
on 17 october 1973 the junta in chile officially put an end to
all political activity of any kind or by any party this is some-
thing unique a final step by rulers who do not even make a
pretense of consulting the ruled where do we go from here
we are beyond politics indeed another and even more fateful
development has recently come to the fore in our midst in-
dicatingdi beyond question that we have at last reached that
point of no returnreturn1212 which heralds the last of the last days

god has never given us a time schedule for the develop-
ments of the last days there are a number of reasons for this
for example if we knew the time and the hour we would
gauge our behavior accordingly and conveniently postpone re-
pentancepentance whereas god wants us to live as if we were ex-
pecting his coming at any moment he comes as a thief in the
night watch therefore for ye know not the time
but though he does not give us dates and figures he does
give us unmistakable signs of the times and urges us to pay
the closest possible attention to them simply by looking at a
fig tree for example one can estimate quite closely about how
far away the harvest is the word historia was borrowed by
hecateusHecateus from the medical profession the historia being pro-
gressivegressive symptoms of a disease or illness just as there are signs
by which the doctor can tell how far along the patient is and
how long he has to go so there are such signs in the body pol-
itic of any society specifically if we want to know the sure
sign of the end we are instructed to look for ripeness or full-
ness the end comes when and only when the time is ripe
when the harvest is ripe when the people are ripe in
iniquity or to use the other figure when the cup of his
wrath is full which will be when the cup of their iniquity
is full or to combine both terms when the world is fullyfulljuily
ripe in iniquity fruit is fully ripe at that moment when further
ripening would not mean improvement but only deterioration

and so from day to day we ripe and ripe and then from
day to day we rot and rot and a vessel is full when noth-
ing more can be added to it when its contents can no longer
be improved or damaged by adding any more ingredients
when the fruit is ripe there is no pointinpoint in letting it remain lon-
ger on the tree and when the cup is full nothing further re-
mains to be done about its contents ripeness and fullness are

12the point of no return marks the stroke of doom in classical tragedy
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that state of things in short when nothing further remains to
be done in the direction of filling or ripening and the process
has reached the end A society has reached such a point when it
can no longer go in the direction it has been taking when the
only hope of motion lies in a change or a direct reversal of
direction and repentance is that change of direction it is
when men reach the point of refusing to repent that they have
reached the point of fullness and it shall come to pass be-
cause of the wickedness of the world that I1 will take vengeance
upon the wicked for they will not repent for the cup of mine
indignation is full dacd&c 2917 the moment adam found
himself going in the wrong direction because of the fall he was
to repent and call upon god forevermore that is to reverse
his course and ever since then the days of the children of
men were prolonged according to the will of god that they
might repent while in the flesh wherefore their state became
a state of probation and their time was lengthened for
he gave commandment that all men must repent 2 nephi
221 the reason that our lives are extended as they are be-
yond the age of reproduction is to allow us the fullest possible
opportunity to repent therefore when men have lost the
capacity to repent they forfeit any right to sojourn further upon
the earth the very purpose of this extended span of life being
to practice repentance when men announce that they have no
intention of repenting there is no reason why god should let
them stay around any longer to corrupt the rising generation
and now cometh the day of their calamity and their sor-

row shall be great unless they speedily repent yea very speed-
ily dacd&c 13635

there is a time limit then and I1 believe that the time limit
has now been reached the cup is full for we have in our
time the terrifying phenomenon of men who refuse to repent
why should they repent because god commands it behold
I1 command all men everywhere to repent dacd&c 189 and
surely every man must repent or suffer for 1I god am endless

dacd&c 194 therefore I1 command you to repent repent
lest I1 smite you by the rod of my mouth for behold 1I
god have suffered these things for all that they might not suf-
fer if they would repent dacd&c 1915161915 16 wherefore I1

command you again to repent lest I1 humble you with my al-
mighty power dacd&c 1920 and I1 command you that you
preach naught but repentance dacd&c 1921 wherefore I1
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will that all men shall repent for all are under sin except
those which I1 have reserved unto myself holy men that ye
know not of dacd&c 498 hearken and hear 0 ye inhab-
itants of the earth listen ye elders of my church together
and hear the voice of the lord for he callethcalleta upon all men
and he commandethcommandeth all men everywhere to repent dacd&c
13316

yet throughout the world today few it would seem have
any intention anymore of repenting that is the ominous note
mormon describes this condition as marking the last stand of
the nephitesNephites

and now behold my son I1 fear lest the lamanitesLamanites shall
destroy this people for they do not repent when I1 speak
the word of god with sharpness they tremble and anger
against me and when I1 use no sharpness they harden their
hearts against it wherefore I1 fear lest the spirit of the lord
hath ceased striving with them I1 cannot any longer en-
force my commands and they have become strong inin their
perversion without principle and past feeling and
I1 pray unto god to witness the return repentance of
his people unto him or their utter destruction moroni
93493 4 182218 22 italics added

they sorrowedsorrowersorrowed at the loss of their wealth but behold this
was vain mormon continues for their sorrowing was

not unto repentance but because the lord would not
always suffer them to take happiness in sin mormon 213

and I1 saw that the day of grace was passed with them
both temporally and spiritually moroni 215 when the
clayday of repentance is past so is the day of grace they had
reached the point of no return this is what the greeks called
ate and is the telling moment of tragedy take that greatest
of tragedies oedipus rex oedipus had in his youth com-
mitted a terrible compound crime but he had done it unknow-
ingly and was therefore given every opportunity not only to
repent and be forgiven but also to achieve higher glory than
ever the question was not whether or not he was guilty but
whether or not being guilty he would repent at the begin-
ning of the play he drops hints that betray a subconscious
awareness of his guilt he as the king insists on a thorough
investigation then as more and more evidence accumulates
against him he insists even more loudly that he has done no
wrong he looks for one party and then another to fix the
blame on but each time it becomes clear that it could not have
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been that person in the end even his wife cannot deny his
guilt any longer and pleads with him to drop the case his reply
is to blame her for everything in a fantastically forced and vi-
cious argument when finally he is forced to recognize that
he and he alone is the enemy he seeks the results are terrible
his whole trouble is that he will not repent after his meteoric
career his matchless fame his unfailing cleverness and strong
character had held the reins of power for twenty years he was
in no mood to repent of everything the last words spoken to
him in the play are significant when his brother creon says to
him don t think you can be number one all the time this
is also the tragedy of lear that most tragic of tragedies of
richard 11II and of king laertes in the winters tale each
king because he is the king cannot tolerate the idea of repent-
ing that would be a fatal confession of weakness and so
each one digs himself deeper and deeper into a devastating sit-
uation from which he cannot escape because the only escape
hatch is repentance in each case the trouble is the insistence
on being number one and this takes us back to the primal
tragedy and the character of lucifer whose example all our
tragic figures are following now in this world said joseph
smith mankind are naturally selfish ambitious and striving
to excel some seek to excel and this was the case with
lucifer when he fell p 297 he had to be number one
since all have sinned there is no question of whether one has
done wrong or not but only of whether one will repent but
what is now the approved school solution since all have
sinned why should anybody be the goat why should any-
body repent

POLITICS AND THE establishment OF ZION

when president harold B lee said that the saints are
above politics he was referring to the brand of politics that
prevails in the world today the government of heaven if
wickedly administered would become one of the worst govern-
ments upon the face of the earth no matter how good a

government is unless it is administered by righteous men an
evil government will be made of it IDD 1010177177 men caught
red handed charged tried confessed and convicted now come
forth to plead innocent they were merely carrying out orders
they were doing what everyone does they have done no
wrong the winnwinnmgestwinningestingest of slogans when the national con
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science became burdened with the guilt of relentless shed-
ding of innocent blood day after day month after month and
year after year could only be the slogan we have done no
wrong any politician foolish enough to so much as hint at
a need for repentance certainly was asking for the drubbing
he would get king claudius and macbeth were bloody vil-
lains and they knew it and even in their darkest hours spec-
ulated with a wild surmise on the possibility however remote
of repentance and forgiveness the fatal symptom of our day
is not that men do wrong they always have and commit
crimes and even recognize their wrong doing as foolish and
unfortunate but that they have no intention of repenting while
god has told us that the first rule that he has given the human
race is that all men everywhere must repent

joseph smith tells us that there are crimes and sins which
are wrong no matter who does them or under what condition
they are wrong in and of themselves at all times and at all
places you cannot deceive one party to be loyal to another
any man who will betray catholics will betray you and if

he will betray me he will betray you p 375 compare this
with mr stone s recent declaration that he found nothing
shocking in public officials lying under oath since they were
trained to do that very thing all men are subjected to
vanity according to joseph smith while they travel through
the crooked paths and difficulties which surround them
where is the man that is free from vanity p 187 granted
that it is still true that all men have power to resist the devil
p 189 which leaves them without excuse

the dialogue between men has always been remarkably
superficial devoid of any substance and depth since men must
always be on the go and only make brief contact like jet
planes passing in the night as each goes about his business
looking out first of all for his own interests with little time
left over for the common interest busy modern men and wom-
en feel they are too busy for the rigors of serious discussion
necessary for genuine politics senator proxmire recently de-
plored the fact as all public spirited people always have that
very very few people take a real and active part in the political
process how could it be otherwise politics by its very nature
is superficial the practitioner can never go into depth be-
cause too many things have to be considered if in physics the
problem of three bodies has been solved only by approximation
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how can we expect to cope wisely and fully with the infinite
complexity of human affairs politics in the proper greek
sense was a full time job for the citizen who spent his day
in the agora and his nights in long discussions and debates
while servants and slaves took care of petty and menial mat-
ters 13 even that however was an ideal which neither the
greeks nor any one else could live up to after all the first
interest of every citizen is to make money 00 civescheseweschef civesrhesewesrhey
quaerendaquaerenda perumapecunia primumprieum est virtus post nummusnummosnummos horace
epistles 1 1 535453 54 and so politics degenerated quickly in-
to subservience to private interests it yields subservience to
wealth if greece produced the most enlightened politicians
it also as thucydides informs us produced the most sordid
politics is often a forlorn and hopeless affair because it is not
really a dialogue unless it is strictly honest and the ulterior
motives of power and gain always vitiate it in the end it is
then the tricky lawyer who takes over eventually someone
seeks a stronger tool than mere talk we start talking and end
up condemning and smiting man shall not smite neither
shall he judge mormon 820 is the final wisdom of the
book of mormon man shall not counsel his fel lowman
neither put trust in the arm of flesh dacd&c 11920119 20 is the
initial wisdom of the doctrine and covenants what was
to be a meeting of the minds often degenerates into a trial of
arms politics gravitate in the direction of an ever stronger
clout inevitably leading to the trial of arms someone seeks a
stronger tool than mere talk consider again clausewitz s

famous dictum that war is the natural end of politics also
that war lies beyond politics it is the arena that smells of
death and we are trapped in the arena

the wide difference amounting to complete antithesis be

this was their genius and the secret of their success whether the greek
pursued philosophy art religion pleasure science or money he was willing
to give the search everything he had sacrificing every convenience and amenity
the ideal of the greeks was the sophos completely selfless oblivious to his
own comfort health appearance and appetites as his mind came to grips with
the problem of achieving one particular objective that is why the greeks were
anciently way out in front of others in almost every field of human endeavor
and still remain unsurpassed and even unequalledunequalled in many of them the greek
citizen not only spent the day in the agora but in the evenings at home he car-
ried on the dialogue in discussion and study groups for the greek citizen knew
that the only work worthy of the name a work a hundred times harder than the
repetitious routines and seemingly virtuous bootlickingboot licking that we call work was
the terribly demanding and exhausting task of cutting new grooves and channels
with the sharp edge of the mind he felt that if politics was all that important
it was worth our best hours
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tween men s ways and god s ways should always be kept in
mind if we would remember that fact it would save us from
a pitfall that constantly lies before us especially here at brig-
ham young university nothing is easier than to identify
one s own favorite political economic historical and moral
convictions with the gospel that gives one a neat conve-
nient but altogether too easy advantage over one s fellows if
my ideas are the true ones and I1 certainly will not entertain
them if I1 suspect for a moment that they are false then all
truth being one they are also the gospel and to oppose them
is to play the role of satan this is simply insisting that our
way is gods way and therefore the only way it is the height
of impertinence there have been frauds and secret abomi-
nations and evil works of darkness going on in the church

all the time palming it off upon the presidency prac-
ticing in the church in their name appp 12728127 28 do you
think these people were not sincere yes to the point of
fanaticism they wholly identified their crackpot schemes with
the church and with the gospel some of the most learned
theologians such as bossuet have shown from every page of
the scripture that god is an absolute monarchist while others
equally learned and dedicated have formed religious com-
munitiesmuni ties dedicated to the equally obvious scriptural proposition
that the saints are communists you can search through the
scriptures and find support for any theory you want and it is

your privilege to attempt to convince yourself of any position
you choose to take but not to impose that opinion on others
as the gospel god certainly does not subscribe to our political
creeds the first issue of the times and seasons contained a
lead editorial to the elders be careful that you teach not for
the word of god the commandments of men nor the doctrines
of men nor the ordinances of men study the word of god
and preach it and not your own opinions for no man s opinion
is worth a straw 14

we may seem to be speaking out of order because we in-
sist on bringing into the discussion of political science certain
theological propositions which are simply not acceptable to
those outside of our church but I1 am speaking for myself
there is the basic proposition the spirit of god will
dwell with his people and be withdrawn from the rest of the
nations accordingly among the saints party feelings sep

14times and seasons 11839131183911859 13
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arate interests exclusive designs should be lost sight of in the
one common cause in the interest of the whole p 231 if
the world cannot accept such a proposition we are still com-
mitted to it wholly and irrevocably whether we like it or
not the government of the almighty has always been very
dissimilar to the governments of men it has always ten-
ded to promote peace unity harmony strength and happi-
ness while on the other hand the greatest acts of the mighty
men have been to depopulate nations and to overthrow king-
doms before them the earth was a paradise and behind
them a desolate wilderness the designs of god on the
other hand are that the earth shall yield its increase
resume its paradisean glory and become as the garden of the
lord p 248

how you play the game of politics is important but the
game you are playing isis also important it is important to
work but what you work for is all important the nephitesNephites

by their industry obtained riches which then destroyed
them for the laborers in zion shall labor for zion for if they
labor for money they shall be destroyed 2 nephi 2731 ital-
ics added work does not sanctify wealth as we try to make
ourselves believe the zeal and intelligence that our political
commitments demand to what should they be directed at
present we have a positive obsession with the economy the
economy is all but the lord told samuel the lamanite that
when a people have set their heart upon riches cur-
sed be they and also their treasures helaman 1320

while listening to senator proxmire s address the other
night I1 was impressed by the clearheadedclear headed intelligence and zeal
he brought to his task it made one almost think that the show
was going on that there still is a genuine politics after all
what then of the prophecies both in manner and appearance
the senator recalled to my mind certain dashing wonderful
men who during world war II11 used to brief the various
units of the loist airborne division which they were leading
into battle the classic leader s oration before the battle en-
joyed a revival in airborne operations where the army a short
hour before the battle could sit quietly on the grass 100 miles
from the enemy and listen to speeches it was thethinthit highpointhighpoint
of their careers the thing they had been working and hoping
and looking forward to all their lives to lead a crack regi-
ment or division into battle and they made the most of it the
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feeling of euphoria was almost overpowering they were
smart sharp vigorous compelling eager tense exuding op-
timism and even humor but above all excitement invariably
general maxwell taylor would end his oration with good
hunting it was wonderful thrilling you were ready to fol-
low that man anywhere but before the operation was a day
old every man in the division was heartily wishing that he was
anywhere else doing anything else but that everyone knew
in his mind and heart that he was not sent to earth to engage
in this nasty and immoral business the heroism and sacrifice
were real the situation was utterly satanic and shameful the
POWs we rounded up to interrogate were men just as good
as we were the victims of a terrible circumstance that the devil s

game of power and gain had woven around them
so I1 like senator proxmire like general taylor a splendid

man I1 admire his style and approve his zeal but wisdom
greater than man tells me that we are not playing the right
game behold the world at this time lieth in sin and there
is none that doethboeth good no not one the game is not
going to last much longer they seek not the lord to establish
his righteousness but every man walkethwalseth in his own way and
after the image of his own god whose image is the likeness
of the world and whose substance is that of an idol which
waxeth old and shall perish in babylon even babylon the
great which shall fall dacd&c 116 italics added see also 2

nephi 930 according to joseph smith the most damning
hand of murder tyranny and oppression that spirit which
has so strongly riveted the creeds of the fathers who have in-
herited lies upon the hearts of the children and filled the
world with confusion has been growing stronger and stronger
and is now the very mainspring of all corruption and the whole
earth groansardansaroans under the weight of its iniquity p 146 this
is our heritage

the news of the world today reminds me of nothing so
much as those bulletins which a short while ago were being
issued by the doctors attendingc the late king gustave of swe-
den and by those treating pablo casals the king was in his
gos casals 96 and both were very ill what really good news
could come out of the sickroom that the patient had rested
well that he had had some lucid moments that he had
taken nourishment could any of that be called good news
hopeful news in view of the inevitable news the world was
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waiting for what is your own idea of an encouraging and
cheering item in the news today that the next middle east-
ern war has been postponed that a new oil field has been
discovered this physic but prolongs thy sickly daysdays1515 we
shall achieve lasting peace when we achieve eternal life pol-
itics has the same goal as the gospel complete happiness but
to achieve that requires eternal life the most painful thing in
the world says joseph smith is the thought of annihilation

p 296 until that gnawing pain is relieved all the rest is a
forlorn and wistful game of make believe the solution of all
our problems is the resurrection only god knows the solution
why not follow his advice and only the gospel can remove
that pain the final relief of all our woesboes lies beyond all world-
ly politics so when joseph smith says my feelings revolt at
the idea of having anything to do with politics he is not
being high and mighty but putting his priorities in order 1 I

wish to be let alone he says that I1 may attend to the spiritual
welfare of the church p 275 specifically the object
with me is to obey and to teach others to obey god in just
what he tells us to do p 332 for one truth revealed
from heaven is worth all the sectarian notions in existence
p 338 and so he pursues his way it matters not to me if
all hell boils over I1 regard it only as I1 would the crackling of
thorns under a pot I1 intend to lay a foundation that will
revolutionize the whole world it will not be by sword or
gun that this kingdom will roll on appp 339 366

how should the saints behave brigham young believed
that the elders cannot be too particular to enjoin on all the
saints to yield obedience to the laws and respect every man in
his office letting politics wholly entirely and absolutely alone
and preaching the principles of the gospel of salvation for
to this end were they ordained and set forth we are for
peace we want no contention with any person or govern-
ment 16 amid all the revolutions that are taking place among
the nations the elders will ever pursue an undeviating course
in being subject to the government wherever they may be and
sustain the same by all their precepts to the saints having
nothing to do with political questions which engender strife
remembering that the weapons of their warfare are not carnal

hamlet 5111963iii963in96
brigham young manuscript history 7 may 1845 church historical de-

partmentpartment
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but spiritual and that the gospel which they preach is not
of man but from heaven 17 As for politics we care nothing
about them one way or the other although we are a political
people it is the kingdom of god or nothing with us 18

the kingdom is beyond politics one way or the other ie
it is beyond partisan party politics

on the last night of a play the whole cast and stage crew
stay in the theater until the small or not so small hours of the
morning striking the old set if there is to be a new opening
soon as the economy of the theater requires it is important
that the new set should be in place and ready for the opening
night all the while the old set was finishing its usefulness
and then being taken down the new set was rising in splendor
to be ready for the drama that would immediately follow
so it is with this world it is not our business to tear down
the old set the agencies that do that are already hard at work
and very efficient the set is coming down all around us with
spectacular effect our business is to see to it that the new set
is well on the way for what is to come and that means a
different kind of politics beyond the scope of the tragedy that
is now playing its closing night we are preparing for the
establishment of zion

general epistle millennial star 13185121
ls millennial star 311869573311869 575573
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last summer I1 had the opportunity of speaking at a most
unusual fireside beside an actual fire the place was a camp-
ground in hobble creek canyon east of springvilleSpringville the group
was professor warren wilson s class in primitive pottery the
students were widely varied in background and experience
but all were at some stage in the process of gathering clay
from the many clay banks nearby washing it letting it settle
forming it with primitive tools into significant forms drying
it as pots and other forms and preparing klins in which to
fire it about half were members of the church obviously
they had developed a fine esprit de corps I1 could hardly re-
sist brother wilson s suggestion that my talk develop some
kind of analogy between the process they were involved in and
the gospel of jesus christ

it was easy enough to do given the remarkable beauty of
the setting the receptivity of creative people to ideas about
creativity and the fact that I1 had for years been pondering the
relations between creativity the freedom it implies and the
church which sometimes has not seemed to encourage cre-
ativityativity for me it was a deeply meaningful experience and
for the group too judging from various kinds of responses
what 1I said to them and what I1 say here I1 would hope will
have special significance to those who wonder about even
chafe under the restrictions the rituals the thou shalt notsbots of
the church

earlier that summer my son and I1 had participated in a
fathers and sons outing in that same canyon in most re-

this article is the first in a projected series of personal essays intended to
demonstrate how mormon scholars have correlated their religious beliefs with
their academic disciplines originally cast as a sermon liberating form is
an impressive example of the informal essay and a splendid beginning for a
continuing studies feature

dr clarkdarkoark is professor of english at brigham young university
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spectsaspects it was quite a usual outing a chance to get away to par-
ticipate with harlow in cooking games an evening fireside
program again by a genuine fire

I1 and so on but it had one
unusual feature about ten 0 clock of that lovely saturday
morning each father was given a sealed envelope and told to
walk with his son in any direction for ten minutes or so then
to find a pleasant spot under a tree and open the envelope
we did so harlow and I1 found ourselves under a small tree
on the north side of the canyon where we caught the full ef-
fects of one of those perfect sunny mornings in utah hills A
storm the previous day had freshened the area the sun was
warm but not uncomfortable in the shade of our tree our walk
uphill had been vigorous enough to make us ready for a little
sitting we sat and opened the envelope

the instructions were simple perhaps even predictable
among other things the father was to tell the son about a time
when he had been important in someone else s life and about
a time when someone else had been important in his the son
was to tell about some favorite goal or dream liehelleile had or relate
some experience he had had that was especially significant to
him and that the father had not known about and so we sat
for an hour or so essentially alone with each other and
talked about important things things that may have been
important only to us and important only because we were
father and son there talking or maybe things that were of
cosmic importance and for the same reason it was a remark-
able experience one that we should have every day or so but
seldom do have

I1 told my fireside group about the outing but I1 also told
them about a poem and a short story I1 want to share both
here the poem is brief

NOTHING IN HEAVEN FUNCTIONS AS IT OUGHT

nothing inin heaven functions as it ought
peter s bifocals blindly sat on crack
his gates lurch wide with the cackle of a cock
not with a hush of gold as milton had thought
gangs of the slaughtered innocents keep huffingbuffing
the nimbus off the venerable bede
like that of a dandelion gone to seed
the beatific choir keep breaking up coughing

but hell sweet hell hath no freewheeling part
none takes his own sweet time nor quickens pace
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ask anyone how come you here poor heart
and he will slot a quarter through his face
there11ll be an instant click a tear will start
imprinted with an abstract of his case

it s a simple enough poem at least on the surface most read-
ers will recognize it as a sonnet and that particular kind of
sonnet that came to us from the italian poet petrarchpetrarcaPetrarch it has a
rime scheme students of literature scan as ablaabbabbaa abdabbabba a cdcdcd
the rime scheme divides the poem neatly into two parts the
octet eight lines and the sestet six lines the octet tra-
ditionally sets up some kind of problem or question or sit-
uation the sestet somehow answers or responds to or plays
against the octet in this poem the picture of hell in the sestet
plays against that of heaven in the octet we may be struck
by the unusual qualities of heaven and hell and the images
used to make us see each we may even be struck by the un-
usual subject matter for a sonnet but we recognize the tradi-
tional sonnet form used without too much variation

the short story entitled parker s back is much longer
and more complex it is a strange story but a most meaningful
one its hero 0 E for obadiah elihue parker has a pre-
dilection for tattoos As a boy he had visited a side show and
seen the tattooed man his body completely covered with tat-
toos it had been almost a mystic experience for parker he
stood and stared entranced by the motion of the tattooed fig-
ures when the man would move he stared long after the man
had left still seeing the figures and their motion before long
he finds himself going to tattoo artists especially when he is
in trouble having a new figure tattooed on him and watching
it either directly or through a mirror restores his spirits and
makes him a new man but the effect does not last more than
a week or so at each new emergency he must go to the tat-
too artist until now his whole body is covered with tattoos
just like the circus man s except for his back the only part
of him not covered is his back and he can t see that but
now he is restless again especially restless because he finds
himself married when he does not want to be married and
married to a wife he cannot stand the wife is not very at-
tractive but the real problem is that she is a nagging self
righteous religious fanatic and she is pregnant she nags at
him for everything especially his tattoos which she dislikes
immensely
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the old woman he works for nags him too about his work
one day she tells him to be sure not to hit the tree in the mid-
dle of the field he is plowing you can probably guess what
will happen somehow he drives his tractor squarely into the
tree it climbs the tree bursts into flames and flips over back-
ward throwing parker off and his flaming shoe forty feet
away the experience is an apocalyptic vision for parker he
jumps into his old truck and heads for town and the tattoo
artist this time he knows exactly what he wants a picture
that his wife will respect he leafs through a pile of pictures
of christ until he comes to an old stern byzantine christ with
piercing all demanding eyes the kind that follow you
wherever you go this is it he lies until late at night while
the artist tattoos the picture on his back the artist gives him
a mirror to examine the picture through another mirror but
it don t have eyes tomorrow though the picture is fin-

ished parker looks in the mirror with trembling awe moves
the mirror from one side to the other the eyes are boring into
his no matter where he looks from and even when he isncisn t
looking the eyes bore into him from the back

it is a remarkable image of the burden of christ that par-
ker has taken upon himself remarkable even in its grotesque-
ness but poor parker he goes home and shows it to his
wife with predictable results she tears into him not so much
for wrecking the tractor as for the idolatry of the tattooed
picture he can only go out into the field and weep

yes it s a remarkable image and a remarkable story but
I1 hope by now you are wondering what it has to do with the
poem and with my experience up in the canyon with harlow
no english teacher would dare introduce three such different
experiences into even a fireside chat without having some-
thing in mind that ties them together

let s begin with the poem I1 described it as a sonnet not
to give a lesson in poetry but to get at something else the
sonnet is one of the most restrictive of forms each of its four-
teen lines almost by prescription has ten syllables making up
five iambic feet or bitsbeats all of us have seen a line scanned
hikelllikelllikeilke this but hellsweetHell sweet heHellheilheiihellhath11hahathth nofreewhenofreenofreewheelingfreewheelingno whekilpilelbageliageliAg

parts the rime scheme is tight almost dictating a poem of
two parts the form is artificial and prescriptive and yet
some of the most lovely most spontaneous most energetic
poems in the language are written in sonnet form usually this
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one or shakespeare s variation of it you must have felt the
energy of the poem even if you were offended by the unusual
concepts you must have felt the energy where does it come
from you might say from its idea from the inverted ver-
sions of heaven and hell from the unusual and sometimes
powerful pictures it makes us see yes from all these but
let me insist on this from its form the poem gets most of
its energy from what the poet does with its form from the
way it works within or strains against or plays with the con-
ventionsventions of its form

one might begin to test such a statement simply by making
a prose paraphrase of the poem neither heaven nor hell is
what we think it is people make mistakes in heaven but noth-
ing goes wrong in hell but where is our energy we could
get some of it by adding details we could even build up a
prose form that would get quite a bit of it but this is a re-
markablymarkably energetic sonnet you will notice that I1 scanned a
line from the sestet to show the meter had I1 used one from
the octet something would have gone wrong even with the
first line noltnothinginNothlinainuinginginglngig heavbeav een0n functionsfdctiouhs aasitsilougbtought the
first foot is reversed and except to emphasize the meter momostat5t
of us would not stress as or look at line eight the71ieteetlletile ieafeabeatifbeatiebe atiftifatif
V 11 1 111 UV V

lcic choirkeepchoir keep breaking1 upcoughingcoughingup almost regular un-
til it coughs at the end in an extra inverted foot the rime
doesndoean t quite work either crack cock buffinghuffinghuffing coughing
other sounds jar bifocals against crack cackle against cock
and cocks don t cackle anyway nothing in this octet func-
tions as it ought and that of course is the point

but hell sweet hell the meter isis f11perfectly regular and
L 414.1tjgj 11perfectly mechanical aiandid ildlieilglidwillhewillliewillawillwill slota quartert through

his face the rimes are also perfect and mechanical and
that again is the point in this mechanical hell a soul is aI1

piece of mechanism a slot machine or coin operated computer
which uses even his tears as something on which to print an
abstract of his case

the major energy of the poem though comes from the
way the two parts play against each other our first reaction
to this heaven may be negative but we look back from the
perfect but mechanical hell where no man takes his own
sweet time nor quickens his pace to that imperfectly function-
ing heaven where even st peter the dispenser of judgments
has to have bifocals and is both forgetful and blind enough to
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sit on and crack them and suddenly one s own sweet
time becomes very sweet and precious indeed the imperfec-
tions of heaven are humorous enough but they too become pre-
cious because we recognize that they result from the fact of
freedom even the slaughtered innocent children are free free
to form gangs and to blow the seedy halo off one of the ven-
erable saints that I1 presume is mostly what the poem is
it about the meaning of freedom in religious terms it is easy
enough to make a prose statement of that meaning the price
of freedom is a certain amount of inefficiency in heaven or in
earth lack of freedom may be efficient enough but its price is
infinitely greater the soul becomes a mechanism that is a
meaningful statement and it has its own kind of energy but
contrasted with the poem it is insipid all the paradoxical qual-
ities of heaven and hell all the fascinating contrasts set up by
the two parts all the nuances of sound and rhythm and image
are lost the form has been the means of releasing all that en-
ergy

and here we are face to face with perhaps the most in-
triguingtriguing paradox in literature form the form that seems to
restrict to limit to hold one in bajhashaj actually been the means
of liberating the energy implicit in the imaginative contrast
the poem develops hence my title the title isncisn t really mine
though I1 borrowed it from a recent textbook on poetry the
liberating form which I1 haven t even seen yet but the para-
dox of that title intrigues me

by now I1 hope you can see how the poem relates to that
class in primitive pottery and to our fathers and sons outing
and even to the short story professor wilson s students were
investing energy in finding preparing and shaping clay it is
an easy analogy to see the process in terms of the process of
finding preparing and shaping one s own life only if one
has a meaningful vision of the form one wants to achieve can
the process fulfill itself in meaningful art forms magically
enough those students that had the significant vision and the
requisite skill were able to produce forms the inherent energy
and value of which far exceeded any amount of energy put in-
to them the controlling vision of form made possible the re-
lease of energy inin the created product I1 saw many of those
forms my wife and 1I with harlow and krista our youngest
daughter even went through the process for ourselves the next
day like the forms of many of the others ours were not very
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sophisticated but they all aspired to the condition of art and
to its energy and quite a few of those we saw had real energy
real form significant form

so with the outing the simple experiences brought harl-
ow and me together in as meaningful an hour as I1 have ever
spent with one of my children we could have had such an
hour without any envelope without even any outing but the
point is that we hadnhaan t the situation and the envelope became
the liberating form for us under orders from nothing more
than a written sheet we came to know each other in ways we
had never known before it was a vital experience for both of
us

and so with the short story though more complexly in ab-
stractionstraction at least the form of the story is much looser than
that of the sonnet one can do almost anything he wants or is
capable of with a short story but again the energy of the
story can be released only by the form that embodies it with-
out the vision and then the realization of some kind of signifi-
cant form the story would have little of the energy implicit in
its materials my summary of course is not the story it may
be a pretty good summary but it is not the story I1 hope you
could feel some of the energy from that summary but to get
the full energy you need to experience the story itself

it was probably coincidence that both my poem and my
story were written by devout catholics the poem by X J ken-
nedy the story by that remarkable woman flannery oconnor
whose early death may have cost us the most vital storyteller of
the middle half of our century it could have been simply co-
incidence that both poem and story are on religious subjects
I1 could have talked about energy from form as easily with a
sonnet from shakespeare or wordsworth but my choices were
not coincidences the subject matter of both is crucial to what
all this has been leading up to freedom through form the
freedom of those gangs of slaughtered innocents cannot be in
an immediate sense very meaningful because not controlled or
directed though the fact of it is meaningful cosmically mean-
ingful but the freedom that comes from form means some-
thing in all the ways I1 have talked about poor parker he
may not please his wife with his tattooed christ but liehelleile must
have pleased his christ he voluntarily takes upon him the bur-
den of christ for some of us that burden may be light but not
for parker he will bear it inescapably throughout his life
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the liberating form parker takes that burden upon him
in the form of a work of art those eyes that bore into him
from any and every direction are eyes projected by the byzan-
tine artist and caught by the tattoo artist their immediate
force for parker comes then from the artist but far more
important for him and for us they are the eyes of christ
though contained inin and hence liberated by that form

now most of us do not have the kind of apocalyptic vision
that parker has and for most of us his yoke may well be
easy and his burden light we carry it in joy and love but
the same christ who assured us of the ease and lightness also
exhorted us to be thereforetherefotheredore perfect even as our father which
is in heaven is perfect and told us that the last shall be first
only if he be the servant of all hardly light burdens he
spoke as often in paradox as in parable ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall make you free but freedom may be
the ultimate burden it is for parker he may be free of the
need to race for the tattoo artist whenever something goes
wrong he may be free now of the driving restlessness that
had dogged him since he first saw the tattooed man he may
even somehow be free of the carping of his wife though we
can t tell from the story but he can never be free of the bur-
den of those piercing eyes and the stern face he carries on his
back nor does he want to be his crying at the end is prob-
ably as much for his wife and her refusal of his vision and
burden as for her bellowed accusation of idolatry

miss oconnor does not even mention her catholic church
in the story nearly all of her christ ridden characters are in
fact baptists or methodists or members of some lesser known
evangelical group what she dramatizes is the personal en-
counter with christ or the personal refusal of him but of
course her church stands always in the background of both
the story and her vision of herself as a writer she makes this
explicit over and over again when she writes about her art

now I1 hardly expect that any of you are going to go drive
a tractor up a tree to test parker s vision I1 don t even plan to
myself but we don t need to most of us already have the vi-
sion though in a much different form what we need is the
means to realize the energy implicit in that vision to trans-
form it into direction and action

and that of course is what all this has been leading to
the liberating form the form that can direct the hands as
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they mold and shape and give meaning and energy to the clay
my young creative friends were digging and washing and refin-
ing the church of course is that liberating form the
church and the form given it by the master whose name and
whose burden it carries the form given it by the gospel the
good news it must disseminate the church through its stake
leaders provided the form of that envelope that set harlow
and me to talking professor wilson provided the initiative
but the church through its university provided the organizing
energy behind his class inin the canyon the students had to
provide their own visionvision of form to give their clay energy but
the church was the form behind the form the catholic
church was the form behind the form of both kennedy s poem
and oconnor s story

this then is the message I1 would give to the young peo-
ple and older ones too who tend to rebel or chafe against
the forms the ritual the programs the requirements of the
church and even to those who are comfortable within themtheintheiu
all the church can provide the liberating form which gives
direction order meaning to our energy the church can liber-
ate that energy by giving it control and form

can do so nothing inin ours or any other church guaran-
tees that it will do so this is the burden of christ and the
burden of our freedom the church can only provide the
form within which we work it may help motivate us it may
even help give us the vision of heaven and hell that can grow
into our sonnet but it cannot write the sonnet for us it can-
not mold or dry or form or fire the clay it can provide the
form within which our spiritual lives can generate their own
energy and meaning it can even provide something of the
form within which our professional and business and occu-
pationalpational lives can develop their highest energies it can pro-
vide the liberating form but we must provide the energy no
sonnet can liberate energy not available to it this again is the
burden of both christ and freedom 1 I see the two as closely
related we supply the energy

with this in mind let s look at two or three sides to that
form which the church provides us and against which we
sometimes squirm mormonscormons pay 11 tithing we may do it
unwillingly resenting the inroads it makes on our income we
may do it willingly because god has commanded it or because
we do not dare not to or because it is the best insurance we can
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buy or we may do it because as god s law it provides the
framework within which we can both participate in and share
the burden of christ s work on earth and at the same time or-
ganize and plan our private economy to make our income go
as far and in as many significant directions as we can make it
I1 trust that at least one of these concepts makes tithing part of
a liberating form

or take the word of wisdom we often talk as though
this were what makes us a peculiar people in the eyes of many
outside our faith it is but even a little thought should tell us
that the proscriptionsprescriptionsproscript ions of the word of wisdom are only nega-
tive conditions of salvation that a whole lifetime of not smok-
ing and not drinking can still be an empty and wasted lifetime
I1 have often said that no one has ever abstained himself into
the kingdom of god I1 m not so sure of this when I1 watch
someone really struggle against a lifelonglife long habit of coffee
drinking or even when I1 smell coffee perking on a cold winter
morning but what I1 am sure of is that the word of wisdom
can liberate us from slavery to the things it warns us against
more apparently than most of our doctrines and beliefs it is a

liberating form for most of us it forms the framework within
which we can achieve and maintain healthy bodies and minds
which in turn can generate the physical and intellectual and
emotional and spiritual energy we need for rich positive cre-
ative lives

even our concern with mortality is often projected simply
as a matter of abstinence of fugitive and cloistered virtue
as milton called it but an older meaning of virtue catches its
real value virtue the kind that engendered flowers for chau-
cer or the kind that went out of jesus at the touch of his gar-
ment was energy creative and healing energy which is what
virtue should be for all of us the positive creative force in-
herent in our bodies as in our souls the release of which will
be the highest expression of that love we grow toward for our
marriage that we believe to be eternal

and so with even more fundamental doctrines and prac-
tices of the church faith we even define as motivating pow-
er the motivating power of all action it can help us tap infi-
nite sources of power repentance is a means of physical and
emotional and intellectual and spiritual renewal but first a

means of liberation from the bondage of our mistakes and sins
baptism far from empty ritual can be both the actual and
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symbolic leaving behind of what we were and the narrow gate
through which we can enter to see what we can become and to
start becoming that vision of ourselves

and so forth the church can be for us nothing at all or
merely the burden we bear or it can be the liberating form
for our lives it can help us release and channel and order the
great potential of energy that few of us ever use at anywhere
near its capacity A glider soars a jet plane flies not just be-
cause the wind blows or because a motor develops a half mil-
lion pounds of thrust the energy of wind or motor must be
exerted on or within significant and controlled form imagine
all that power being released by a jet engine unattached to
anything like the balloon you blew up as a child and let
go how it hissed and darted and sputtered aimlessly

so with the poem so with the story so with our lives
but of course one can write a bad sonnet following all the

rules of the form in fact sonnet is almost a synonym for the
sentimental and trivial sonnets about easter bonnets have al-
most nothing in common with kennedy s or shakespeare s or
milton s sonnets except the form the difference depends onoiioliolt
the kind of energy we put into the form

on the other hand we can write powerful even magnifi-
cent poems using none of the recognized forms we can strike
out on our own as walt whitman did and create our own
significant forms this is whatweat many potential young poets
like to do they don t want to be bound by the shackles of
form they want to soar wholly in the freedom of the creative
process but very soon they find themselves caught in one of
the most profound of the paradoxes of creativity that the cre-
ative person isis at once the most free and the most bound of
people that his freedom can find meaningful release mean-
ingful expression only in significant form that if he doesndoean t
work within available forms he must expend a great deal of
his energy creating his own that most of the time it is more
difficult to create meaningful forms of one s own than to create
within forms already available and proven

such a form I1 repeat is the church and at least from
our perspective the ultimate form As in kennedy s heaven
since we are free within it since even its leaders are free and
human within it nothing in it may function quite as it ought

or quite as we think it ought that is the price of freedom
kennedy s poem tells us the miracle is that it functions so
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wondrously well only a machine can be made to function
perfectly human beings and human angels probably
should not be thought of as functioning at all to the ex-
tent that we are merely functions perhaps we are in hell but
to the extent that we are living and working meaningfully
within the church using its form to liberate our energies and
direct and control them to that extent perhaps we are in heav-
en already or moving meaningfully toward it

such is the faith I1 live by and the testimony I1 bear and
bear as a burden if you wish but both bear and burden
are rich words bear has to do with carrying and with ex-
pressing but also with giving birth burden is what one
carries but also the repeated melody the refrain one sings all
this may be the only sermon I1 preach perhaps it is the only
sermon any of us preaches though in many variations but it
may be enough of a sermon that we live by and bear the bur-
den of christ that his church is the form that liberates us
and the energy we generate that it provides us with the vision
of form within which we can move whatever of clay is in us to-
ward his vision of what we can be that it provides the enve-
lope within which we find the instructions to explore and ex-
press our love that it provides the form to lead us toward our
vision of heaven and our rejection of hell I1 may see all this
and express it and bear it a little bit differently than you do
that too is part of the glory and burden of freedom but it is
the same testimony and the same burden we all bear the same
refrain we sing of the reality and meaning of jesus the christ
and of his church and of our relation to both whatever else
in this sense his burden is light may we all bear it in joy and
light



two poems

jean S marshall

MUSEUM PIECE

impaled mothlikemoth like on the wood
he hung there dying
without struggle he yielded
to the light

for centuries they have let him hang
in stone
in delicate yellowing ivory
on dark and crimson canvases
in painted effigieseffigies of wood
the unique specimen multiplied
a twisted image
of torture and of death
obscuring all his days of giving
to broken men new eyes
diminishing his gethsemane
where the weight of utter penitence
bore down on him alone for us
ignoring the bright and empty tomb
where he unfolded wings of light
from his celestial cocoon

A romanesque crucifix inin barcelona spain

mrs don marshall a wife and mother in provo has an MA inin english
from brigham young university she has also taught english at the university
of hawaii
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photograph of gislebertusGis lebertus three kings stone carving in autunaltun france

romanesque

I1 wish 1I had imagined magi sleeping

I1 know the thread of scripture
and the legends all embroidered
of caravan and quest with incense
and with gold for homage
then the dream and the departure
by another way

I1 know some doubt the birth
some doubt that regal journey

but in a distant century
gislebertusGis lebertus chipped from stone
three friends waiting

he saw the magi sleeping
three short fellows side by side
under a coverlet of curving lines
and the angel bending stiffly in air
touching with one finger
whispering 1 I m sure urgently to say
the star appears upper right
the king is born



the fraudulent archkoarchbo volume

richard lloyd anderson

would you like the views of mary and joseph about jesus
an interview with the shepherds on the miracles at his birth
reports of his last hours from pilate herod antipas and
caiaphas all these and more are promised to those who take
the archboarchko volume seriously no scholar does witness its
quick dismissal by the apocrypha expert M R james who
called it a ridiculous and disgusting american book 1 credit
belongs to an american authority edgar J goodspeed for
summarizing why such a verdict is required 2 yet some bible
believers accept the archkoarchbo documents so that the book is often
stocked in religious bookstores and periodically quoted to
church audiences as containing factual accounts of those who
came in contact with the lord 3 yet perversions of fact con-
taminateta virtually every page of this book so that anyone with
basic knowledge of ancient history can multiply goodspeed s

random samples of blunders that it contains more signifi-
cantly the basic fallacy of each ancient discovery needs ex-
planation together with evidence beyond the survey level on
how the archboarchko volume was fabricated

REVEREND WILLIAM D MAHAN

many spurious documents are of ancient origin but the
archkoarchbo collection is a modern forgery produced by the rever

dr anderson is professor of history and religion at brigham young uni-
versityversity

montague R james the apocryphal new testament oxford claren-
don press 1924 p 90 at the outset I1 wish to thank my secretaries for in-
dispensable help in this article daughter roselle anderson for research and
writing inquiries and lorelei olsen for research and typing the final draft

adgardgaredgar J goodspeed gave more insight in his second treatment begin-
ning with strange new gospels chicago university of chicago press

193111931 chapter 5 following with a rewritten chapter in modern apocrypha
boston beacon press 1956 reissued as famous BIbiblicalblicalplical hoaxes grand

rapids michigan baker book house c19561cl956cl956 chapter 4
thehe phrase is from arland udell thehe boyhood of jesus salt lake city

apnp 1956 preface of this pamphlet publicizing the archboarchko volume
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end william dennes mahan born in a pioneer generation
27 july 1824 he spent his mature years in upper central

missouri residing in boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo for about the last thirty years
of his life 4 he appears first in vital records at gallatin
missouri where he was a minister pres in 1860 5 cumber-
land presbyterian records locate his pastoral service in eastern
missouri louisiana in 1865 then back in central missouri
at arrow rock in 1868711868 71 where he also appears on the 1870
census as a minister he retained his status in the cumberland
presbyterian church until 1885 by their records living in
Boonville from 1872851872 85 but he may have been inactive in
that profession judging by his 1880 census status in boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo
as a hotel keeper he died at the mahan house in boon
ville on 19 october 1906 leaving a wife and one child 6

the lack of clarity and education displayed in mahan s

writing throws doubt on his professional fitness raising pos-
sible financial motives in the publishing of his invented writ-
ings perhaps there is a pang of conscienceconscience in his preface of-
fering the book with the assurance that it can do no harm to
anyone or to any church 7 but when challenged he bluntly
rationalized

itelitflit is paying us about 20 dollars per day and its prospects
and popularity isis increasing every day you are bound to
admit that the items inin the book can t do any harm even if
it were false but will cause many to read and reflect that
otherwise would not so the balance of good is inin its
favor 8

birth date isis found inin mahan s obituary Bo onville weekly advertiser
26 october 1906 which isis inaccurate inin stating that he lived inin Bo onville
from 1845

thehe minutes of the general assembly cumberland presbyterian church
are the best source for mahan s location while a minister confirming the 1860
census census records also list real estate so he undoubtedly farmed inin hhisas1s

earlier years and there are no ministerial listings from 1861641861 64 1866671866 67 and
1869

blonvilleboonvilleBo onville weekly advertiser 26 october 1906 for locating and re
producing articles pertaining to mahan I1 am particularly indebted to mrs
alma vaghan newspaper librarian state historical society of missouri and
her former assistant mrs mary katheryn stroh

all quotations are made from the currently available archboaichkoarchko volume
issued in grand rapids michigan by the archkoarchbo press inin numerous printingspaintingsprin tings
from 1951 to the present based on mahan s 1896 edition the quotation cited
appears on page 41 but was evidently first published by the author inin rebuttal
inin the Bo onville weekly advertiser 20 february 1885 supplement

W D mahan to rev J A quarles Boonville mo 13 november 1884
cited innt the blonvilleboonvilleBoonville weekly advertiser 20 february 1885 with false
spelled ntfaulcefaulce
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As events turned out raising such questions was more signifi-
cant than the answering of them

might not these writings have been manufactured to make
money out of if so it was a poor business for this isis the
first and only book ever produced from them it certainly
was a bad speculation on their part 9

PILATES COURT 1878
mahan s ancient writings moved through three main stages

in the beginning there was A correct transcript of pilates
court copyrighted in 1878 its title page claiming it to be a
correct account of jesus trial and death from tiberius
caesar s records in the vatican at rome this claim was but-
tressed by authenticating letters which are still printed with the
expanded collection A german named H C whydamanWhydaman was
supposedly snowbound with mahan in missouri and told of
seeing the original report of pilate to tiberius in the vatican
library 10 on request whydamanWhydaman wrote to the chief guard-
ian of the vatican one father freelinhusenFreelinhusen who agreed to
furnish a latin transcript for thirty five daricsbarics a coin un-
known in modern italy but used inin ancient persia whydarhyda
man obtained the transcript and forwarded it to myrny brother
inlawin law C C vantbergerVantberger in new york city who translated
the document into english for reverend mahan who then pub-
lished it none of the characters inin this drama can be verified
and the true copy word for word as certified by the vati-
can s freelinhusenFreelinhusen grew considerably in the next edition
this is not surprising since goodspeed found that it was based
on a boston pamphlet of 1842 pontius pilates account of the
condemnation of jesus christ purporting to come from an
old latin manuscript recently found at vienne 11

archaeological WRITINGS OF THE SANHEDRIN 1884

stage two of mahan s production was the most creative
lew wallace s novel benhurben hur appeared in 1880 the year after

mahan archboarchko volume p 5636
in the second century justin martyr referred to the acts of pilate

trial records of christ apology 1.35135135155 48 and shortly afterward tertullian
referred to a report of pilate to tiberius apology 5215.21 from these points
of departure several christian acts of pilate were produced in early centuries
but mahan s acts of pilate had no specific relationship to any of them

goodspeed hoaxes p 42 responsible 1881 investigation proved free
linhusenwinhusenlin husen neither custodian nor known at the vatican Boonville weekly topi-
c 20 february 1885
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pilates court was first published soon pilates court ap
pearedfeared with ten more ancient documents growing from a pam
phletahlet of 32 pages to a book ten times that sizestzesize this 1884
edition was published for the author inin st louis by the
printer of the earlier pamphlet the mainmalnmainmaln portion of the
new title was archaeological writings of the sanhedrin and
taimuitalmud f of the jews and was givenoivengivenolven double billing inin sub
titles as the record made by the enerniesenergiesenerenemiesnies of jesus of nazareth
inin his day and the most interesting history ever read by
man this edition isis critical inin assessing malianmahanmallanmailan for it con-
tains his clearest plagiarism and proves false his claim of
translating ancient records the most telling section was ellelieileliell s

story of the magi which was prefaced as follows

while investigating the sanhedrin and the talmuds in con
stantinoplestantin ople october 22nd 18851883 1I came upon the following
parchment written and bound between two cedar boards
it was signed ben eliellelteiteil who he was or where he came
from or when he wrote we cannot tell nor can we say it
isis true yet it is so compatible with our history and has so
many strange things connected with it that we thought it
would be interesting to our readers 1012

so european discoveries furnished mahan s new foimatformat
while retaining the mail order versionversion of pilate s report helielleile ex
pandedbanded his plot with himself center stage he talked of a ten
year investigation corresponding with many historians and
scholars sending for all the books that could instruct me on
these great questions 13 next he said he personally went to
the vatican at rome and then to the jewish talmuds at

constantinople 14 inin the process engaging two expert scholars
drs mclntoshmcintosh of scotland and twyman of england 15

otherwise unknown their credentials are independently at
tested by one dr rubin who met mahan mclntoshmcintosh and twy
man inin the vatican with a number of clerks both readers and
scribes rubin also unknown opinedopened they seem to be men
of great age and learning 16 there are few clues to the re

2mahan archaeological writings of the sanhedrin and talmuds of the
jews st louis perrin and smith 1884 p 113

imahanmahanomahan bichkoaichkoarchho volume p 36
14 ibid p 14

ibid p 36 instead of citing their british isle posts after 1884 mahan s

title page conferred the strange honor on these two of belonging to the anti
quanan lodge genoa italy

16 ibid p 42 thisnisthigmismls letter supposedly appeared inin the brunstBrunsibrunsivickerbrunsuickeivicker but
J A quarles found that it did not BoblonvilleboontilleboonvilleBoononvilletille weekly advertiser 27 march
1885 and weekly topic same date referring to the editorseditors letter of 16 jan
uary 1885
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nowneddowned scholars who accompanied mahan one a letter to his
wife from the indefinite market place of rome reports the
rendezvous with dr mcintoshmclntosh at st elgin supposedly in
paris but unknown he is one of the nicest old men and one
of the finest scholars I1 ever met 17 there is even a letter from
mclntoshmcintosh himself who speaks like neither scot nor scholar
but rather uses mahan s own phraseology for instance ma-
han s 1884 subtitle recurs in his explanations mahan claims
that the compilation will be found one of the most strange
and interesting books ever read 18 interestingly mclntoshMcIntomcintoshsllsilsii has
similar wording for the same opinion the doctor thinks it
will be one of the most important books ever brought before
the public except the bible 19 and the learned mclntoshmcintosh

in an open letter to north america confirms that mahan
would bring out one of the best books ever offered to the
christian world except the bible 0 20O even dr rubin has the
same idiom it will prove to be one of the most interesting
books ever presented to the christian world 21

challenged repeatedly during the two decades prior to his
death mahan never proved the existence of these learned com-
panions nor of the trip itself 22 he supposedly sailed from
new york on 21 september 1883 and returned about decem-
ber of the same year 23 but this account is inconsistent since
mahan claimed to land in marseilles after twelve days out

mahan archboarchko volume p 45
ibid p 17
ibid p 47

201211ibid211bidbid p 43
ibidiibidbibid p 42
2mahanmahanomahan s chief antagonist burst the mcintoshmantoshmclntosh twyman bubble through

correspondence first he elicited the following letter from mahan 7 no-
vember 1884 no man in this country could translate the ancient hebrew I1

was informed of the fact at leipsig and it was here I1 procured the assistenceassistencyassi stence
of dr mcintosh dr twyman is his assistentassistantassistent dr mcintosh is only an expert
in learning j has been imployedimploredimp loyed by the leipsig university in this work he
is a methodist a good scotchman and a schollar twyman is an inglishmenenglishmeningl ishmen j
he is a materialestmaterialistMateria lest and is in the employ of the other on receiving this letter
J A quarles wrote for verification to university authorities at leipsig 1 jan-
uary 1885 they answered 28 january 1885 that neither mclntoshmcintosh nor
twyman have been known at this university during the past five vearsyears the
full correspondence was published in the Boonville weekly advertiser 27
march 1885 and also the weekly topic same date two points are note-
worthy in this mahan letter 1 if reproduced accurately it shows an illiteracy
harmonious with the poor representation of names and events in his writings

2 it suggests a personal trip to leipsig that cannot fit the dates given by
mahan

mahan archboarchko volume ppap 13 474847 48 mahan mentioned a gale
upon leaving which is authentic according to an article of that date in the
new york times indicating the difficulty of a rescue possibly mahan had
such information before writing that detail
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from new york yet his chapter on antipas defense isis dated
the fifth day from his sailing 24 A greater problem was con-
siderablesiderable local skepticism that mahan ever was abroad one
hometownhometown newspaper openly requested verification

it isis a very easy matter to prove it if he made the trip this
isis the first and most important step that he should take
gather a list of the passengers and give us the name of the
vessel he left this country on and the date he sailed A list
isis always published and isis accessible at any time give us
the date of his arrival inin europe produce his passport pro
duce his letters written from the old country THE AD
VERTISER published a letter purported to have been writ-
ten from rome to his wife while he was absent from boon
ville let the public see that envelope and its postmarks
there are hundreds of ways by which he can prove he made
this trip and until this isis done the public have a right to
consider themselves imposed upon and the author an im-
poster

im-
poster 25212 1

no doubt mahan s strongest answer appeared inin subsequent
editions three letters from acquaintances written inin january
1887 they said only two things on the question of his ab
sence that he left boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo inin the fall of 1883 with the de
dared intention of going to europe and that the roman letter
to his wife was seen while he was gone the most specific
testimonial adding 1 I did not see the postmarks on the letter
but understood it was from rome 2621

but there were unshakable grounds on which to test ma
hanban s story for as already noted he claimed to find at con
stantinoplestantinople the parchment written and signed ben
elleliblibileil 27 this document alone took up 87 of the 352 pages inin
mahan s 1884 edition and most of ben eliehelleil freely used ben
hulhuihurhuf as its source sample comparisons of the 1880 novel and
mahan s use of it reveal his methods ben ellelieil s document
opens with the same situation as benhurben huihurhut thieethree magi jour
neyingneymgheying to jerusalem from greece india and egypt mahan s

account has them speaking before the sanhedrin whereas

2theathethe marseilles arrival appears inin his roman letter archboarchko volume p
44 on first publishing herod antipas defense inin 1884 the preface read
qtcity of rome september 26th 1883 a date deleted from later editions
archaeological writings p 240

15 BoblonvilleboomilleboonvilleBooonvillemille weekly advertiser 20 february 1885 the weekly topic
published a similarly blunt appeal on the same date

mahan archboarchko volume p 49
27mahan archaeological writings p 113 the entire quotation on find

ing the bound parchment inin constantinople isis quoted aboeabove
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wallace set their rendezvous inin a desert tent where they first
shared philosophy and experiences in both accounts the
greek speaks firstfirst282821

wallace mahan
then slowly at firstfirstarst like one the greek slowly and like

watchful of himself the greek one watchful of himself began
began

what I1 have to tell my what I1 have to tell my
brethren isis so strange that I1 brethren is so strange that I1

hardly know where to begin or hardly know where to begin or
what I1 may with propriety what I1 may with propriety speak
speak I1 do not yet understand I1 do not yet understand myself
myself the most I1 am sure of the most I1 am sure of isis that I1

isis that I1 am doing a master s am doing a master s will and
will and that the serviceservice isis a that the serviceservice is a constant ec-

stasyconstant ecstasy when I1 think when I1 think of the pur-
poseof the purpose I1 am sent to I1 am sent to fulfill there is

fulfill there isis inin me a joy so inin me a joy so inexpressible that
inexpresslinexinexpressiblepresslpressi that I1 know the I1 know the wwillwiililiilliii isis god s

will isis god s

the good man paused un-
able

here the good man paused
to proceed while the unable to proceed

others inin sympathy with his
feelings dropped their gaze

11far to the west of this he far to the west of this he
began again there isis a land began again there isis a land
which may never be forgotten which may never be forgotten if
if only because the world isis too only because the world is too
much its debtor and because the much its debtor and because the
indebtedness isis for things that indebtedness is for things that
bring to men their purest plea-
sures

bring to man their purest plea-
sureI1 will say nothing of the I1 will say nothing of the

arts nothing of philosophy of arts nothing of the philosophy
eloquence of poetry of war 0 of eloquence of poetry of war
my brethren hers isis the glory oh my brethren here isis the
which must shine forever in per-
fected

glory which must shine forever
letters by which he we in perfected letters by which he

go to find and proclaim will be whom we go to find will be
made known to all the earth made known to all the earth the
the land I1 speak of is greece land I1 speak of is greece
I1 am gaspar son of cleanthes
the athenian

my people he continued my people he continued
were given wholly to study and were given wholly to study

2thetheathe left column quotes lew wallace benhurben hur A talevaletaietaig of the christ
new york harper 1880 ppap 141514 15 without change the right column

quotes mahan archaeological writings ppap 11415114 15 with changes only in in-
dentation and spacing for comparison
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from them I1 derived the same
passion it happens that two of
our philosophers the very great-
est

two of our philosophers the very
of the many teach one the greatest of the many teach one

doctrine of a soul inin every man the doctrine of soul in every man
and its immortality the other and its immortality the other
the doctrine of one god in-
finitely

the doctrine of one god infinite-
lyjust from the multi-

tude
just from the multitude of

of subjects about which the subjects about which the schools
schools were disputing I1 sep-
arated

were disputing I1 separated them
them as alone worth the as alone worth the labor of so-

lutionlabor of solution for I1 thought for I1 thought there was a
there was a relation between god relation between god and the
and the soul as yet unknown on soul as yet unknown on this
this theme the mind can reason the mind can reason to a point
to a point a dead impassable a dead impassable wall arrived
wall arrived there all that re-
mains

there all that remains is to stand
isis to stand and cry aloud and cry aloud for help so I1 did

for help so I1 did but no voice but no voice came to me over the
came to me over the wall in wall in despair I1 tore myself
despair I1 tore myself from the from the cities and the schools
cities and the schools

at these words a grave smile at this a smile of delight
of approval lighted the gaunt stole over the crowd
face of the hindoohindmo

above is only one sample of the identical language of the
wallace mahan wise men the fictitious ben eli continues to
use gasparcaspar s words from benhurben hur followed by similar long
extracts from the indian s and the egyptian s speeches finally
mahan breaks the sequence with his own classic line at this
point he was interrupted by the sanhedrin asking for some-
thing more to the point 29 in wallace s novel the king hears
of the magi s coming and convokes a private advisory coun-
cil presided over by hillel but mahan has one of the magi
relate his own attendance at this council describing hillel just
as wallace hadbad conceived himhim30

wallace mahan
he had been cast inin large mould he had been cast inin a large
but was now shrunken and mould but was now shrunken
stooped to ghastliness his white and stooped to ghastliness his
robe dropped from his shoulders white robe dropped from his
inin folds that gave no hint of mus-
cle

shoulders inin folds that gave no
or anything but an angular signs of muscular power

ibid p 130
the left column quotes wallace benhurben hur ppap 666766 67 and the right col-

umn quotes mahan archaeological writings p 135 exactly as outlined in
footnote 28
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skeleton his hands half con-
cealed by sleeves of silk white his hands half concealed by
and crimsoncrimson striped were clasped sleeves of white silk with bands
upon his knees when he spoke were folded on his knees when
sometimes the first finger of the he spoke he sometimes raised his
right hand extended tremulously finger which indicated more of
he seemed incapable of other ges-
ture

caution than direction
but his head was a splen-

did dome

A few hairs whiter than fine his hair as white as fine drawn
drawn silver fringed the base silver lay sprinkled over his tow-

eringover a broad full spheredspheres skull forehead
the skin was drawn close and
shone in the light with positive
brilliance the temples were deep
hollows from which the fore-
head beetled like a wrinkled
crag the eyes were wan and dim
the nose was pinched and all
the lower face was muffled inin a all his lower face was covered
beard flowing and venerable as with a flowing beard as graceful
aaron s such was hillel the as was aarons
babylonian the line of proph-
ets long extinct in israel was
now succeeded by a line of schol-
ars of whom he was first inin
learning a prophet in all but
the divine inspiration at the
age of one hundred and six he this great and venerable man at
was still rector of the great col 106 years was still rector of the
lege great college

the latter example shows a more selective copying and
gives an insight into the looser adaptations of the archaeolog-
ical writingswl rzringstings these generally contain subtle plagiarism but
the slavish copying throughout the parchment signed ben
eli drew immediate fire chief spokesman of the exposure
was a former boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo presbyterian minister the reverend
james addison quarles quarles had a good education for
his day including two years at princeton theological semi-
nary had been an active pastor in several locations and in the
mahan controversy wrote from lexington missouri where he
was president of the elizabeth aull seminary helaterdelaterHe later ac-
cepted a philosophy professorship at washington and lee
university where he was greatly respected for his academic
and personal excellence 31 quarles took mahan to task in the

sample biographies of quarles are found in the history of lafayetteayette
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Boonville press for anachronisms lack of verification of his
story and open borrowing declaring the supposed manu-
scripts spurious 32 because mahan s answers were vague and
unconvincing a hearing was convened to consider his minis-
terial standing

documentation of mahan s trial exists in two known
forms the official new lebanon presbytery minutes and the
more detailed newspaper report of charges and proceedings
the minutes show the proceedings to have been charitably han-
dled though they indicate that a judiciary committee was ap-
pointed because of public controversy over W D mahan s

book archaeological writings of the jewish sanhedrin and
talmudsTalmuds recently published by him 33 the presbytery went
on record as taking action because

this controversy is of such a nature as to seriously reflect
upon the character of bro mahan as a christian minister
and member of this pres and has acquired such publicity
that we regard it as due to the cause of christianity to this
pres and to bro mahan that the matter be investigated
by this body 34

the designated hearing began on the evening of 28 september
1885 and continued the following day the following deci-
sion was reached by the presbytery

the pres of new lebanon having heard the charges
against rev W D mahan presented by common fame
having carefully examined the testimony introduced by both
parties and having patiently considered the arguments and
explanations which have been offered as well by the ac-
cused as by the prosecution decide that the charge against
the said rev W D mahan has been fully proved and
further the pres having carefully considered the whole

county mo st louis missouri historical company 1881 ppap 25458254 58 and
choswhos who in america chicago A N marquis 1906719067 p 1452 for im-
portant biographical details on quarles and mahan I1 am indebted to refer-
ence librarian goldena R howard of the state historical society of missouri
and to assistant reference librarian betty R kondayancondayanKon dayan of the cyrus hall mc-
cormick library washington and lee university

mrs22mrs kondayancondayanKon dayan assistant reference librarian at washington and lee
university has given invaluable help in making quarles private notes on ma-
han available for this article

the issue was framed in terms of authenticity respecting the character
of the contents of the book records of the new lebanon presbytery of the
cumberland presbyterian church in the united states of america 4 4octoberoctober
1880 to march 1887 125 director thomas H campbell historical library
and archives of the cumberland presbyterian church has courteously furnished
photocopies of these minutes

ibid
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case does unanimously judge and determine that the said
rev W D mahan ought to be and isis hereby suspended
from the exercise of the functions all and singular of his
office as a minister of the gospel for a period of twelve
months 35

grounds for the decision are undoubtedly accurately given
by the Boblonvilleboonwlleboonvilleonville advertiser since it had responsibly reported
both sides of the mahan quarles controversy over many
months 36 charges came on four counts first mahan was
accused of not travellingvellingtra to constantinople though he pro-
duced letters from various persons in england france and
italy referring to his visit to those countries a slight majority
acquitted him of this but convicted him on all remaining
counts the second charge was that he added material in 1884
to his first publication of pilates court

on the second count mr mahan admitted making correc-
tions and revisions inin the first edition of his book but
claimed there was nothing in the alterations to disprove the
genuineness of the first edition the presbytery however
thought differently and by a vote of eleven to six con-
victed the defendant

mahan s third indictment concerned publishing as his own
production the writings of another minister on baptism he
defended himself by admitting that he had copied his history
of baptism never supposing the letters would be printed in
book form and he was unanimously judged guilty on the
charge the final accusation was publishing as a story of his
found in constantinople october 22 1883 elis story of the
magi in reaching decisive conviction on this count ben-
hur was considered together with a letter from its author
that the story of the magi was his own original concep-

tion the facts being based on the gospel of st matthew and
not on any ancient hebrew manuscripts 37 when sentenced
mahan was probably somewhat repentant judged by the light
penalty he received and its justification by a fellow minister

351151ibid151bidbid p 148
all following quotations on the trial proceedings come from the boon

ville weekly advertiser 2 october 1885
in addition to the newspaper report wallace s widow printed the nota-

rized statement sent to the trial as follows the book beubenbenhurhuthurhuyhat was not in
whole or part founded upon a european translation of any such manuscript in-
to european or other language previous to the writing and publication of ben-
hur I11 had neither read seen nor heard of any manuscript hebrew story found
in constantinople or elsewhere lew wallace an autobiography new york
harper & brothers 1906 2943 for mrs wallaces editing see p 796
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in view of his age and his long years of service in the minis-
try the newspaper then had grounds to believe that it had
written the concluding act in the mahan matter

mr mahan went down to st louis tuesday evening he
seemed very much affected at the verdict he promised to
take the books from on sale and said that out of 2000
printed only about 1200 had been disposed of these
at 1501.50150 each 38

MAJOR REVISION 1887
but the discipline of his presbytery only forced mahan to

delete eli s chapter from further printingspaintingsprintings his next edition
issued from st louis in 1887 only two years after his trial
is substantially what circulates now as the archboarchko volume
that strange title was first conferred in an 1896 edition and
is possibly phonetic shorthand for the archaeologicalarcheologicalArche ological writings
of the title page from 1884 in any event mahan s further
alterations were notorious among his fellow ministers who
had received application for mahan s full reinstatement after
his suspension had terminated his presbytery adopted the
following report from the investigating committee

whereas this pres at its sessionsession in slater sept 29th
1885 did suspend from the functions of the ministry for
one year W D mahan said one year terminating on the
29th of the present month and

whereas the definite form of said suspension was more the
result of sympathy for him and his family than a desire for
rigid administration of the law and this sympathy being ex-
ercised under the hope that said W D mahan would use
all proper efforts to heal the wounds his course had in-
flicted and

whereas it now comes to the knowledge of this pres that
he still occupies the same position by the sale of his publi-
cations and by negotiations to bring out new editions there-
forefore

resolved that the suspension of the said W D mahan be
and the same is hereby declared indefinite or until he
shall have complied with the law of the church as it ap-
plies in the case 39

onvilleboonvilleblonvilleBo weekly advertiser 2 october 1885 this issue is the source
of all quotations in the text after footnote 36

records of the new lebanon presbytery 4185864185 86 published national
minutes show no later reinstatement of mahan in the new lebanon presbytery
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if mahan s story has been drawn out it is the most tangi-
ble thing that the historian may focus upon the first step in
authenticating a new document is examining the original for
age style of handwriting and origin in two decades of con-
troversytroversy before his death mahan gave no clue for evaluating
his manuscripts other than to write weakly that the time has
been too long and the distance to the place where the records
are kept is too great for all men to make the examination for
themselves 40 eli s parchment in constantinople evapo-
rated and the remaining documents were never found with
classical training quarles went for the heart of the matter
the originals and got responsible reports from rome and
constantinople that were utterly negative mahan made the
mistake of giving precise locations for his manuscripts for
instance he claimed the jewish records were at constantinople
deposited by constantine in 337 and supposedly known by mo-
hammed who had given orders to preserve these sacred
scrolls in the mosque of st sophia a bizarre statement
since mohammed died 800 years before his followers took
constantinople in 14531451455 3 41

As to physical description mahan left no doubt as to what
should be found at constantinople A prominent item was
one of the fifty bibles made for constantine by eusebius
11nicely cased marked with the emperor s name and date up-
on it though this record ought to have been in greek ma-
han found a parchment in large bold latin characters
quite easy to read

I1 judge it to be about two and a half by four feet square and
two feet thick it is well bound with a gold plate twelve
by sixteen inches on the front with a cross and a man hang-
ing on the cross with the inscription jesus the son of
god crucified for the sins of the world 42

in addition mahan described five hebrew records that were
supposed to have been there including the two reports of caia-
phas these were written in square hebrew in letters

from a half inch to an inch in size so that one can imagine
what a roll of parchment it would take to record a deed 43

such huge scrolls were only one type of book another was
on fine sheep or goat skin about eight by twelve inches

4mahanmahanomahan archboarchko volume p 20
ibid ppap 434443 44 119

42ibid p 6060
43 ibid ppap 11718117 18
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bound between cedar boards with clasps and containing from
eight to forty sheets to the book 44 such was the ill fated rec-
ord of ben ellelieil written and bound between two cedar
boards 45

quarles set out to verify the existence of such books di
rectingerecting letters to christian circles inin constantinople requests
to examineexamine st sophia s library involved the american am
bassadorcassadorbassador now lew wallace himself ellaseliaseilas riggs respected
missionary linguist of a half century s residence inin turkey
wrote a letter reporting careful attempts to find mahan s orig-
inals he stated that st sophia held no manuscripts inin either
greek latin or hebrew and that no such persons as mahanmalianmallanmailan
or mclntoshmcintosh had examined books there a fact established by

an american delegation of officials scholars and interpreters

zia bey the librarian received us courteously and gave us
every facility for freely inspecting the library we found
it to consist of some five or sixsix thousand volumes nearly all
arabic or persian we found nothing like the large uncial
greek bible from the days of the emperor constantine or
the jewish talmud or any ancient hebrew records or manu-
scripts we looked over the catalogue of the library and
found no information of the existence of any such works
the librarian assured us that no such works exist inin the li
biarl nornot anything whatever remaining from the time of the
turkish conquest

he stated inin answer to our inquiries that he had been li
branan of this library for about twentytwentyfivefive years and that
inin that time the only foreigners who have had access to the
library before our visit of this morning were the french
empress eugenieeugeme the emperor of austria and the shah of
persia 4gag

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE PRESENT EDITION

the lack of manuscripts proves the counterfeit content of
the atchko volume its present form without elieilellelleli s story

44ibid p 118
mahan Archearchaeologicalaicheologicalarcheologicalological wirtWiitwritingsrugsings p 113
elias riggs to revre J A quarles D D constantinople 21 february

1885 cited inin J A quarles further evidence as to mr mahan s book
Bo onville weekly advertiser 27 march 1885 and the weekly topic of the
same date cf confirming information and documents inin lew wallace an auto
biographybiogiaphybiographjbiogiaobyphyahl 22943452943943945 45 though the editor isis mistaken inin stating that riggs was not
present at the formal examination goodspeed hoaxes ppap 404140 41 documents
a second attempt inm 1898 to locate mahan s originals with a totally negative
official report returned quarles private notes indicate similar searches and
similar results for mahan s supposed vatican documents see the Boboononvilleville
weekly topic 20 february 1885
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of the magi includes mahan s long introduction plus doc-
uments attributed to ten ancient personalities one of these is
authentic constantine s letter to eusebius requesting the fifty
copies of the scriptures yet mahan could not even tell the
story straight about that since liehelleile maintained that liehelleile tran-
scribedscribed it from the first page of the massive bible with the
gold plate on the top whereas it is word for word the stilted
english of the translation of the life of Constantconstantineme circucincucircu-
lating in mahan s day 47 since remaining 11 manuscripts do
not relate to known history a brief survey inin sequence will
display their fairy tale atmosphere

jonathans interview with the bethlehem shepherds an
investigator from the sanhedrin talks with two shepherds who
tell of seeing the sign on the nightb of jesus birth although
luke gives few details of the experience the many given
here mostly correspond with those inin benhurben hur for instance
lew wallace portrayed a light soft and white like the
moon s starting at an immeasurable height and dropping as
from a window in the sky resting with a pale corona along
the hilltop near the town mahan s shepherds experienced
the same light flaring high up in the heavens like the
brightest moon which would then descend in softer rays
and light up the hills and valleys 48 that night said the
shepherds the people gathered almost scared to death and
the village priest melker joyously reported the fulfillment
of prophecy so jonathan also visited him and melker re-
membered the wise men in terms suspiciously reminiscent of
benhurben hur he also showed jonathan manynianyciany quotations on the
tripod respecting the matter a duplication of wallace s

scene of hillel reading prophecy about bethlehem from the
parchment on the tripod 40

melker priest of the synagogue of bethlehem to the
jerusalem sanhedrin jonathan had called the author of
this letter well versed in the prophecies 30 judged by his
writing he is a great name dropper of prophets but has not

47mahan archboarchko volume ppap 616261 62 and eusebius pamphilus life of the
blessed emperor constantineconstant ine vol I11 in the greek ecclesiastical historians of
tletheikejfezae first six centuries of the christian era london samuel bagster and
sons 1845 120231202 3 in the letter of about 250 words only two words are
different in these versions plus two plurals reduced to singularssing ulars proving that
mahan transcribed an english translattranslaytrantranslationslatsiat on not a greek or latin document

cf mahan archboarchko volume p 65 with wallace beubenbenhurhulhurhuihuf ppap 53 57
cf mahan archboarchko volume p 66 with wallace benhurben hur p 68
mahan archboarchko volume p 67
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one prophecy to discuss the ten pages of digression say little
with much jargon including this gem referring to the births
of mary and elizabeth

it isis however most satisfactory to see and hear that the di-
vinevine grandeur and authority of the sacred oracles are in no
way dependent on the solution of carnal critics but rest on
an inward light shining everywhere out of the bosom of a
profound organic unity and an interconnected relation with
a consistent and united teleology overleapingoverleaping all time the
historical present as well as the past and all the past brought
to light inin these two events that have just transpired 0151

the village priest is indeed learned but not in hebrew
thought or idiom the more lucid parts of the melker letter
read like a bible dictionary or christian sermon on prophecy
but give no history of jesus or his time

gamalielsGamaliels interview with joseph mary and messalian
though the gospels speak of jesus as the carpenter s son from
nazareth gamaliel finds his parents in mecca in ammon
or moab 52 mahan s joseph is an exaggerated copy of wall-
ace s in benhurben hur jesus father s face isis stolid as a mask
and in the gamaliel interview he is gross and glum in
benhurben hur joseph s will was slow like his mind and inin the
gamaliel interview he is but a poor talker and it seems that
yes and no are the depth of his mind 53 the last phrases are
more at home in rural missouri than ancient palestine and
they are liberally supplemented with gamaliel saying that
jesus comes from a third rate family that joseph does not
think he will ever amount to much that mary reports that
jesus always prevails no odds what was the subject though
hebe takes little interest inin the great questions of the
day 04 the interview picks up other personages mary mar-
tha lazarus and messalian the latter perhaps a corruption
of the messalameesala of benhurben hur is an old ex priest near bethany
11 a man of great learning and well skilled in the laws and
prophets this is favorite language for mahan s jews since
his jonathan called the bethlehem priest a man of great
learning and well versed inin the prophecies 555 messalian and

ibid p 69
52 ibid ppap 79 82 A possible event for a stopover on the way from egypt

but in mahan s setting the family isis livlliallivingng there and jesus was born some
twenty six years before ibid p 93 cf p 82

cf ibid ppap 798079 80 with wallace benhurben hur p 47
mahan5nfahan archboarchko volume ppap 808180 81 848584 85
ibid ppap 87 67
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jesus read the law and prophets together though one
wonders why since jesus could read from diedletiietile beginning
without instruction and is infallibly right in quoting every
scripture by memory 556

two reports of caiaphas to the sanhedrin mahan s

favorite mechanism is a report to an investigating body in this
case the sanhedrin requiring information from its chief of-
ficer on jesus trial in the real world such a report would be
superfluous since that body itself heard jesus and needed no
such information but mahan s caiaphas sentenced jesus with
the whole court belonging to the high priest containing

twelve members a contradiction of the account in the gos-
pels of jesus trial before all the council seventy besides the
high priest 57 mahan s caiaphas tells how he sent jesus to
pilate for an interview and did not expect him to execute
him but it seems that pilate thirsted for his blood the
very opposite of both the gospel trial accounts and mahan s

report of pilate 58 mahan s caiaphas finally has a personal
vision of jesus who takes a rather casual view of his schem-
ing you condemned me that you might go free your
only wrong is you have a wicked heart mahan s high priest
next resigns requesting the sanhedrin to appoint jonathan
in his place a jarring story to anyone who knows from jo-
sephus that roman governors appointed high priests and de-
posed them as they did caiaphas and not the sanhedrin 59

no matter if the educated leader speaks a jumble of impos-
sible english hebrew greek and latin asserting that jesus
proved hypohypostaticalstatical or displayed his unity of trinity

trinitrmitattaristatisis unitas 60 this jewish official does not come from
antiquity but from benbehbenhurhulhurhuihuf where the crucifixion caused

the altered behavior of the high priest who with his fol-
lowers fearfully whispered on calvary the man might be
the messiah and then but they would wait and see 61 alt-
hough mahan s caiaphas knows the resurrected christ
through an appearance he weakly adopts the agnosticism of
the novel if this strange personage is from god I1 have

ibid ppap 919291 92
cf ibid p 115113 with matthew 2659 and mark 151
ibid ppap 11516115 16

ibid ppap 12627126 27
ibid p 105
wallace beubenbenhurhurhuihufhul ppap 54142541 42
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been the means of crucifying him but I1 will wait and see
how these things will develop 62

the history of vellelusvelleiusveiVel leiuslelus paterculusPater culus mahan misspells the
name of this roman historian calling him valleusmalleusVal leus but
doubly perverts his history first claiming his works have
been thought to be extinct that is a strange statement
since mahan s detailed data on velleiusVel leius obviously carnecamecaine from
a standard classical dictionary the wording is close to ant-
hon s which would also have described the well known
contents of velleiusVel leius history but after creating the fictitious
vacuum mahan proceeds to fill it by claiming to have found
a lost manuscript in the vatican at rome velleiusVel leius real
history says nothing of palestine but mahan invents a judean
visit for this roman who can then report one of the most
remarkable characters he had ever seen jesus whowiiowilo heals
helps the poor and alienates rich jews because of his popu-
lar following by apparent accident mahan picked a historian
known for laudatory language but velleiusVel leius penned praise to
tiberius not christ whom he evidently never knew 63

pilates report this nucleus of mahan s publications
was printed in the word for word transcript in 1878 only
to be expanded by about 1400 words in the 1884 edition a
forty percent growth its first form was historically unconvinc-
ing and pilate s character sentimentally victorian but the post
benhurben hur rewrite added that novel s atmosphere down to the
precise detail of finding the aged balthasar s corpse on gol-
gotha as the gloom lifted and the earth ceased to shake 64

mahan s fabrications emerge clearly in such changes of the
story which originally had pilate with a handful of soldiers
unable to save jesus though the overdone conclusion had
2000 troops marching into jerusalem a day too late in the
1884 revision this ending disappeared and pilate stood against
the jewish nation with only one centurion and a hundred men
at my command 60 rome may have had marginal numbers in
judea but this is absurd as the reader of the account of paul s

arrest in jerusalem knows the roman commander determined
that paul s life was endangered and quickly called two cen

mahan archboarchko volume ppap 12627126 27
ibid ppap 12829128 29 the source for all quotations on velleiusVel leius

64cfcf ibid p 142 with wallace benhurben hur book 8 chapter 10
I1mahan archboarchko volume p 130 such numbers make caiaphas worn

contradictory but tiberiasbiberiasTib erias sic has turned against us pilate has removed the
army from caesarea to jerusalem p 112
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turions with orders to muster 400 soldiers and 70 horse by
nightfall to escort paul out of jerusalem acts 2323 this
tribune commanded a cohort greek spejra acts 2131
a unit that josephus states was either a thousand infantry or
11 six hundred infantry and a hundred and twenty cavalry 66

the same word describes jesus torment by the whole band
king james version matthew 2727 mark 1516 meaning

the jerusalem cohort or in present terms battalion re-
vised standard version and this was only a part of the man-
power available to the governor including other units in
caesarea

herod antipatersAntipaters defense before the roman senate
the charge is apparently slaughtering the infants at bethle-
hem which makes the title and supposed signature at the
end the first blunder for herod the great was not called
antipas his basic answer so I1 saw an insurrection brewing
fast and nothing but a most bloody war as the consequence
caiaphas had made his report in the same missouri idiomidionadioni

so that I1 saw that a bloody insurrection was brewing fast 07

the only events related in herod s report are those imagined
in the fiction of benhurben hur melodramatic details that wallace
added to matthew are lifted by mahanmalianmallanmailan s herod the strange
men inquiring at the gate for the jewish king herod calling
a regular body of scholars headed by hillel and reading the
bethlehem prophecy from a parchment as the climax of this
scene 68 since such details are not in ancient records the inter-
relationship of the archkoarchbo documents and modern fiction is

again apparent
herod antipas defence before the roman senate in

real history herod antipas travelled to italy to influence the
emperor caius or gaiusgalus nicknamed caligula against his
brother agrippa but agrippa learned of the plot and sent
his emissary with letters accusing antipas of having conspired
with seranussejanus before his fall and continuing his disloyalty by
planning revolt proof of which was his storage of equipment
for 70000 soldiers As told by josephus antiquities 18.7187187

22 antipas admitted holding these supplies and was ban
wjewish war 367 for military units in palestine see T R S brough-

ton the roman army in F J foakes jackson and kirsopp lake begin-
nings of christianity vol 5 in the acts of the apostles london macmillan
1939439411939439411939439 41

17 mahan atchko volume ppap 137 130
wallace benhurben hur book 1 chapters 6 13
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isheddished mahan adapted this story which he obviously found
inin josephus in the new versionversion agrippaagnppa writes the roman
senate to answer for holding the 70000 arms referring to
11 my accuser caiuscamscalus and mentioning the charge of conspiring
with sejoniusSejonius this form of seranussejanus name isis not historicalhistoncal
but isis mahan s adaptation like the dejanesejane of one of his
earlier documents 69 he consistently modified his names to ap
proximate real ones just as he clearly altered history to create
his stories

the hillel letters mahan appended nearly 90 pages
as a tedious finale seven letters regarding god s providence
to the jews by hillel the third hillel the third isis num
beredbared from hillel the great contemporaneous with herod
the great personalities immediately prior to the christian era
mahan adds two namesakes unknown inin history hillel the
second supposedly compiled records soon after the destrucdestruct

tion of the holy city about A D 70 70 there isis another
reference to a compiler hillel who lived about one hundred
years after the christian era 71 either mahan s second or01

third hillel so the latter can be no earlier than the second
century after christ this much squares with quotations by

hillel the third from tacitus and suetoniussmetoniusSue tonius who both wrote
at the beginning of that century that mahan intended this
time frame isis proved by repeated references to the destruction
of the temple inin the hillel letters the letters mourn the for
saken and desolate city and temple2templetempietempled 20 city temple and nation
are all gone 73 our holy city isis no more and the temple isis
razed to its foundation 17 4 nothing could be more settled

until one picks up the line 1 I heard peter preach the other
day and as he and john came out of the temple there was a
man that had been lying

7
around at the gates and public

crossings for years suddenly the temple isis just as it was and
the healing of the lame man at the gate isis narrated with the
full details of acts 3 with a date of about A D 35 since

mahan atchkoaichko volume ppap 158 ill111liililiii mahan s fictitious jewish official
hilderiumhildenumhiiHil deriumdenum p 158 isis an apparent modification of the benhurben huihurhulhus sheik II11

derum
ibid p 58

ibid p 30
ibid p 163
ibid p 212
ibid p 179
ibid p 165
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this chronology isis hopeless the four page sermon of peter
afterward could be no better

indeed hillel the third isis not merely a man without a
homeland but a man without a time he can quote second
century authors and yet date alexander the great s accessionaccession

three hundred and eighty years ago with a writing date of
A D 44 G sometimes he can stay inin this framework naming
pompey s invasioninvasion of palestine about one hundred years ago
with a writing date of about A D 37 7 but he regresses a
generation by stating that croesus kingdom fell to cyrus five
hundred and forty years ago with a writing date of about 6
B Cc78 harmonious with this rome was founded about seven
hundred and fifty years ago using 753 B C as the founding
and a writing date of 3 B C s these statements have hillel
the third writing before he was born yet that contradiction
isis minorminor compared to the shock of the next page where the
roman senate isis a body which for more than a thousand
years for talent for weight for wisdom and experience was
unrivalled inin the history of the world 80 what is intended isis
precise for their monarchy lasted about two hundred years
from the founding81founding81 so the senate dominated as popular
history once stressed from the sixth century before christ to
the fourth century after christ an amended writing date of
A D 491 since hillel the third is not methuselah this per
formancefirmanceformance does more than raiseraise doubt 82

such confusion only hints at the historical oddities con
tamed inin the meaningless essays of hillel the third they
are dreary historical romanticizing inin nineteenth century prose
to which pages of christian apologetic are added we are
asked to believe that a jew steeped inin scriptures and law would
speak of athens with her exquisite arts her literature and
her sciencescience with her constellations of genius just ready to
burst upon the world the learned rabbi sets aside his
own culture and religion to award first prize to the greeks

bidibid p 194
17 ibid p 201

ibid p 187
ibid p 19819s
ibidslibid p 199

slibidibid p 198
12after the aboeabove material was inin finished manuscript I1 receivedreceded quarles

critique of the hillel III111ili section published inin the Bo onville weekly topic
9 january 1885 it isis both a coincidence and a vindicationindication that he exposes the
same chronological weaknesses ending with the parallel to methuselah

mahan archboaichkoarchko volume p 190
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who went on to create the most beautiful literature and the
profoundest philosophy that human genius has ever pro-
duced 84 nor is he more convincing as the wordy christian
of the last letter enthusiastically arguing for the unobjec-
tionabletionable testimony of matthew and john and the collateral
proof of luke and mark who heard the apostles rehearse
over and over the wonderful story of the teachings and mir-
acles of jesus 85 here mahan does too well not only rising
above the identity of his jewish rabbi but exceeding his own
style so far that plagiarism from history texts and christian
works must be assumed those excited by searching out
sources might begin with some modern historical cliches of
hillel the third rome as a straggling village on the banks

of the tiber or alexander entering asia with the sword in
one hand and the poems of homer in the other 86

conclusion
in perspective goodspeed was well justified in labelling

pilate s report a weak crude fancy a jumble of high sounding
but meaningless words and hardly worth serious criticism a
judgment just as applicable to all 200 pages of ancient
sources in the present archboarchko volume 87 and the same weak-
nesses characterize mahan s 50 page introduction a verbose
and misleading survey of scholarship on early manuscripts
with his own discoveries added to the honor role the same
mind with its talent for historical adaptation modified names
and anachronism created both yet survival of the archboarchko
volume might even encourage the historian sincesince it proves
deep concern for the world of the bible hopefully such in-
terest may be channeled into responsible works on new testa-
ment archaeology and authentic translations from jesus cen-
tury as the dead sea scrolls and josephus 88 who even with
his shortcomings is yet a competent historian whose works
have done much to enrich our store of knowledge 89 only the
opposite can be said of the author of the archkoarchbo collection

slibidibid p 193
ibid p 247
ibidslibid ppap 171 195
goodspeed hoaxes p 33
in addition to easily available translations of the dead sea scrolls and

josephus see C K barrett the neunew testament rachRackbachbackgroundground selected docu-
ments new york macmillan 1961

G A williamson the world of losephusjosephus boston little brown
1964 p 287



christmas snows
christmas winds

donald R marshall

the snow fell today in the streets where trucks and buses
spun it into a gray wet spray and left it splattered on parked
cars and curbs pantlegspant legs and soggy shoes and I1 feel that it
must be falling now too somewhere on the fields and the fence
posts and that somewhere out there tonight when the light
turns an icy blue and the dusty snow slithers along the
highway like smoke a black horse standing still in a white
field will suddenly shiver and ripple its mane and maybe a
lone figure in coat and overshoes will trudge across that cold
expanse with a pail of oats puffs of steam trailing inin the
brittle air

I1 passed a window where the head of an electric santa
claus rotated from side to side along the crowded sidewalks
a loudspeaker blared fa la la la la over the muffled heads of
passersby in a crowd on a corner I1 saw a child licking at a
clear red unicorn on a thin stick and the snowflakessnowfsnorflakes stung my
cheeks and burned my eyes

I1 remember those glass candy animals and I1 remember
other things I1 remember the days the weeks the months of
waiting interminable hours when december seemed worlds
away I1 remember tinseled moments even before october s

leaves had turned to blue gray smoke in the november air
when a sudden woody smell of pine or the far off jingling of
a bell sent crystal shatters of christmas tingling through my
veins I1 remember the smell of the new sears and roebuck
catalogue when it came and how the pages felt and how

dr marshall assistant professor of humanities at brigham young ununiversityIverlveriversitydiversitysity
is the author of the popular collection of short stories the rummage sale

reviewed in ththisas1s issue the story printed here is from a new volume of his
stories as yet untitled but soon to be released
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reaching with some inexplicable power through the endless
blur of days ahead it could steal a handful of christmas and
scatter it instantly sugared and glittering before us on the par-
lor rug where we lay every page was christmas even a simple
plaid bathrobe became magically invested with hollyberrieshollyberries
and mistletoe and an ordinary pair of socks triggered imme-
diately a chorus of carolerscaro lers accompanied by chimes

I1 remember the long afternoons at school when the radiator
hissed and bare branches black against a chalky sky made
soft tapping noises at the windows weary of making crayon
christmasesChristmases on sheets of paper I1 would let my pencil plow a
little furrow of dirt from the cracks in the floor while I1 longed
for the passing of weeks and waited for that special day and
we would practice the songs for the christmas proprogramoramaram and I1

would squirm restlessly on the little painted chairs excited by
visions conjured by musical fragments the little town of beth-
lehem lying so still with its dreamless sleep and its silent stars
the three kings bearing gifts and traveling from afar and
perhaps the most glorious of all in those days jolly old saint
nicholas leaning his ear and promising not to tell a single soul

after the endless days of painting and cutting and pasting
and shellacking the secret gifts plaster of pacispartsparis plaques or
wind chimes of glass rectangles dangling by yarn from a kerr
lid would lie drying on the low shelves by the radiator while
we filed in homemade costumes of rabbits or snowflakes tin
soldiers or shepherds into the little rows of chairs to perform
at last before the nebulous faces of relatives and townspeople
in the darkened auditorium hark the herald angels sing
we chanted the words to most of the carols garbled even to
us and our minds forever straying to the glossy images in the
sears catalogue then the program would be over and there
would be no more going back to school for almost two weeks
yet the waiting would go on only now it would continue in
the home watching from the parlor window for the first sign
of a snowflake carefully printing the letter and trusting it
would reach the north pole in time studying the blackened
flue of the fireplace and wondering how the whole mirac-
ulous thing could possibly be brought about

I1 remember the days of christmas cardmakingcard making my mate-
rials strewn out on the rug or set up temporarily on a bridge
table but inevitably before the fire so that I1 could savor the
piney smell and be as near as possible to the popping and crack
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ling fire its sizzling sap seeming to whisper it s coming it s

coming it s coming I1 recall the snips and scraps of colored
paper the homemade cards with cutoutcut out windows the oblig-
atory winter scenes drawn laboriously with colored pencils the
village houses and steepled churches somehow owing more to
calendar new hampshiresHamp shires than to the marysvalesMarysvales and junctions
and circlevillesCirclevilles strung around me

I1 remember helping to shake the snow from the tree
propped frozen against the porch and running behind as papa
and my brothers dragged it inside through the door fearing
that its branches would be broken and lamenting that its trunk
must be shortened I1 remember my uneasiness as they grafted
boughs in the empty spaces and my surprise and my joy at dis-
covering pine cones and maybe even a bird s nest hidden some-
where in its upper branches I1 loved the dusty sweet and spicy
smell loaned by the tree to the parlor I1 loved even the sugary
pine gum that stuck to my fingers and resisted soap and water
giving way finally only to the salty slipperiness of mamamarnamaina s

butter and when the dusty boxes were brought up from the
basement and opened on the parlor rug I1 loved the smell of
the candles as we unwrapped them from their crumpled tissue
I1 loved seeing each tangle of colored lights finally glow against
the rug as we tightened every globe and tried each string in
the socket to discover which burnt out bulb was holding back
the others and I1 loved rediscovering each ornamental bell and
ball old friends momentarily forgotten since that january day
nearly a year before when they were wrapped between the sun-
day pages of maggie and liggsjiggs and little orphan annie and
tucked away in shoeboxesshoeboxes to await december s resurrection in
those days our decorations were a melange of christmasesChristmases past
and all the dearer for the memories they evoked almost no
ornaments from the magenta foil cone awaiting candy and
nuts to the fragile glass bird with the spun glass tail were
alike and the tree lights themselves many enhanced by metal-
lic reflectors in the shape of water lilies or stars ranged from
a rotund little santa claus to an intricate and marvelous chi-
nese lantern and when each member of this bizarre menagerie
had found a hospitable bough and when all the foil icicles
had been hung until they dripped silver and shimmering
from almost every needle we hid the homemade tree stand
under a cotton matting sprinkled it with glistening mica flakes
and set up on its snowy whiteness a miniature cardboard vil
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lage a colored bulb in each tiny house glowing softly through
a doorway or stained glass window

I1 remember that spicy piney scent suddenly mingling with
the smell of whole cloves and cinnamon bark simmering in the
hot juices of apples pineapples lemons and orangesoranges that
would become wassail to be ladled out in steaming cups
for all visitors and I1 remember it mingling with the smell of
mincemeat pies and rhubarb pies as they bubbled in the oven
and with the smell of doughnuts sizzling in oil waiting to be
fished out and rolled in sugar and eaten hot I1 remember peek-
ing over the breadboard as the cranberries and orangesoranges oozed
through the grinder to become a sweet relish that tasted like
christmas I1 remember the nuts and candied fruit dropping into
the spicy batter that would be poured into pans and trans-
formed into golden brown fruitcakesfruitcakes inside the oven I1 re-
member the annual appearance in the kitchen of figs and dates
an exotic touch of the east that suddenly seemed as right and
as welcome as the camel borne kings parading across our man-
tel amidst the pine boughs and scented candles

by christmas eve the mound of presents growing under
the tree had almost obscured the cardboard village and each
ribbonedribbonerribboned package there for more than one day had been
rubbed and poked and pinched from every angle but it was
what was not there that we waited for imostnost not the hastily
wrapped shapes that would inevitably appear sometime on
that final eve but those other things finally placed unwrapped
and glittering in the glow of colored lights that would never
appear until we had eventually drifted off to sleep with or
without visions of sugarplumssugarplums

A snowfall on that eve of eves hadbad seemed beyond ques-
tion and I1 remember standing one year inin my papajamasjarnas looking
with incredulity through the window at only a gray blue bleak-
ness settling inin on the dead and naked grass santa claus s

sleigh even flying through the stars seemed unnecessary and
impossible without that obligatory frosty whiteness that had to
fall and cover the world and fall it did As I1 pressed a wet
cheek against the cold glass feeling somehow cheated I1 saw
the first tiny flakes like lint fluttering in the wind slithering
down the cold blue sky the snow was necessary in order for
the miracle of christmas to be the everydayness of mud ruts
and frozen gutters had to be lost under the sparkling magic
of snow
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I1 remember the snow and I1 remember other things I1 re-
member the year my stocking hung alone on the string by the
fire my brothers and sisters suddenly grown away from such
things had turned to dances and caroling atop a horse drawn
hay wagon and I1 would peek out of the window into the
frosty night at the faintest rustling of bells to see them pass
or hear them singing above the steady cloppingchoppingclopping of the mare s

hoofs on the icy road from my window too I1 could see down
the block to the giant christmas tree erected inin the middle of
the town I1 could see its lights reflected in the shiny whiteness
of the street and I1 could watch late shoppers balancing pack-
ages as they crept carefully across the ice calling last minute
wishes to passing friends and then disappearing into the cold
night

I1 remember lying inin my bed under the heavy blankets
wanting to capture every sound would I1 hear a tap tap on
the roof or a slithering down the chimney or the clicking of a
cup on a saucer as santa drank the milk and ate the doughnut
left for him by the fire yet I1 longed at the same time for

sleep to come quickly in order to make the night disappear and
the morning come and when I1 awoke in the stillness of that
blue violet hour separating night and morning and crept down
the darkened hall and through the front room where the big
clock ticked away the last minutes of the night I1 always stood
entranced on the threshold of the parlor what other moment
could match that moment as I1 hesitated scarcely breathing
my eyes taking in the pure magic of each carefully placed and
glistening item reflecting the still burning treelightstreelights and the
rosy warmth of the still smoulderingshouldering fire and retaining yet
some vestige of the aura surrounding the white bearded figure
whose hand had placed them there and left only a few sug-
ary crumbs on the saucer by the hearth perhaps only minutes
before

careful not to break the spell I1 would kneel down quietly
to examine first with my eyes and then with my fingers each
precious piece of a farm set with its hard rubber pigs and
cows or another year a rustic fort with metal indians and
cavalry once the featured item was a set of tinker toys
another time lincoln logs and still another a shiny and
complicated erector set this was the special hour that quiet
hour before dawn the room bewitched by the lights of the tree
and the only sound an occasional popping of a spark or the
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soft shifting of coals as the pine logs now charcoal crumbled
into rose gold embers I1 worshiped this hour these enchanted
moments when christmas and I1 touched and nothing broke
the spell even the taking down of my stocking which now
bulged lumpily and heavily on the sagging string was a ritual
As I1 turned it upside down emptying the contents into the lid
of a box I1 loved every nut every piece of ribbon candy or
multicolored hardtack even the silver quarter that sometimes
rolled down among the cream centered chocolate bunker hills
and the inevitable glass candy santa claus or lion or unicorn
there would be an orange too and though it was exactly like
those colder ones from the kitchen it seemed marvelous and
special for just as the little nut covered balls with the cream
centers or the pastel colored sugary mounds were identical to
those in bowls on the bookcase just as each almond and pecan
and brazil nut still in its shell was no different from those
waiting in the wooden bowl with the nutcracker each one like
the orange had been blessed by the hand of santa claus and
each one had been chosen and placed there especially for inemelne

later on in the morning when the parlor rug was lost
under a storm of wrapping paper and ribbon we would take
turns winding the phonograph to hear bing crosby sing
white christmas and happy holiday and the smellsinellsmeil of

roasting pheasant or duck shot the day before by one of my
brothers would be drifting from the kitchen while neigh-
bors and uncles and aunts were stomping the snow from their
feet outside the door and bursting in arms full of presents
shouting out the greetings that we all loved I1 never tired of
showing one more time that marvelous portion of the chaos
under the tree that was mine alone and only in the late late
afternoon when I1 lay drowsily on the rug before the fire and
the house was quiet again would I1 feel the melancholy seep-
ing in the sad sad thought that night was coming on and then
it would be tomorrow and that tomorrow would be christmas
no more

but there isis something else I1 remember too sometimes I1

forget it always I1 rrytryry to forget it but it keeps coming back
like a cold and brittle wind it claims a part of those christmas
memories too a part not willed to it or even acknowledged
unwelcome guest in that memory world of gumdropsgumdrops and
candy canes it sneaks along the edges of the mind demanding
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it be seen heard remembered it is always there tapping at
the back windows like branches in the night

there was a german family that had a farm a few miles
fromgromfroen our town we scarcely knew them for they spoke little
and their english was poor and broken but we would see
them in the town in their faded pickup the old man with
dried manure on his boots the woman with frightened eyes
and a yellowish braid wound around her head they had a
daughter a year or two younger than 1I a very quiet girl with
pale skin and pale hair who wore hand me downs and moved
through the halls of school with scarcely a word her english
was probably as good as mine yet we never somehow remem-
bered it that way we referred to her derisively as consola-
tion her real name was helga or inger or something like that
but we always called her consolation because someone I1 think
had seen her once with her arm around a child who had hurt
his knee on the playground sometimes she too wore braids
around her head and then she looked like a strange little
mother grown old before her time she never had any close
friends as I1 recall yet we often linked her name in jest with
anyone we wanted to tease or get back at for something they
had done

one christmas when my friends and I1 were struggling to
announce our maturity to the world no stockings by the fire
that year we slid on the ice and wrestled in the snow outside
the schoolhouse until the last cars had driven up in the dark
and the program had already begun with a rousing carol we
then trudged in during that opening number and noisily ap-
propriated some empty seats on the front row we poked
each other while the second graders bellowed hark the her-
ald angels sing in bathrobe and towel shepherd costumes
and we traded whispered comments and stifled giggles at the
fourth grade angel with one wing flopping and at mary with
her tinseled halobalohaio askew then suddenly the junior high band
was performing 0 holy night and consolation we realized
to our great mirth was playing a brief french horn solo it
began wobbilynobbilywobbily two or three of the notes were blurbledblurbled and
once she even seemed to falter as though she had lost her
place we snickered and tried unsuccessfully to pinch our
legs to keep from laughing outright she finally finished her
frightened eyes resembling her mother s dropping to her mu-
sic stand and never leaving it until the program ended when
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it was over and we pushed our way through the crowd outside
to where car doors slammed and sputtering engines sent up
clouds of white exhaust we passed by the faded pickup and I1

saw the old man there in the dark with his arm around the girl
she was sobbing against the heaviness of his mackinaw and
the woman was smoothing her hand over the girl s braids
race ya to the corner somebody yelled and we took off

slipping and sliding on the iceice and into the night
today the snow fell in the streets and the cars slipped and

slid and spun around snarling traffic at every corner the side-
walks are lost under a gray brown slush but maybe the snow
will mercifully continue to fall and cover it all maybe down
the highway where the snow blows like smoke across the road
and a lone horse shivers in the wind the snow will be thick
and deep and white consolation where are you now that the
snow is falling once again on the fences and the fields I1

didndian t cry for you then but I1 cry for you now



are christians mormon

truman G madsen

for a hundred and fifty years the question has been re-
peatedlypeatedly asked worldwide are mormonscormons christian we
have struggled through the semantic tangles to answer that
with an unqualified yes in his heart every mormon knows
that this question is much like asking Is hamlet shakespear-
ianianlan it might be said after all hamlethamiet is a manifestation
of shakespeare in fact hamlet isis shakespeare precisely
and so the mormon knows that mormonism is the most vital
twentieth century manifestation of christ unlike hamlet it
is alive if it is less than that it is nothing

here the plan is to reverse the question and ask are
christians mormon this is not mere word play in our time
there are renowned and influential spokesmen and writers inin all
the major wings of christendom and they are not on the pe-
riphery but at the center who are defending and teaching
what a century ago joseph smith almost alone taught for
teaching it he and his immediate heirs gave their lives no
one of these spokesmen has pulled it all together but there
are pieces and fragments everywhere

before we outline these in a way that must be at best a be-
ginning may I1 offer just four cautions

first tracing trends and movements and shifts is always a
selective affair just as powerful as the movements I1 aniam going
to chronicle are counter movements equally influential that
could lead one to the conclusion that christianity today has
never been farther away from its original moorings moreover
those who have swung towards us have sometimes swung pen
dulumbulum like too far the other way

second terminology is deceptive men may speak similarly

A brigham young universityuniersity forum address givengienaien 4 june 1974

dr madsen professor of philosophy at brigham young universityUmersity holds the
richard L eansevans chair of christian understanding he is also the director of
the institute of mormon studies
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but mean and jeelfeel differently and as you know the theolog-
ical vocabulary isis notoriously vague

third the focus on belief is misleading because religion is
much more than belief it involves values commitments kinds
of loyalty and cultures

finally there is as our missionaries more than anyone in
the world may know a tremendous chasm between what pro-
fessionalfess ional writers may say theologically philosophically and
what actually penetrates to the grass roots between the the-
oreticianoretician and the layman there is an ocean

but after those precautions let us proceed with boldness

THE NATURE OF GOD

when the boy prophet emerged from the grove now called
sacred he announced an unqualified testimony that god is a
person in doing so he offended the traditional sensitivities of
every official christian churchchuich they had used the word per-
son and still do but only inin a most attenuated form ascrib-
ing to the eternal consciousness will some kind of individual-
ity but denying the full bodied characteristics of personality
that we associate with the word

today that has remarkably changed there are many who
are saying that either the god of the christian heritage isn a
person a god like jesus the christ or christianity isis simply
false nels F S ferre for one has said we must return to
the categories of the new testament and abandon the cat-
egories

1

of the philosophers 1 three recent articles have almost
identical titles Is the god of the philosophers the same as
the god of abraham isaac and jacobjacob2jacoba2 and their answer is

the christian faith we havehae said needs to develop its own fiameworkfrarneworkframeworkfiameflamework
for expressing its universal message too longionsioniloniiong has it been limited by being
couched within the thought stance of substance philosophy while the nevernewer pro
cess metaphysics isis also unable to do full justice to the universal nature of the
christian faith the three catecategoriescategorlcategorygorigorlaorl es of the new testament which funda
mentally define god the ultimate are spirit personal purpose and love we
turn therefore to these catcategoriescategorcategoryegor es as the substrates from which the chris
tian framework can be formulated without recourse to alien liinlilnlimitingt ng and dis
tortingdorting philosophies nels F S ferre the universal word philadelphia
westminster press 1969 p 91

orbertnorbert samuelson that the god of the phphilosopherslo sophers isis not the god of
abraham isaac and jacob harvard theological renew 65 january 1972
1271 27 robin atfield the god of religion and the god of philosophy reli-
gious studies vol 9 no 1 march 19731919731197511973 191 9 catholic karl rahner also
makes the distinction inin visions and prophecies out of the infinfinitenite possibilpos sibil
itiesaties of his freedom who isis the god of abraham of isaac and of jacob not
that of the philosophers god could reveal this or that rahner inquiries
new york herder & herder 1964 p 106
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11 no judah halevi pascal and martin buber to name three
recent philosophers have said so

A new interest in the question of whether we must delimit
the word being and add the word becoming in our
understanding of god is widespread 3 having studied under
two well known theologians I1 can report a like instinct in them
one still alive has written in summary the mormonscormons are
right this is charles hartshorne of the university of texas
who has said that god is in some senses perfect but in other
and important senses not that there is yet process in god that
we must avoid as whitehead once said paying metaphysical
compliments to god which turn out to be insults 1

the other dead is paul tillich and I1 happen to know as
few do that shortly before his death having written three vol-
umes identifying god with being itself with the ground of
being and denying all personal attributes he keenly and trag-
ically regretted it and fervently said if only I1 could do it over
I1 would rewrite my book in terms of spirit 5 the next step
would have been person

robert mcaffee brown 0 john cobb jr and many others
aieareale taking similar ground we are no longer alone 7

related to this is a comment of a prominent philosopher
onene of the classic systemsystematsystematicat ic presentatpresentacpresenpresentationstat ions of the strength of finitfindtfinitismfinicismsm inin

theology isis william pepperell montague s belief unbound new havenhaen yale
universityuniersity press 1930 the process philosophy movement involving such
men as william james alfred north whitehead charles hartshorne and
others isis particularly concerned with the subject cf hartshorne s kanjmanjmans vision
of god hamden conn archon books 1941 charles hartshornehartsHaits horne and will-
iam L reese eds philosophers speak of god chicago university of chica-
go press 1953 and paul Ttillichllicb tillichs doctrine of god inin the theology
of paul tillich ed charles W kegley and robert W bretall new york
macmillan 1961

in a personal letter dated 31 december 1972 hartshorne speaking of
tendencies inin modern thought with affinities to mormonism also referredleferred to

fechner leguierleggierLeguier bergson W E hocking vanscovarisco james ward and john elof
boodin

this according to conversations inin his last months with nels F S ferre
and john dillenberger see tillich s volume biblical religions and the searchseaich
ffoiigiiglor ultimate reality chicago university of chicago press 1955 this book
has been called a brilliant compromise between being and personality care
ful reading will show it retains the word person only as an unavoidable IILIhu
man projection

in brown s response to sterling mcmurrin s theological foundations of
mormonism salt lake city university of utah press 1965 he speaks of ten
denciesdennies inin contemporary theology toward a positive estimate of personality
dialogue A guinaljournalguindiouinal of mormon thought vol 1 no I11 spring 1966 espe
ciallybially ppap 11213112 13

john B cobb jr A Chrichristianslian natural theology philadelphia west-
minster press 1965 see my reviewreview inin BYU studies 6 spring summer 1965
ppap 18688186 88
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of education who has gone through one by one the traditional
theistic categories like immutability selfseif fulfbulffulfillednessilliiiliiedness absolute
happiness and then said 1 I see no evidence inin the scriptures
nor any reasons discovered in logical analysis to believe that
jesus attributed any of these mythological traits to god 8 jesus
spoke of god as father

THE NATURE OF MAN

intertwined with this isis the remarkable testimony we have
struggled to bear as to the nature of man the witness that there
isis something even now divine inin mankind this was offensive
to anti religionists and humanists for on their viewview man isis much
less than a superman and has only this life to work out his
folly offensive to the traditional catholics because inin their
viewview there isis a chasm between the nature of inanman and god and
man only has dignity to the degree that he receivesreceives what they
call salvific grace it was offensive to fundamentalists and
calvimstscalvinists because inin their viewview man isis afflicted with pride
and inin the worst viewview utterly depraved a worm the doctrine
has seemed even more out of step with the mental weather of
ourouioul time for national and world catastrophe inin the last fifty
years has so shaken our confidence inin man so undercut the
foundations of assurance that today nihilism isis popular and it
isis as if writers have chosen up sides to see who can declare the
most sophisticated despair

out of step with all this we have gone on saying that these
writers are not describing all of real life but only life without
god not being honest but only morbid not being true to ex
periperlperiencepenencepencencepenenceence but only to a projected face of experience and not
undercutting genuine faith in god but only their disillusioned
false faiths

today others are seeing man I1 s potential rufus jones the
quaker mystic has written inin nearly thirty books the old
dualism must go the dualism that absolutely separates man
and god henrihenn bergson closes his book two sources of re-

dean E turner the careful heart unpublished manuscript pro
fessor turner s work also contains a complimentary section on the mormon
defiance of the traditional reading of omnipotence omniscienceomniscience and omni
presence

the twoto world theory has become impossible to those who think inin the
terms of this generatgenerahgegenerationnerat on it isis a dead conception we haehave come backbick byb the
help of psychology and modern philosophy to the position of the ffirstrst apostle of
christianity that every person lives and moves and has this real being inin god
rufus jones the radiant life new york macmillan 1944 p 150
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ligion and mortality saying the universeuniverse isis a machine for the
making of gods 0 10o elton trueblood has recently written

christianity isis palatable not only because jesus isis like god
but because god isis like jesus 11 and so may man be

the jesuit paleontologist teilhardtreilhardTeilhard de chardin inin the phe-
nomenon of man cited evidence that the ultimate purpose un
derdergirdingdergirdmggirding even the cells and matter inm motionmotlon of the cosmos
isis to produce christs Christochnstogenesischristogenesisgenesis the emerging of a great
and glorious personality 112 karl rahner certainly the most in
fluentialfluential and also the most officially renowned catholic theo
logian has written it isis not possible to speak theologically
about god without at the same time saying something about
man and vicevice versa 13 exactly

third there was the claim that caused all to wince of con

henrihenn bergson the two sources of morality inin relighreligionreliglon new york
henry holt 1935 bergsonbelason s concluding I1linesiinesnes read I1mankindmankindhind lies giommogiommggroan lnaingina
half crushed beneath the weight of its own progress men do not sufficientlysuff ciently
realizereal ze that the future isis inn their own hands theirs isis the task of determining
first of all whether they want to go on I1 iving or not theirsthens is the responsi-
bility

reslesponsi
then for deciding if theythe want merely to livelieite or intend to make lustjustust the

extra effort required for fulfilling eeneven on theltheirtheir refractory planet the essential
function of the universeumerseumerskeum erse which isis a machine forfoi the making of gods p 306

the deepest conviction of all christian theology isis the affirmation thatthit
the god of all the world isis like jesus christ because the logical development
isis from the relatively known to the relatively unknown the procedureproceduie is not
from god to christ but from christ to god elton truebloodIrueblood the huniohumor of
christ new york harper & row 1964 p 32

1 though frightened for ia moment by evolution the christian now per-
ceivesceles that what it offers him isis nothing but a magnificent means of feeling
more at one with god and of giving himself more to him in a pluralistic and
static nature the universal domination of christ could strictly speaking still be
regarded as an extrinsic and superimposed power in a spiritually converging
world this christieCh ristic energy acquires an urgency andind intensity of another olderorder
altogetheraltoPther if the world isis convergent and if christ occupies its center then the
chnstogenesischristogenesisChristo genesis of st paul and st john is nothing else andind nothing less thanthin the
extension of the noogenesisneogenesisnoogenesis in which cosmogenesis as regards ouroui experi-
ence culminates christ invests himself organically with the very majesty of his
creation evolution has come to infuse new blood so to speak into lleileliethe

perspectives and aspirations of christianity in return isis not the christian faith
destined isis it not preparing to save and even to take the place of evolutionevolution5evolutions5
pierre Tegeilhardilhard de chardin the phenomenon of man new york harper and
brothers 1959 ppap 29697 see also pierre teilhardtreilhardTeilhard de chardin the chris
tianizationtiamzation of evolution critical issues I1inn modernmodem reltRelireitreligionrouignion roger johnson
and ernest wallwork eds englewood cliffs N J prentice hallhailhali 1973
ppap 122331225312235122 33 see also dietrich bonhoefferborhoefferBonBor hoeffer the imaeimagelmae of jesus christ impresses
itself into daily communioncommunion on the imageimage of the disciple thatthit image has
the power to transform our lives and if we surrender ourselves utterly to him
we cannot help bearing his imaeimagelmae ourselves we become the sons of god we
stand side by side with christ our unseen brotherbrothel bearing like him the irmaeimage
of god bonhoefferBon hoeffer the cost of discipleship new york macnmaanlfacniaacnii ilaniianliannilan 1937
p 337 the concluding chapter the imaeimielinagelmae of christ ppap 337445374455744337357 44 is de
voted to this subject

see rahner s sanitspirit inm the waildwoildlforld new york herder & herder 1968
pV xviixv n
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tinuallinual revelation the christian churches in the absence of rev-
elation had tightened their views protectively defensively
either around a holy man the pope and hierarchy or around a
holy book the bible which was alleged to be all sufficient and
only sufficient religious knowing came only through that
word and all other claims were treated as emotional extrava-
gance

OF CONTINUAL revelation
today it is different again the quakers george fox ru-

fus jones elton trueblood speak in these exact words of
continual revelation by which they mean the cultivation of the
inner light 14 and they have abandoned the more extreme
forms of mysticism its world hating its denying of the sub
ejectject object distinction its plea that one day we may be in a
metaphysical sense one with the ultimate instead they are
talking very intimately about what we would mean by the pre-
sent influence of the light of christ

among the catholics theologian avery dulles son of john
foster duilesdutiesdulles has argued there cannot be a christian church
without prophets 15 among the protestants the traditional ap

see for example george fox the journal of george fox cambridge
cambridge university press 1911 rufus jones the inner life new york
macmillan 1916 spiritual ebergenergenergieses inn daily liflifelip new york macmillan
1922 the testimony of the soulsolisouisoll new york macmillan 1937 spirit inn
man stanford stanford university press 1941 newneir eyes for invisibles
new york macmillan 1943 and david elton trueblood the common

ventures of life new york harper and brothers 1949 the essence of
spiritual religion new york harper and brothers 1936 and the know-
ledge of0 god new york harper & row 1939

through documents such as those just mentimentionedonedboned the decree on
ecumenismecumenist nos 4 6 7 and the constitution on the church inin the modern
world nos 4 11 33 44 of vatican II11 vatican II11 expressed the church s

need for prophetic guidance and in so doing faced upliptip to the needs of our day
the current demand for prophets in the church is due inin part to the rev-

olutionary changes in our time the rapidly evolving secular culture of our
day puts questions to the church for which there are no ready made solutions
scrutinizing the signs of the times christianity must interpretreinterpretre its own doc-
trine and goals in relation to the world today to effect this transposition with-
out loss of substance is a task calling for prophetic insight

churchmen are always tempted to suppress prophecy for it is a ddisturbingsturbin
element by upsetting men s settled viewsviews and destroying their complacencies it
continually threatens the unity and stability of the institutional church yet the
church needs prophecy avery dulles S J the survival of dogma garden
city new york doubleday 1971 ppap 131 132 and the entire chapter the
permanence of prophecy in the church ppap 12533125 33 see also dulles revela-
tion theology new york herder & herder cl969c1969 revelation and the quest
for unity washington corpus books 196819681 and the succession of
prophets in the church in apostolic succession rethinking a barrier to unity
vol 34 of concilium theology in ifethe age of renewal new york palPatpaulistilist
press 1968
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proach to mystery has slowly collapsed karl barth had insisted
that one could only speak dogmatically of what had been writ
tenten16 bultmann that one could speak only of its so called
existential impact 17 emilemitemli brunner that a revelation compre
hendedbended would not be one 18 martin luther that god isis hidden

deus abs conditus9condituscon ditus 19 and the mystics that god isis known if
at all inm a cloud of unknowing 220 tillich likewise insisted
that god isis essential mystery not simply the not yet known but
an inin principle unknowable one comes away from the en-
counter with two things 1 the knowledge that he has had the
encounter with the mystery and 2 that the mystery isis mys
teterioustenousriouscerious 21

all that has changed
there isis new recognition that the word mysteries as it ap-

pears inin the new testament and inin its background literature
means something more something one can reach through with
knowledge or gnosis not simply on the ground of faith

16 where it happens that the biblical authority authenticates itself by ac
tuallytu11ydually obtaining a hearing and obedience there it has evidentlyeidently spoken under
standablystandably and been understood there evidently exposition of the bible has
taken place

who isis it that expounds the biblebibiebib we answer with the ancient axiomaxiom
which must be the axiomaxiom of all hermeneutics scryScriscriplurascuptufascheScuppraraplurapratatulatufatuia scripscripluraescfiptmaelurae interpfesinlerpres
with respect to the holy scriptures that means these wriwritingstings as god s word
inin human words expound themselves are inin themselves everywhere per
fectlyfactly clear and transparent karl barth god herehefeheie and now new york
harper & row 1964 p 52 also ppap 18 404140 41 45

rudolph bultmann new testament and mythology reprinted inin kerigkeryg
ma and myth ed hans werner bartsch new york harper & row 1961
ppap 1441 44 also theology of the new testament new york charles scribner s
sons 1955955 223722574122572 2237412574141

18 the first and most important fact that we can know about god isis ever
this we know nothing of him except what he himself has revealed to us
god s revelation of himself always occurs inin such a way as to manifest more
deeply his inaccessibility to our thought and imagination all that we can
know isis the world god isis not the world therefore he isis also exalted above
all our knowledge he isis mystery emil brunner our faith new york
charles scribner s sons ppap 111211 12

martin luther bondage of the will inin marrinmaitinmartin luther ed john dil
lenberger garden city new york doubleday 1961 especially ppap 19092190igo 92
see also john dillenberger god hidden and revealed philadelphia muhlen
berg press 1953 for further sources Dillendillenbergerbergerss bibliography and foot
notes include references for barth boehme brunner harnack heim hendry
hermann luther otto especially ritschl and watson

2seeaseesee the expressions of this viewview inin thomas S kepler comp the fellow-
ship of the saintssaint new york abingdon cokesburyCokes bury 1948

1 knowledge of revelation isis knowledge about the revelation of the mys
tery of being to us not information about the nature of beings and their relation
to one another the ground of revelationre elation isis neither a cause which keeps
itself at a distance from the revelatoryreelatory effect nor a substance which effuses
itself into the effect but rather the mystery which appears inin revelation and
which remainsremains a mystery inin its appearance paul tillich systematic theology

chicago university of chicago press 1951 ppap 129 156
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which was the protestant claim but with knowledge 22 all
together more susceptible now to the claim of revelation even
the pope speaks frequently of it uses the word and prays for
a restoration or renewal 12312173

it has been terrifying to men inin charge of men s souls to be
so bereft they now recognize that while damning prophets
they themselves have been cast inin the role for any man at any
time to say if you will do so and so you will be saved isis to
make prophecy it isis either true or false and suddenly the
recognitionrecognitionrecoonition comes that christ did not say there would be no
prophets that would have been a categorical way of enabling
christians to avoid deception instead he gave tests foiforfol dis
tinguishing the true from the false ai2i24

recently I1 attended a new life mission with a group of
ministers who reported on their efforts to regain the young
blood of variousvarious churches brethren one of them said after
the report which was all negative 11 we are supposed to be
teaching good news that isis what the word gospel means
brethren I1 wonder if we have any good news to preach
when we left a close methodist friend of minemine said you
know madsen I1 think I1 can write a book now it will be titled
tiethe gospel that Is really good news it will be about you
mormonscormons it isis the essence of the trend to deny that no news
isis good news and to affirm that a living prophet would be a
more relireilreliableableabie guide than a dead one

the experience of the absence of revelation has led often to
disillusion and a sell out to secularism to quote robert
fitch 2025 but there isis now a new concern to let god speak
whatever he may say even in condemnation

that leads to the implicit insult inin the mormon witness
namely that there has been an apostasy we have offered to
christians inin a way their own medicine they have usually

12raymond E brown the semitic backgroundbarkbackbarpgroundgiound of the teimterm mysterynysMys feiy inin
the new testament philadelphia fortress press 1968

21seesee passages cited inin hugh nibley s since Cuicumorahcumoiahcuinorahnorah salt lake city des
eret book 1970 chapter 1

2since4 since then all this isis possible it becomes a matter of great importance
to recognize what it isis in a particular case that answers the cry of the tormented
heart the emptyempt echo inin which all unawares one hears only oneself or the
answer inn whwhichch god isis perceiedperceived hence the problem of a criterion for the dis
cerningcernmgcernigberning of prophets their voicesvoices and visionsi sions will evereer and again become urgent
inin the church karl rahner inquiries new york herder & herder 1964
p 90 cf matthew 7157 15 16 241124 11 24 and mark 1322152213 22

25fitchfitch was reviewing critically the immensely popular book by harveyhineyhibeyhabey cox
the secular city new york macmillan 1966 which commends the secular
ization of christianity
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insisted that only when you come to recognize how sinful you
are can you become receptive to the redemption but while
maintaining that man was totally sinful they yet believed that
the church was invincible joseph smith came to reportleport not that
the apostasy was evidence of the restoration but that the res-
torationto was evidence of the apostasy

it is as if a group had fallen off a sinking ship and a hun-
dred individual dinghies were now around struggling for life
and someone announced let s get together at least close
enough to vote on which way is north and someone then
said A ship is approaching one does not wisely cling to his
raft when he can board a luxury linerfinerhiner yet many have pre-
ferred their rafts

today we need no longer clamor about changes that have
occurred sincesince the ancient and primitive new testament church
theologians themselves are saying it and saying it inin agony
they are providing diagnosis and are hopefully more open to
the lord s therapy

just in terms of factual almanacs the evidence is clear that
the churches have declined in self esteem in status inin numbers
in financial support and inin what isis now being called a clergy
shortage while population has expanded church attendance
has diminished 220 and yet we can be grateful much is still
alive much isis still productive 27 joseph smith did not con

21while U S population increased an aerageaverage of 141 4 per year from 1960
to 1970 within the last ten years mainline protestant denominations haehave re-
ported a serious decline inin church membership the chicago tribune reports
that american baptist churches havehae lost 5 episcopal down 48 united
presbyterian 35 and the christian church disciples 24 san franciscoflanFian cisco
examinerexamines & chronicle 5 may 1974 p 21 between 1965 and 1970 united
methodist membership dropped by 400000 36 and between 1968 and
1970 the three largest lutheran bodies in the united states lost 130000
dean kelly whiphy conservativeconsenatneconservaliveConservalive churchesChui chei areaiediedifafe growing new york harper

& row 197211972 weekly or near weekly church attendance by protestants
dropped only 2 from 38 to 36 from 197219731972 1973 while jewishlewish atten-
dance also fell 25c2 from 9 to 7 howeverHoweer amongamon catholics it took a
steeper plunge falling 13 from 61 to 48 george cornell statistical
look at faith inin the U S san francisco chronicle 9 february 1974

27 cash contributions reported by 39 protestant bodies increased 8229229 milmii
lion to 464.6466 billion inin 1972 aerageaverage contributions per person rose to gig9169.169 16
from 5355553353.353 35 seminary school enrollments totaled at 31698 an allail time
high san francisco examiner & chroniclechlonChion icle 5 may 1974 p 21

from 1958 to 1970 consconseconseratieervativeergativeervaratietive churches inin the united states showed
a healthy increaseincrease inin membership assemblies of god 21 churchchinch of the
nazarene 26 salvationSaha tion armyarm 29 seventh day adventists 32 pente
costal holiness church 39 jehovahjehoahjenoah witnesses 5 latteriatter day saints 56
from 196719701967 1970 the southern baptist conventionComention increased 226 t per yearyeaiyeal

approximately to 12 million presently kelly conservativecohcon fenten at tielietze churchesChui chefchev
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demndamn people he condemned in the name of god certain suf-
focatingfocating creeds

today many are saying of the original vitality in radical
form it s gone dozens of articles speak of things lost
lost dimension lost radiance et al the paulist fathers of the
roman catholic faith have been writing painfully about the
impasse the church has reached 25 kierkegaard a hundred

years after his death has become as influential as any living
man and he wrote ceaselessly that the church was sick unto
death not because helielleile hated christ but because he loved
him 229 and to a similar degree though from a different pla-
teau nietzchenietzscheNietzche wrote not against christ as liehelleile appears in the
new testament but against what he called the burial of
christ in the official doctrines 30

when ten years ago the altogether brief and faddish
movement christian atheism arose time magazine printed
on their cover Is god dead 31 our answer would have
been the god of whom you speak was never alive the
god of the creeds is an idolatric fiction this is now being ac-
knowledged widely and as a result the church isis sick it is
worse than sick say some it is dead that tree originally
nourished by divinity has become barren and unfruitful what
can be done well they say the reformation continues
among the protestants but so also does the decline 3212

OF ONE CHURCH

and this has given new status to the next staggering state-
ment we made that there ought to be one churchchuich time was

21 conciliums general secretariat article prophets inin the secular city
concentrates on prophecy as a general religious phenomenon and on the asser
tion that the churches need a new prophecy inin order to emerge from the presentpresen
impasse new york paulist press 1968 37133 see also le evell du
prophetismeprophetisme informationsinfo motions catholiquescatholicjuesCathoCatholicliquesjues internationalesInternationintel natlonatiorationalesnationalesalesnalesnaiefaies 303 1 january 1968
3123 12 and cardinal F komg prophetenpropheterProphe ten mussen lastig werden inin woite
zur zeit vienna 1968 ppap 24955249 55

soren kierkegaard attack upon Christenchristendomdoin trans walter lowrielowne
boston beacon press cl968c1968 and kierkegaard the sickness unto death
princeton N J princeton university press 1954

friedrich nietsche the antichristduttantiduft christchust baltimore penguin books 1968
Is god dead time 0volvoio 87 no 14 8 april 1966

at a wittenberg university symposium on the relevanceleanceRe of the refor-
mationmationmatlon to our day inin 1967 roman catholic theologian james E kraus de
daredeared we must have reform we must have it to be the free sons of god we
are called to be if the reformation isis dead we are dead it isis as simple as
that I1 may wonder here with you how aliealivealleaile in your church speaking to
protestants isis this spirit of the reformation today on its 450th anniversaryanmer sary 5

the reverend james E kraus quoted inin if reformation dead we are
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when the churches rejoiced inin diversity when they said we
are enriched by our differences when the standard approach
to conflict was god has taken account of all the individual
traits of men and therefore does not require the same patterns
for any set of men all of us can speak for him and with him
and by him we need not worry

no longer today there isis the recognition inin the ecumen-
ical movement that the diversity of christendom isis not a com-
pliment but a scandal33scandal33 there have been literal organizational
reunionsreunions as the congregational merger with the evangelical re
form church or the harmonizing of the united church of can
ada there isis talk of one american protestant church num
bering some twenty million that would bring together the larger
segments of protestantism 31 the official catholic hierarchy
has tried to encourage dialogue to agree to talk even if that
talk does not yield agreementagreement3agreements3 there has been a federation
or world council of churches where at least policy decisions
relating to universal world problems can be hammered outout3g

henry leiper has written unless individual christians be
come united first of all inin the will to obey christ s command

dead theologian says the springfield ohio sun 1 novemberno ember 1967 see
also concilium issueissue entitled ongoing reform of the chuichchurch ed alois muller
and norbert greinacher new york herder & herder 1972

33 christ the lord founded one church and one church only however
many christian communionscommunionscomm unionsunions present themselves to men as the true inheritors of
jesus christ all indeed profess to be followers of the lord but differ inin mind
and go their different ways as if christ himself were divided such division
openly contradicts the will of christ scandalizesscandalizerscanda lizes the world and damages the
holy cause of preaching the gospel to every creature decree on ecumenismecumenist
article 1 vatican 11II quoted inin xavier rynne the third session new
york farrar strauss & giroux 1965 p 351

the consultation on church union began preparations inin 1963 for the
unionunion of the united presbyterian church inin the USAU S A the protestant episcopal
church the methodist church the united church of christ disciples of christ
and evangelical united brethren church see kyle hanseldenhayseldenHan selden fusion at ober-
lin the christian century 80 133 april 1963142219631422231963142223.19631965 422 23 for the past few years
COCU has been foundering several denominations have withdrawn active sup
port and the entry of the african methodist episcopal church the A M E
zion and the christian methodist episcopal have created additional difficulties
see will COCU survive christianity today 16 28 april 1972331972351972 33
COCU fragmented christianity today 16 9 june 1972271972 27 and ecumenfcumenflumen

ismism and COCU america 126 24 june 19726434419726431972 643446454444
33 today inin many parts of the world under the inspiring grace of the holyhoihol

spirit many efforts are being made inin prayer word and action to attain that
fulnessfalness of unity which jesus christ desires the sacred council exhorts all the
catholic faithful to recognize the signs of the times andind to take an active and
intelligent part inin the work of ecumenismecumenistecumemsm article 4 decree on ecumenistecumenism
vatican 11II inin rynne third session ppap 3545555455354554 55

norman goodall A newnev era for the world council of churches inin
ecumenical progress london oxford university press 1972 ppap 1201 20 and
thomas wieser ed planning for mission london epworth press 1966
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that they be one inin love then never will the sinsin of ecclesiastical
disunity be overcome 3 to which we would add that until we
are united under the power of god inin his church we will not
fully regain the power to love and be one thus comes the
admission all but universal that radical disarray isis division isis

misleadingmisreading of divine intent isis distortion of christ s prayer be-
fore gethsemane that they all may be one

PATTERNS OF REVISION

out of this concern came vatican II11 the second ecumenical
council for the catholics it isis a standard joke 1 I meet it fre-
quently talking to priests that pope john said let us open
the windows and that pope paul has been trying inin vainvalnvatnvain to
close them let s just look at these three categories

first the abandonments that resulted from vatican 11II 1

the rejection of what had heretofore been sacred tradition
no longer isis it sacred the aristotelian overlay as it isis called
the thomistic st thomas aquinas philosophicalizingphilosophicahzmgphilosophicalizing of the
gospel tradition isis now rebuked inin favor of a return to bib
lical theology 38 2 abandonment of many of the classical
arguments for a purely rationalistic god trying to find god at
the end of a syllogism As gustave weigel put it we must
begin with the new testament revelation of god and then
connect him to the cosmos we cannot do it the other way 30

3 the rejection of the roman curiacurlacuna that condemned all hereti-
cal books 40 4 the rejection of many of the traditional shrines

3 henry S leiper reunion and the ecumenical movementMo ement inin prolestaniProlpi estanIotestantote stant
thought inin the twentiethtuentiethtwentleth century ed arnoldsarnold S nash new york macmillanMacmilhn
1951 ppap 24971249 71

38 bible and church these have been the two great growth points inin
twentieth century catholic theology today we havehae a new ecclesiology and a
new biblical theology both new to us but more faithful than what they replace
to the church and the bible as inin truth the latter havehae always been adrian
hastings A concise guide to the documents of the second vatican council
london darton longman & todd 1968 11147147 cf H vorgnmlervorgrimlerVorgrimler ed

dogmatic vs biblical Ththeologyeolos baltimore helicon 1964 also roland E
murphy and carl J peter the role of the bible inin roman catholic theolo
gy interpretation january 1971 ppap 7878112112 see also robert mcaffeecAffeeII
brown and gustaegustave weigel an american dialogue garden city new york
doubleday 1960 and Weiwelweigelgeisgelsaelss the scriptures and theology inin calholycatholiccalhollc
theolotheologys inin dialogue ed gustaegustave weigel new york harper torchbooksTorchbooks
1961 chapter 2

in a statement to the author
joseph clifford fenton the roman curiacunacurla and the ecumenical council

american ecclesiastical review 148 march 19631859819631851965 185 98 catholic updating
how far and how fastfast5faste U S neusnewsners and world repoitreportrepoint 9 october 1967

peter hebblethHebbleth waite S J A brief guide to the reformed romanromin curiacurncurla
month 0volvoio 39 no 3 march 19681641968 164
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and pilgrimages 41 5 A toning down of mariology 1- 6 an
outright denial of leo the XII s exclusivisticexclusivistic claims that therethele
is no salvation outside the catholic church 45

second what did they embrace they embraced putting the
mass inin the vernacular 44 now there isis a spate of articlesai tides which
say the mass isis not the original ceremony 43

they embracedembrembi aced further involvement of the laity there isis
an article saying that the mormon missionary program which
involves young laymen and laywomenlaywomanlaywomen isis one hundred times
more effective than others that isis an unhealthy ratio they
have revived as they put it the deaconate what does that
mean it means that a layman not an ordained and profes-
sional priest can take the mass into lahomesoniesonles 4 more they have

catholics concerned inin lack of devotion to virgin maryalarydiary atlantic
journalloural 21 november 1972 mary devotionsDeot ionslons drop arizonaanzona republic 10
february 1973

catholic theologian right reverend jorge medina estevez commenting
on vatican II11il s treatise on mary chapter 8 of constitution on the churchchuich
said the promulgated text isis much more cautious than the original official
text it says nothing about universal mediation of mary nor does it determine
its content whenever it uses the title it does so together with others and with
two explanations first that it isis to be understood inin such a way that nothing
can increaseincrease or diminish the dignity and efficacy of christ the unique mediator
that consequently such mediation isis by way of participation inin the dimedivine goods
inin a way that it cannot be placed on the same levelleveilevlex el as christs mediation or
become one with it john H miller ed vatican 11II an interfaith appraisal

south bend indiana university of notre dame press 1966 p 311 the
title of coredemptressredemptressco redemkedem p tress common to many other official pronouncements on
mary does not appear inin vatican II11 documents

article 15 of vatican II11Uss constitution on the church states the
church recognizes that inin many ways she isis linked with those who being bap
tizedsized are honored with the name of christian though they do not profess the
faith inin its entirety or do not preserve unity of communioncommunion with the successor
of peter they are consecrated by baptism inin which they are united with
christ they also share with us inin prayer and other spiritual benefits like
wisewise we can say that inin some real way they are joined with us inin the holyhoihol
spirit for to them too he givesgiesaiesales his gifts and graces whereby he isis operative
among them with his sanctifyingsanctify ing power cited inin rynne third session
ppap 30893085085089 9 cf aso article 3 of decree on ecumenismecunienismecumenist ppap 35354353 54

see mass inin vernacular christianity today 8 11 september 1964
53 see also william F buckley jr the end of the latin mass inin
the jewelerslewfewelers eye new york G P putman s sons 1968 ppap 31924319 24

wortorfor example reginald H fuller the double origin of the eucharist
biblical research 8 196360721963601963 607272 oscar S brooks the johannine eucharist
journal of biblical literature 82 september 196329330019632931963 295300293300295500293295 500300 george W polleypoileypolle
jr toward a more biblical view of the lord s supper foundations 7 oc
tober 19643354019643351964 53540335405554040 E E thornton lordslords supper A new form and re
neweddewed authenticity pastoral psychology 18 april 196712191967121967 121912 19 and A R C
leaney what was the lords suppersupper5supperl5 theology 70 february 196752561967521967 52 56

46itit isis the duty of the deacon to administer baptism solemnlysolem nh to be
custodian and dispenser of the eucharist to assist at and bless marriages inin the
name of the church to brinabrinebring viaticum to the dins to read the sacred scrip
ture to the faithful to administer sacramentalssacrament als to officiate at funeral and burial
servicessen ices

since these duties can be fulfilled only with difficulty inin man
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reinterpreted the passage about anointing with oil in james no
longer isis it last rites or extreme unction today they view it
closer to the original as administering to the sick and cath-
olic home teachers for so they are do that 47 they ve em-
braced collegiality 48 which is another word for the counselor
idea presidenciespresidencies trinitiestrini ties of organization they have em-
braced abraham as the rocklock rather than or in addition to
peter 40 and they have regained the idea of covenant and the
notion of an ancient israel of which the church must be the
modern expression 50

third they are considering abandoning many other things
they have talked about the doctrine of the real presence in
the eucharist many progressive theologians favor an ana-
logical presence doctrine 31 they have given up or are lere
commending giving up a strict reading of papal infallibility
as in the writings of hans kuhn 52 they have outvoted the
pope on the rights of divorce and birth control eight hun-
dred american bishops simply said we do not accept what
you have said 53 they are troubled by their heretofore ven

regions the deaconate can inin the future be restored as a proper and perma-
nent rank of the hierarchy article 29 constitution on the church
ppap 32021320 21

frederick R mcmanus the neglected sacrament of anointing the
american ecclesiastical redlewreviewRevieredieii volvoi01ol 160 no 1 january 196947196947531969 4755475347 53

the order of bishops which succeeds to the college of apostles and
gives this apostolic body continued existence isis also the subject of supreme and
full power overoer the universal church provided we understand this body together
with its head the roman pontiff the power of binding and loosing which
was given to peter was granted also to the college of apostles joined with their
head article 23 constitution on the church ppap 31314313 14 chapter 3 of the
constitution articles 182918 29 isis concerned with collegiality

abraham see footnotes to hugh nibley s article setting the stage the
world of abraham the improvement eraeiaelaeldesa 73 january 1970601970 60

this arisesarises from the renewed emphasis on israel as the people of god
and the popes frequent use of the phrase particularly inin constitution on the
church

5conserconservativesatilesatives insist on the real presence christ isis corporeally and
substantially present inin both the wafer and the winewine while progressiesprogressivesprogress ivesiesles want
to say that there isis a similarity a relation between the element and the pre-
sence of christ cf raymond A adams S J the holy spirit and the real
presence theological studies 29 march 196837511968371968 375137 51 and sacramental
theology the eucharist inin recent literature theological studies 32 june
1971233771971 233 77

hans kilnakungkunaklina infallible garden city new york doubleday 1972
statements on the encyclical human life by U S bishops washington

theologians cardinal john heenan cardinal patrick oboyle bishop john J
wright catholic mind september 1968 ppap 181 8 catholic priests growing
split over birth control U S news & world report 65 16 september
1968161968 16 encyclical crisis commonucommonscommonwealedlealedi 88 6 september 19685889419685881968 588 994
bishop s ruling on birth control U S newsneus & world report 65 25 no

vember 1968101968 10 and pope and birth control time 92 9 november 1968
404240 42
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eratedaerated notion of natural law which is absolute acknowledging
that if there are such laws we do not fully know them 54 one
catholic scholar has just written an article saying farewell
to the original sin 555 they are concerned about pedobap-
tism 50 they are modifying certain forms of the classical view
of hell and they are campaigning to abandon celibacy 57 these
are all steps toward the original revelations of christ ancient
and modern

OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS

and now the category of spiritual gifts we insist on the
part of the restoration that all of the gifts and blessings and
powers that one can trace historically in the book of acts or
trace as promises in the counsels of prophets need to be central
to the church or the church is no longer christ s that has been
met with the charge that these gifts ended with john the
revelator that those who claimed face to face communion with
god or spiritual charismatic gifts from him were lunatics first
they claimed these gifts were absent then unimportant then un-
desirable and finally impossible

but it is clear in our generation that as nature abhors a
vacuum a religious man cannot abide the absence of these
gifts everything in the book of acts has been sought often in
counterfeit forms there are prophetessesprophetesses and soothsayers
clairvoyants and numerologists astrologers and horoscopes
witch cultivation demon worship dark rituals death scenes
ouija boards and mind blowing drugs now among both pro-
testantste and catholics and even to a lesser extent among ortho-

n H G robinson the problem of natural theology religious
studies vol 8 no 4 december 19723193319723191972 519535195551931933319 33

julius gross abschiedhabschiedAbschied von der ErberbsiindeerbsendesEnde zeitschriftZeit schrift fairfurfaar religions und
geistesgeschichiegeistesgeschichte vol 23 no 4 19713697319713691971 569735697556936973369 73 see also his abalardsAba lards um
deutungleutung des erbsundendogmas zeitschriftZeit schrift vol 15 no 1 196314196314331963143333

50 gross abschiedhabschiedAbschied von der erbsiindeerbsundeErbsunde ppap 36973369 73
in fact the initial draft constitutions sent to the bishops before the

council vatican 111IIIlilillII11 began included one on the deposit of faith which had a
chapter devoted to the last things this was very much akin to the approach
of the manuals an individualistic approach it included a lengthy section on the
punishmentseunishmentspunishments of hell this draft constitution never in fact got discussed at all
butut the last things reappeared two years later in our chapter 7 of the constitu-
tion on the church1 but now with an altered approach hastings A concise
guide p 59 A statement on celibacy by U S catholic bishops no-
vember 1969 catholic mind january 1970 ppap 556455 64 celibacy in the
church vol 78 in concilium religion in the seventies ed william bassett
and peter huizing new york herder & herder 1972 statement by U S
bishops on clerical celibacy november 1967 catholic mind january
1968 ppap 676 7
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dox jews the plea is that we must seek god s way of feeling
god s way of responding

so there are what are called the underground church move-
ments the holiness movements the cultivation of glossolalia
or spontaneous speaking in tongues 5as3s in ann arbor for ex-
ample protestants and catholics meet together each week in a
catholic basilica to cultivate the gift of tongues and interpre-
tation of tongues the gift of healing and the gift of proph-
ecy 59 faith healing has become almost big business inin this
country 6010 and the other gifts are no longer officially or un-
officially claimed to be unessential we can argue whether the
phenomena are genuine or counterfeit what we cannot argue
isis the thirst for them and the new recognition that they were
anciently part and parcel of the church

OF SACRED MARRIAGE

that leads to the remarkable and somewhat strange teach-
ing central from the beginning inin the restoration that marriage
is of god and that the traditional viewsviews disparaging the re-
lationship

re-
lationlation ship of man and woman were not true to the gospel but
were a distortion often through the unbiblicalbiblicalun influence of the
greek distrust of matter

one verse has been widely used against marriage in the
new testament and it can be used just as well as evidence
for it the question you remember was put by the sadducees
who were playing on the viewview that there could be marriage in
heaven the nub of their question was which marriage will

maria vonon trapp for example inin her autobiography nanamauamarianaudmarlamafia carol
stream illinois creation house 1972 offers a personal festltestltestimonialmonial ascribing
the new pentecost to pope john who had prayed for it she says the initial
outburst occurred at notre dame university and then spread to ann arbor
michigan her group takes seriously the idea that eilevilell spirits work upon them
and all seek baptism in the holy spirit this charismatic renewal has brought
her to a new sense of prayerprater to a new conception of the gifts spoken of inin the
book of acts she believesbelibellees that she uttered some beautiful veryver ininelodiousmelodiouselodious
words but she does not remember the following day came love and joy and
peace p 196 similar events occurred inin indonesia africa india pakistan
and the south sea islands

new charismatic age interview with leo jozef suenenssoenens roman
catholic by D R campion anzelanielamencnca 126 13 may 1972503197250351972 50555035503505 5 W hen
drick tongues A critical analysis 4 parts christian standard 17 24 31
january and 7 february 1970 W mills reassessing glossolalia christian
century 14 october 1970 p 1217 S L bergquist revival of glossolaticGlosso latic
practices inin the catholic church petkinsperkins school of theology journalouindl 27
summer 1973323719733219731975 32573237525732 37 spiritual healing ed E M stern joynaljomnaljournal of pas

toral counseling 6 fall winter 1971722671971721971 72272 2672 67
see for example oral roberts rousing return to T V christianity

today 28 march 1969 p 40
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be binding later on the misreading of paul and further
the misleading of augustine and thomas aquinas who placed
celibacy above parenthood christendom came to frown some-
what on marriage

we have rarely appealed to the glorious symbolism that
jesus himself used he called himself the bridegroom he
hinted of the sacramental inealmeal as the inmarriagearriage feast and like-
wise spoke of the eventual parousia his great and glorious
second coming his descent in the clouds of heaven with his
worthy hosts through symbolism he taught we believe that
divine families encircled by his fire and light are the very es-
sence of life and eternal life and that without them this earth

indeed this cosmos will have missed the measure of its
creation

today we are no longer alone Spokesspokesmennien as varied as
mrs norman vincent peale 01 presbyterian peter marshall

the man called peter 6212 atheist become anglican C S lew-
is the swedenborgiansSwedenborgians 6 reformation theologian john dill-
enberger 0515 and a new testament scholar named william E
phipps 00 have argued in effect that the separation of man and
woman is the fall and that wickedness will persist until they
are reunited

in the new discovery of a gospel of philip at nag ham
madi in upper egypt we read according to R wilson 0717 not
only of the origin of mankind but the necessity for the rein-
tegrationte of humanity by means of listen baptism the sac-
rament and sacred marriage

we have and this is only a footnote spoken oh so cau-
tiouslytiously of a heavenly mother traditional christianity fol-
lowinglowin the romans has placed a mother in heaven she hasliasilas
been says the dogma assumed bodily into heaven 08 and I1

ruth peale the adventures of being a eife7ife117ife englewood cliffs NJ
prentice hall 1971

see for example catherine marshall christchristy new york mcgraw hill
1971 see also legrande richards interview with a baptist minister in the
conference report for october 1971 ppap 848584 85

C S lewis A grief observed greenwich conn seabury press 1961
cf emanuel swedenborg the delights of wisdom pertaining to con-

jugal love 1768 sig synnestvedt the essential SwedenSu edenborghorg new york
twayne publishers 1970 ppap 667566 75

65in conversation wwithth the author
william E phipps the sexuality of jesus nenew york harper & row

1973
R mcl wilson introduction the gospel of philip new york

harper & row 1962
Cs mary was 11 adorned by god with sanctifyingsanctify ing aracegracerace from the first instant

of her existence hence was not subject to original sinsin and was therefore taken
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said humorously to my friend the jesuit that s exactly what
she was assumed into heaven they have said that mary
the mother of christ was inin somesorne ways redemptresscoredemptressco with
christ and isis the intimate channel for ouroui communioncommunion with the
divinedivine9divined9 we do not want to follow that form but we have
from the beginning said there are two there isis god and god
dess inin the ultimate scheme of things

and today well again tillich speaks inin lamentation about
what he called the intolerable male character of protestant
symbolism 7 too often too much the chnstianchristianchistian had spoken
only the pronoun he and there needed to be somehow and
he had no recommendation on how the recognition of she
and they that isis both male and female but multiplying
metaphysical mirrorsmirrors does not increase the light it remained
for the restoration to clarify this today too many refuse be
cause

cdguilt and terror yield slowly the recognition that marriage
isis of god inin some eternal sense

THE DOCUMENT EXPLOSION

now let me be even more rapidlapid inin a kind of summary
these changes have come about under pressure not only oursouis
but the pressures of the reallealleai world but something else isis hap
peningpenmgpenig that isis bringing about this revolution and it isis hap
pening almost under our noses and without our notice it isis
the revolution caused by the uncovering and recovering of an
clentclene documents since 1947 over one hundred thousand docu
ments have come to light which shed a tremendous flood of
light on the world before christ as well as the world shortly
after the dead sea scrolls was just a little wave there isis

directly into heaven see karl rahner matymaymarynay the mother of the loldlaidlordloly new
york herderheider & herder 1963 especlespellespecnllallyaily p 43

ambrose AD 339397509597339539559 397597 taught that through marymarmir salvatsalvationon was alvengivenglen
to all expositionexpositioExposiriotio inin luram 2172.172172 17 and worked the salvation of the world
andind conceivedconceded the redemption of all inin christ de ubstitiitioneubstabst fullonetullone vnvirglrmsimsuisnis
33 cited inin hilda graef maryMM A historyhisto of doctrine and detdezdeigDeiodevotiondeiotionothontrontion new
york sheed and ward 1963 p 83 anselm d 1109 taught that christ
was the judgejudelude of the world and marmary the reconciler reconciliatrixsconcieconcidatihati X of the
world graef marynarynafymar p 212

eadmer d 1124 taught that sometimes salvationsituation isis quicker if we re
member maryafar s name than if we invokemoke the nameame of the lord jesus because
her son isis the lord and judge of all men discerning the merits of the indi-

vidualsviduals hence he does not at once answer anyone who mokesinvokes him but does it
only after just judgmentjudgmentmert but if the name of his mother be invoked her merits
intercede so that he isis answered eveneen if the merits of him who mokesinvokes her do
not deserve it graef maryaidiatai p 216

in his lectures on religious symbolisinsunbolism itat harvardhinardhibardhabard
7footnotefootnote cancelled
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now a flood a total christian library from upper egypegyptegypt72t72 con-
firming embellishing establishing a world view that isis incred-
ibly similar to that which joseph smith taught the world

I1 studied at harvard during what was called the welhau-
sen era an era that isis now defunct the approach to the old
testament was to deny its historicity almost carte blanche to
speak of it as great literature to speak of it as poetic allegory
and to separate it rather completely by the marcionite heresy
from the new testament that will no longer do no scholar
with any sensitivity to the documents can say this

the qumranquaran community only a part of their records are
so far translated was as frank cross73cross71 calls it a church of
anticipation many things that christians had heretofore sup-
posed were original unique and singular in jesus are very
patently there as much as two hundred years before that to
them is a terrible indictment of christ for us it is exactly
what he himself has taught a dispensation plan and pattern
of history christ came before and christ will come after he
was the jehovah who manifested himself to the old testament
prophets and adam and eve both genuine historical persons
were by him taught the fullness the all of the gospel

today there isis a temple scroll still not completely trans-
lated into english twenty eight feet long confirming our own
understandiunderstandsunderunderstandingstandi1ng 774 there 1iss a

Zgospel called the gospel of thomas
which rings like the king follett discourse assuming that man
is already in one sense divine 75 there is a gospel of philip

72there are over 2000 books articles reviews and dissertations already
published on ththiss spectacular discovery as recorded in david al scholer nag
elamflamilamhammadahammadiflaminadiinadi BIbibliographylizfizographyog raphy 194819691948 1969 vol 1 inin nag Hamhammadihaminadihammadainadi studies leiden
E J brill 1971 this bibliography is continued in annual supplements which
bring the total items to 2998 as of 1972 see david M scholer BbibliographiaibliographiaBibliographbibliographicia
gnosticagnosticalGnos tica supplementumSupplementum I1 nozumnorum testamentum 13 1971 ppap 322336322536522336522356522536522556322522 336536356556
supplementumsupplementurnSupplementSupple mentumurn II11 nocumnovum testamentum 14 1972 ppap 31231312 31 and supple

mentum 111IIIlii novumnocum testamentum 15 1973 ppap 32745327 45 one of the earliest
accounts of the discovery and its contents is jean doresse the secret books of
the egyptian agnosticsgnostics new york the VIvikingking press 1960 for reports of
recent progress see james M robinson the copticcoptic gnostic Llibrary today
new testament studies 14 1968 ppap 383401383 401 and james M robinson the
international committee for the nag hammadihammada codices A progress report
new testament studies 18 19722364219722361972 256236256422364242

frank moore cross jr the ancient library of quaranqumran and modern
biblical studies garden city new york doubleday 1968 e g ppap 18184181 84

being presently translated by miguel yadinbadin and father millet
54949 jesus said blessed are the solitary and elect for you shall flfindnd the

kingdom because you come from it and you shall go there again 50
jesus said if they say to you from where have you originated say to
them we have come from the light where the light has originated through
itself it stood and revealed itself in their image if they say to you

who are you say we are his sons and we are the elect of the living
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which reads like section 132 that marriage is the highest
sacrament TG71

Is the gospel of thomas a fifth gospel I1 asked helmut
koester at harvard he replied no but it is another witness
for christ do the dead sea scrolls suggest that the expec-
tation of christ presupposes a restitution of all things I1 asked
krister stendahl a world authority on matthew he replied
definitely do the gifts of the spirit I1 asked historian

timothy smith at johns hopkins characterize the new testa-
ment was there a pentecostal movement in acts he re-
plied yes

such a cosmology is shown inin these documents it involves
the preexistencepreexistence of all mankind all intelligences it involves
teaching of living prophets councils groups twelves it in-
volves patriarchs and prophetic blessings a panoply of angels
and archonsarchois who visit mankind descending and ascending it
involves ordinances which are eternal and exceptionless through
which men have contact with the mysteries and powers of god-
liness it speaks of sealing it speaks of becoming possessors
of the all the fullness of the glory of the father not simply
becoming like christ inin some distant behavioral sense but like
him inin nature it speaks of the sacredness of ancient israel
its scattering and gathering of the creation drama of the pat-
terns of rising and falling which resemble in breathtaking
similarity the ups and downs of the book of mormon it speaks
of glory of light of fire it speaks of transmitting these bles-
sings by the laying on of hands and within the current year
the anglicans who hadbad not heretofore done it began laying
on hands in their ordination procedures it speaks of the
early church as the extension of christ s will for mankind

in coptic inin 1969 we discovered a prayer the sacramental
prayer it was alleged and the words are almost identical to
those inin 3 nephi 77 there is the notion that the worthies could
come and sup and feast with christ and that even the lord s

prayer which asks
C
give us this day our daily bread is a plea

father if they ask you what is the sign of the father in you say to them
it is a movement and a rest the gospel according to thomas new york

harpharperer & row 1959 P 29 log 495049 50 pipl 89 273427 34 and pipl go90 171171 717
R mcl wilson the gospel of philip translated from the coptic text

with an introduction and commentary new york harper & row 1962
see also an article by robert af grant the mystery of marriage inin the gos-
pel of philip vigiliaeVigiliae christianbechristianaechrisfianaeChristi andeanae 15 19611294019611291961 12940129 40

sacrament see volume 66 of BIFAO bulletin de LE instituteinstitutinslitut francaisfrancois d
archeologieArche ologie orientaleOrientnisalsnie
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for a sacramental foretaste the identical pattern one finds in
the doctrine and covenants section 27

there is talk of priesthood authority aaronic and melchiz-
edek orders there isis talk of church authority so close to what
we teach that the new english bible which has now been done
without anti papistspapista as translators teaches our doctrine of au-
thority clearly there isis talk of geographic changes inin the
cosmos of worlds without number of temples with their mol-
ten seas and qualifications of entry and holies of holies of
ordinances including marriage and even of mirrored bridal
chambers 75

one can read these today and feel that the doctrine and
covenants itself is a giant apocalypse that the great and an-
cient prophets enoch and abraham and moses and adam fit
our descriptions and not the traditional and philosophical over-
lays how could the boy prophet who has been dead more
than a full century have done this only when an arab boy
near the dead sea or archaeologists in northern egypt stum-
bled onto records easily translatable did we suddenly have the
sources what do they show the laws of evidence become
more and more compelling joseph smith had special contact
with the original authors

the terminology of these books and even of contemporary
theological writing picks up phrases which we thought we
alone knew for example the new and everlasting covenant
zion the people of god the measure of creation the new
jerusalem charismatic gifts the special role of enoch and
elijah sealing the winding up scene abrahamic astronomy
anointing dispensation michael the adam the garments of
the priesthood white covenant robes prayer patterns and or-
ders work for the dead records on plates urimarim and thumminthummiliThum minmilimid
etc

WHAT NOW

what isis the conclusion let me bring it to three points
first we should rejoice and be exceeding wary for while
during the first generation mormonismi was thought to be ut-
terly outlandish we may live to see the generation in which it
will be thought to be utterly obvious the attending attitude
in each case isis the same indifference unless we can testify

see the gospel of philip sayingsasineyine 61 ha11312h3 12
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with spiritual splendor that god has restored more than a pas-
tiche a glorious divine unity unless we can bear witness that
there is power from god inin all that we witness others will
simply say we already have it there isis no more goodbye

second it is alleged that brigham young offered a tanta-
lizing prediction a century ago 79 he said the time would comecorne
when the elders would no longer testify and face rigid per-
secutionse of the basic truths of the gospel for the constraint of
evidence would have led much of the world to recognize them
the one thing they would go forth to the world to bear witness
of was authority the ultimate question would be who has
been commissioned of god and the final evidence for au-
thority is not words it is life it is radiance it is the expression
of the christ that is genuinely within

and so I1 close with these words if we would only testify
to the truth as we see it it would turn out at once that there are
hundreds thousands millions of men just as we are who see the
truth as we do are afraid as we are of seeniseeminging to be singular
by confessing it and are only waiting again as we are for
someone to proclaim it As leo tolstoy isis reported to have
said to president andrew white of cornell if mormonism
could be true to its foundation and remainremain unchanged for fourfoul
generations it might well become the most powerful social in-
fluence in the world tolstoy was concerned with the social
we are concerned as well with the vertical with the divine
social transformation can only comeconieconle in the wake of individual
transformation under the power of the living christ I1 bear
witness that this isis so in the name of jesus christ amenallienallten

we say alleged because we have not been able to find a printed source
to footnote although the statement seems to be fairly widely known



A computer analysis of the
isaiah authorship problem

L lamar adams and alvin C rencher

biblical scholars have been arguing the isaiah problem
whether or not the same man wrote all 66 chapters of the book
of isaiah as it stands in the old testament at least since the
twelfth century the divisionists separate the authorship into
ist isaiah chapters 1391 39 and 2ndand or deoterodeutero isaiah chap-
ters 406640 66 some critics have proposed that all evidence points
to more than two divisions written by different authors

the greater part of the critical attack on the unity of isaiah
has concerned itself with the literary unity of the book with
the multiple author theorists claiming that variables such as
vocabulary syntax textual forms contents and poetic style dif-
fer from section to section 1 they generally attribute similar-
ities in the various sections cited in defense of the single author
claim as the work of isaiah s disciples who patterned their
work after his or even copied the prophet the result isis that
in many cases both sides cite the same sources to support op-
posing conclusions 2

since the stylistic elements frequently cited by critics are
amenable to statistical analysis many linguists have suggested
that statistical research methodology be applied to problems
of authorship using subject matter and contextually oriented
word families as a base two such studies have been done 3

dr adams is a research analyst in the office of institutional research at
brigham young university dr rencher is associate professor of statistics at
brigham young university

R K harrison introduction to the old testament grand rapids will-
iam B eerdmans 1969 PP 77576775 76

21L lamar adams A statistical analysis of the book of isaiah in rela-
tion to the isaiah problem phd diss brigham young university 1972
ppap 282928 29 37

see asa kasher the book of isaiah characterization of authors by
morphological data processing essay department of mathematics barbarlianilan
university 1970 ppap 1541 54 yehuda radday isaiah and the computer A pre-
liminary report computers and the humanities 5 november 1970657219706572
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but they failed to solve the problem because a different re-
searcher applying the same assumptions variables and statis-
tical methods to different texts by known authors will get
widely divergent findings 4 As a matter of fact the studies
noted were inter and even intra contradictory

procedures USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY

in the investigation of authorship style of literary works
variables should be sought that are consistent from work to
work for a given author and at the same time vary from author
to author this type of variable is referred to as a marker vari-
able

vatzvarl
and may be used to identify the literary style that is

unique to a given author compared to other authors many
characteristics of the hebrew language provide excellent
sources of pertinent stylistic elements inin authorship identifi-
cation 5 these include function prefixes certain parts of
speech that remain constant from text to text for a given
author and special vocabulary even word families providing
there is consistency and reliability in usage rates for the given
author

function prefixes include all prefixes except those which
are pronominal verbal and participial the latter three types
were considered to be too contextual to serve as reliable literary
elements for authorship determination vowels in the hebrew
language are referred to as points ancient hebrew scriptures
were written without these points which were later added by
scribes and other transcribers this study is based on the un-
pointed hebrew texts morphology of the hebrew word in-
cludes the basic word root plus suffixes and prefixes one
phase of this study isis based on the hebrew root to avoid ef-
fects of later changes by scribes and transcribers function pre-
fixes are perhaps the most useful stylistic element in deter-
mining authorship from a hebrew text in hebrew these pre-
fixes constitute a major stylistic element corresponding to the
habit prone parts of speech in english

the major division in this study for analyzing style in the

adams statistical analysis ppap 8610186 101

in any language some stylistic elements are less reliable for determining
authorship than others some of the less reliable elements in hebrew include
word families which are subject to contextual influences parts of speech that are
subject to contextual influences and certain prefprefixesxesaes and suffixes that are in-
fluencedfluenced by contextual orientation and by the audience to which the text is ad-
dressed
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book of isaiah consists of the commonly used twofoldtwo fold division
chapters 1391 39 and 406640 66 in addition stylistic elements are ex-
amined using several different types of subdivisions in the
book of isaiah for intratextintratext analyses some of these smaller
divisions are 1 a subdivision of the second half of the book
chapters 405540 55 and chapters 566656 66 2 divisions used by rad-
day plus the section he omitted chapters 1121 12 132313 23 243524 35 36-
39 the omitted section 404840 48 495749 57 and 586658 66 and 3 a
combination of the divisions postulated by S R Dridriver6driverfdriverevergverf and
alois barta 7 1121 12 132313 23 242724 27 283328 33 343534 35 363936 39 40484048404440 48 49-
55 566256 62 and 636663 66

perhaps one of the most determining factors in authorship
identification is the comparison of intertextinter text with intratextintra text
variation changes between the two isaiah divisions take on
more meaning when compared to variations between control
texts and within control texts it must be determined whether
or not intraauthorintra author variation is smaller than interauthorinterauthor vari-
ation for a given element if that element is to be used as a sty-
listic marker variable in determining authorship

the literary style in the complete book of isaiah is com-
pared with the style in random samples from the following
old testament books amos jeremiah ezekiel hosea micah
habakkuk zechariah daniel ezra malachi and nehemiah
these eleven samplings serve as hebrew control texts for
comparisons with the book of isaiah

this study is the most extensive to date specialists in the
areas of semitic languages statistics and computer science
were involved over seventy different types of stylistic ele-
ments were examined and several hundred linguistic variables
were analyzed

statistical RESULTS

A number of stylistic elements from the unpointed he-
brew text of isaiah indicate a literary style in both parts of the
book that is characteristic of that book in contrast to the other
books of the old testament examined stylistic elements that
support single author unity include function prefixes hebrew
marker roots special vocabulary certain parts of speech rep-

sGS R driver an introduction into the literature of the old testament
new york charles scribner s sons 1902 p 206206

alois barta syntax of the sentence in isaiah 406640 66 chicago the uni-
versity of chicago press 1901 ppap 343 4
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etitionedition of phrases first letter and last consonantal letter of the
hebrew word these letters of the hebrew word show indi-
vidual habits of speech because of morphological characteris-
tics of the hebrew language

among all stylistic elements examined the function pre-
fix appears to be the most salient the book of isaiah has a

surprisingly large number of function prefixes which indicate
single authorship out of 36 different prefixes and types of
prefix combinations examined in the hebrew texts 24 oc-
curred in the book of isaiah table 1 contains frequencies for
IS18 of these 24 although each of the 18 prefixes is used in
both sections chapters 1391 39 and 406640 66 inin the book of isaiah
some have zero frequencies in a number of the control texts

it is evident from the last two columns isaaisa A and isabisa B
in table I11 that for a number of prefixes the rates of usage ex
hibit a similarity between the two isaiah texts at a rate peculiar
to the book of isaiah contrasted to the control texts for ex-
ample both isaiah sections have a rate of two equivalent to
02.0202 per 50 prefixes for the prefix nnD n compared to 00oo.0000 for each
of the control texts

A correlation measure was devised to compare rates of
usage of these is18 prefixes between any two texts it can vary
from zero to one with zero indicating no relationship and one
showing perfect relationship all gradations between these two
extremes are possible among the eleven control books and
two sections of isaiah there are 78 possible pairings of texts
the correlation between the two isaiah sections is 98.9898 indicat-
ing a very high degree of overall similarity in rates of prefix
usage only three of the other 77 comparisons are as high
a lower number than would be expected from the laws of
chance when this many comparisons are made these results
show a closer unity between texts in the book of isaiah than
there is in accepted single author texts

the analysis was repeated with prefixes eliminated which
were not characteristic of the style in isaiah correlations were
obtained based upon the remaining six prefixes D ann a
7OHM noM 7 31n I1 and I11 the average correlation for theI1 1

control texts was 46.4646 with a range from 0 to 89sg.8989 the correla-
tion between the two sections of isaiah is 997.997997 which can
easily be rounded to 1.00100loo these results are indeed strong ev-
idence for authorship unity in the book of isaiah

an investigation of marker roots discovered approximately
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350 which have rates of usage characteristic of the two isaiah
texts in contrast to the control texts correlations for various
groups from the 350 marker roots is 0.95095 this is an extremely
high index of style similarity compared to the control text in-
dices which range from 0 to 74.7474 for the same variables

intertextInter text variation was compared with intratextintratext variation
for prefixes marker roots and other stylistic elements to deter-
mine the degree of similarity between the various texts statis-
tical comparisons of intratextintra text with intertextinter text variations indicate
that a high degree of similarity exists throughout the book of
isaiah contrasted with the control texts the correlations be-
tween pairs of sections in isaiah range from 97.9797 to 1.00100loo for the
following sections chapters 1121 12 132313 23 243524 35 363936 39 404840 48
495749 57 and 586658 66 intratextIntra text correlations for the other old
testament books sampled range from 8385.8383 to 9395.9393 thus isaiah
shows greater internal consistency than any of the other books
examined

another example of uniqueness in the book of isaiah for
the usage rate of the prefix i1 in table 1 may be ob-
served inin the english text isaiah 1924 concludes with a de-
scription of a condition that will exist in the millennial era
in that day shall israel be the third with egypt and with as-

syria in this phrase the hebrew prefix i1 is rendered
11 and with this prefix combination may also be translated as
follows I11 but for then oretcoretaor etc and 1 to unto
at into jorforfor etc thus the same prefix isis and to king james
in isaiah 609 from the phrase to bring thy sons un-
to the name of the lord thy god and to the holy one of
israel this has reference to the gathering of exiled israel
in the last days

the rate usage for 1

I11l isis unique to the book of isaiah oc-
curring approximately 68 times for every 1000 function pre-
fixes inin isaiah 1391 39 and 671000 in isaiah 406640 66 compared
to a zero rate ieie almost never for such books as amos
micah and ezekiel usage occurs at a high rate of 2001000
in the book of nehemiah as exemplified in nehemiah 216

neither had I1 as yet told it to the jews nor to the priests
nor to the nobles nor to the rulers nor to the rest that did the
work

A number of other stylistic elements also support author-
ship unity table 2 contains a representative sample of cor-
relations for a number of literary elements that are character
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table 2

correlations for old testament control texts and the
two sections of the book of isaiah for

three stylistic elements

marker parts of repetition
conjunctions the body of phrases

old testament
control texts 0.65065 0.18018 0.42042

sections of the
book of isaiah 0.99099099ogg 0.99099099ogg 0.71071

indices for control texts are means for the indices of several texts

isticcistic of the style found throughout the book of isaiah
william harper lists hebrew roots for a number of parts of
speech and word families 8 frequencies from the harper pre-
positions and conjunctions were analyzed using the correlation
as well as other statistical measures the two sections of isaiah
are more closely associated to each other in stylistic usage of
prepositions and conjunctions than are the control texts for
example the correlation for the isaiah texts is 0.99099099ogg while the
average index for the control texts is 0.65065065 see tabletabie 2

harper lists roots for a number of word families found in
the old testament 0 one word family found to be an excep-
tionallytionally strong marker family consists of words for different
parts of the body approximately one dozen words from this
word family have a more consistent rate of usage in the two
isaiah texts than in any of the other old testament texts ex-
amined correlations for the rates of usage of the roots for
these words are also listed in table 2 the index for the two
isaiah texts is again higher than any other set of comparisons
these results also tend to support unity of the book of isaiah
with 0.99099ogg099 contrasted to a mean of 0.18018 for the control texts

since some conservative scholars argue that in comparison
to the rest of the old testament writers isaiah had a greater
tendency to repeat or quote himself repetition of phrases was
examined to test the validity of this claim roots which have
high frequencies in the old testament texts were submitted
to the computer program to obtain phrase frequencies rep-
etitions were counted for nine word phrases that had four or
more identical roots or roots and prefixes correlations were
obtained for comparisons between the two isaiah texts and the

william R harper hebrew vocabularies 8thath ed new york charles
scribner s sons 1902 ppap 1321 32

ibidbid
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combined sample texts in repetition rate the two isaiah texts
have a higher degree of similarity to each other correlation of
71.7171 than to the combined sample texts 42 .4242

additional stylistic elements were examined and found to
support the unity of the book of isaiah these include the first
and last consonantal letter of the hebrew word both of which
contribute significantly to morphological characteristics of the
hebrew language

the majority of stylistic elements examined in this study
were also analyzed using other types of statistical procedures
the results confirm the inferences drawn from the corre-
lation measure and support authorship unity of the book of
isaiah
SUMMARY AND conclusions

the statistical results in this study do not support the di-
visionist claim that little or no evidence exists for unity of the
book of isaiah to the contrary results from the statistical
analyses over a wide range of types and numbers of stylistic
variables strongly support the authorship unity of the book
several different types of stylistic elements were found to have
marker variables unique to isaiah chapters 1591391 5939 and chapters
406640 66 these elements include function prefixes marker words
prepositions and conjunctions certain word families first let-
ter and last consonantal letter of the hebrew words and rep-
etition rates of certain types of phrases

the two parts of isaiah most often claimed to have been
written by different authors chapters 1391 39 and 406640 66 were
found to be more similar to each other in style than to any of
the control group of I111I1 other old testament books the book
of isaiah also exhibits greater internal consistency than any
of the other I111I1 books

these computerized results do not exclude the possibility
that minor changes in the text have been made by scribes and
editors since the time of its origin however the evidence in-
dicates that in spite of such possible changes deletions or ad-
ditionsditions an overall style has been retained as measured by the
literary variables examined

the results of our research bear witness that the book of
isaiah has a literary unity characteristic of a single author



he bore our anguish

jacobus revius

dutch 158616581586 1658

it was not the jews lord jesus who crucified you
nor the traitors who dragged you to the law
nor the contemptuous who spit in your face
nor those who bound you and hit you full of wounds
and it was not the soldiers who with evil hands
lifted up the reed or the hammer
or set that cursed wood on golgotha
or cast lots and bumbledgambledoumbled for your robe
it is 1I 0 lord it is I1 who have done it
I1 am the heavy tree that overburdened you
I1 am the rough bands that bound you
the nail the spear and the cords that whipped you
the bloodied crown that tore your head
all this happened alas for my sins

hy droechdroesch onse shertensmertenSm erten translated from the dutch by charles D tate
jr associate professor of english at brigham young university
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to my father

rita ann best

when your mind broke down

like your old chevrolet exposing naked

wires scratching us with need

we hung inside your wiry arms

like unplugged sockets searching for safe

walls a hospital would do

you begged us not to leave you there

alone I1 saw your eyes in me

and almost stayed

mrsairs larry G best is a student at brigham young university
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the historians corner

edited by james B allenalienailen

the continuing intent of the historians corner is to intro-
duce our readers to little known and important documents that
enrich their understanding of some phases of LDS church his-
tory sometimes we have directed the corner toward a partic-
ular theme this time however we present three very different
documents each of which is interesting in its own right each
giving us a new dimension on the church or its leaders the
first entry presents a memorandum that reveals an interesting
gentile proposal for a mormon settlement on the island of san-
to domingo in the caribbean the second is a very human
document which shows the frustrations of a leader of the
church wilford woodruff as he prepares to go into hiding
to escape arrest by anti mormon federal marshals in the 1880s
the last entry is also from wilford woodruff but it reveals
a very different side of his nature from that which most
church members view him a hunting and fishing enthusiast

IS NOT THIS OF GOD
AN 1847 PROPOSAL FOR MORMON settlement

davis bitton

on 30 september 1847 charles root dana who had been
sent on a fund raising missionmission to the east by brigham young
got off the train in washington DC for the next month he
worked diligently in the capital city to enlist support for his
fellow mormonscormonsMormons asking for liberal donations commensurate
with the suffering circumstances of an afflicted and oppressed
people newspaper editors cooperated by running several
articles appealing for help clergymen endorsed the campaign

dfdr bitton is assistant church historian
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and participated in meetings most dramatically perhaps a

group of young ladies organized a lavish tea party and enlisted
the volunteer participation of the marine band and the euter-
pean minstrels a popular musical group we do not have ac-
curate figures on the total amount collected from the washing-
ton campaign but dana s diary inin the church archives gives
a good idea of the strenuous efforts exerted

if the washington campaign was a success at least in arous-
ing strong support from prominent individuals it was largely
due to a sympathetic friend dana met the day after his arrival
this was general duff green the father of dana s landlady
and a figure of considerable reputation born in 1791 he was
the right age for military service in the war of 1812 reach-
ing the rank of captain after the war he moved from kent-
ucky to missouri built up a large mercantile business served
as postmaster speculated in land established the first stage-
coach line west of the mississippi and entered the practice of
law he served in the missouri legislature and became a briga-
dier generalbeneralaeneral of militia serving on the indian frontier

in 1823 green purchased the st louis enquirer and sup-
ported andrew jackson in the election of 1824 then he
moved to washington purchased the united states telegraph
and continued to support jackson not surprisingly when jack-
son was elected president inin 1828 green was rewarded he
was made printer to congress and a member of the kitchen
cabinet not a strict party man green fell out of favor in the
1830s but he continued to publish his newspapers and in 1840
he was appointed by president tyler as unofficial representa-
tive to england regarded as a master troubleshootertrouble shooter green
was sent in 1844 as consul at galveston texas after the mex-
ican war he was agent of the united states in implementing
the terms of the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo

through all of this green was involved in private invest-
ment schemes of one kind or another and he repeatedly urged
government reforms sometimes the proposed government pol-
icies and the interests of the promoter were impossible to dis-
entangle after speculating in land in missouri he went on to
promote american emigration to texas and santo domingo
he bought and developed mineral lands in virginia and mary-
land and had a financial interest in the development of canals
harbors and railroads during the civil war he operated iron
works for the confederacy but also used his good offices to
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promote peace discussions after the war he wrote on a variety
of subjects and tried to organize projects to assist in the recon-
structionst of the south he died in 1875

duff green s sympathetic assistance to the mormon charles
dana in 1847 thus meant the support of a man of many con-
tacts recognized as a doer As dana wrote in his diary in
a word all sects and parties are bound to listen to geni green

on 2 november 1847 the day after dana had left washi-
ngton to return to philadelphia green wrote a brief note to
the mormon elder yours of yesterday isis received he wrote

I1 will hand it to mr reed who will submit it to the bene-
volent ladies who have exerted themselves to raise a fund for
the relief of your suffering people I1 sympathisesympathism with you &
hope that you will find your family & friends inin good health
should your people send a deputation to washington as I1

think they should do it will give me pleasure to aid them as
far as I1 can I1 will send you papers containing your card
may god inin mercy preserve & bless you

the card was dana s statement of gratitude that was printed
in washington newspapers

of more interest than the letter was an accompanying
memorandum printed below in which green advocated mor-
mon settlement of santo domingo one of several suggested
places for settlement received by the mormonscormons from the 1840s
to the 1870s vancouver island texas various places in cen-
tral america alaska and even japan being suggested at dif-
ferent times motives varied of course but at least in the case
of green s proposal there is clear evidence that the promoter
had financial interest in his plan it should probably be said
however that green while willing to benefit from any de-
velopment that would take place on the island was also anx-
ious to aid the mormonscormons with his good offices if both he and
they benefited so much the better

of particular interest is a passage in the memorandum
stating that there isis no other place on the face of the hab-
itable globe on which the persecuted mormonscormons could establish
with any prospect of becoming an independent and sovereignsove reign
nation were the hopes of some mormonscormons for independence
widely known was dana privy to the discussions of the
council of fifty we do not know but it is interesting that
a non mormon like green would be so casually confident that
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the mormonscormons wanted to become an independent and sovereign
nation

memorandum for mr dana

the island of st domingo was first colonisedcolonizedcoloni sed by the
spaniards and here columbus was buried the french made
a settlement on the western part and occupied about one
fourth of the territory

st domingo is 400 miles long and 200 miles wide in
its widest part the whole was for a time subject to the
hatlen government but the whites after a severe conflict
obtained possession of the spanish part being about three
fourths of the whole island and having adopted a written
constitution are now seeking to obtain from other nations
a recognition of their independence with this view they
sent agents to the united states and to europe

the peculiar relations between great britain J france
& spain and their possessions inin the west indies prevent
either of them from giving their sanction to a measure which
would convert what was a colony of spain into an indepen-
dent government not so the united states they have sent
agents to enquire into the condition of the new government
whose reports represent the whites as capable of maintaining
themselves and state that their constitution is framed on
the same fundamental principles as ours with the exception
that the roman isis made the religion of state with toleration
to other sects

the population in 1798 was 115000 whites & 10000
slaves war has since diminished their numbers the orig-
inal indian tribes are extinct it follows that if the latter
day samts remove in a body their present number would
give them a great influence and very soon enable them to al-
ter the government to meet their own viewsviews when we see
what our armiesarmies are doing inin mexico we may anticipate what
such a body of our people would do in the midst of a people
similar in all respects to those of mexico

the country is mountainous but has large savannas or
prairies on which feed immense herds of wild horses mules
& horned cattle the forests abound with hogs and other
game and the rivers and sea abound with almost every
variety of fish there is no frost and the earth gives two and
three crops per annum without regard to seasons and a
great variety of tropical fruits especialyespecially the guava pine
apple banana and other fruits which grow and ripen at all
times of the year

the valleys on the rivers & low lands on the coast are
subject to fevers but there are immense plains and valleys on
the mountains fanned by constant breezes from the sea
remarkably healthy and capable of sustaining many millions
of people
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the mountains abound with valuable timber the live
oak mahogany & dye woods and also in minesmines of gold
silver iron copper lead J zinc and other materials the
principal products now are sugar coffee cotton tobaccatabacca J
indian corn J potatoes & vegetables

why is it that god in his providence has permitted this
island second only to cuba in extent and as all accounts
agree greatly superior to it in soil J climate and resources
to remain for fifty years in a state of anarchy governed by
ferocious and savage negroes why is it that at this moment
he has enabled the whites to organiseorganishorganise a government whose
right to the country isis not denied by any of the great powers
of christendom but which being surrounded by other
islands subject to european governments those govern-
ments hestitate to acknowledge their independence fearing
the influence it may have on their own colonies do you not
see that thus situated the dominican government will seek to
recruit their numbers and encourage colonisationcolonization do you
see that being but few in numbers the present population
have paved the way for your people to occupy the country
there is no other place on the face of the habitable globe
on which the persecuted mormonscormons could establish with any
prospect of becoming an independent and sovereignsove reign nation
here they may establish themselves in the mountains here
they may grow and become a great people here they may
raise their standard and invite all nations to unite with them
in building up the messiahs kingdom Is this not of god

st domingo is on the route by which all ships going from
any part in europe to the gulf must pass your people can
go there from norfolk new york philadelphia or new
orleans inin eight or ten days and at an expense not exceeding
from five to ten dollars the means of subsistence and of
individual wealth are greater than you can find in any other
part of the habitable globe and the writer of this has under
his control a large tract of land containing valuable copper
mines and can as he believes obtain a most advantageous con-
tract for colonisationcolonization under which the whole or any part of
your people can remove

aware of the prejudice that exists against your people as
a body it is indispensable that all the arrangements should
be made before an intimation goes to the public that they
contemplate such a removal and then it would be better for
a small colony should be first formed as the nucleus on
which the whole may hereafter concentrate

your principal settlement should be in the mountains re-
mote from the sea and central to the whole island to be
hereafter connected with the coast by rail ways should
your people propose to remove there they should first send
some persons in whom they have confidence to confer fully
with the writer of this and in case that conference is satis
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factory he would go with them to explore the country and
make a contract of colonisationcolonization and introduce and sustain
them in all their rights and privileges thus you would
avoid all the suspicion and jealousy which would attach to a
deputation from your own body because he has been for
some time inin negociationnegotiation for a colonisationcolonization contract with a
viewview to work large and extensive copper minesmines on the island

whatever is done should be done without delay and it is
necessary that there should be great caution and discretion

IN ORDER TO BE IN FASHION
I1 AM CALLED ON A MISSION

WILFORD WOODRUFFS PARTING LETTER TO EMMA
AS HE JOINS THE underground

william hartley

rummaging through the contents of a rarely disturbed old
trunk in her basement maxine G daynes of the salt lake
monument park first ward picked up a framed family photo-
graph thinking that the gold frame might serve a better pur-
pose she emptied its contents when the cardboard backing
was removed from the photograph out fell a neatly folded
piece of old paper opening it and quickly scanning the four
small pages of scrawled handwriting sister daynes discovered
it to be an original letter written by wilford woodruff grand-
father of her husband byron woodruff daynes

penned in slightly faded brown ink the letter isis a farewell
message to emma smith woodruff a plural wife patiently
sister daynes and other family members deciphered elder
woodruff s sometimes difficult handwriting then researched
in church history to discover the threatening circumstances
which prompted elder woodruff to dash off this hurried good-
bye

the letter s date 14 january 1885 has particular historical
importance although elder woodruff wrote 1884 he meant
1885 like many of us it took him a few days into the new
year to lose the habit of writing the previous year s date
seventy seven years old at the time he was the president of
the council of the twelve and also church historian during

william hartley is an historical associate in the church historical department
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the preceding year he and other church leaders had experi-
enced increasing harassment from government officials com-
mitted to enforcing a tough new antipolygamyanti polygamy law As federal
marshals deputies and judges energetically and sometimes
illegally sought to arrest and convict leading mormonscormons for
11 unlawful cohabitation hundreds of saints fled into exile oilonoiioli
the mormon underground as it was called on the day this
letter was written the first presidency and most of the twelve
including elder woodruff found it necessary to go into
hiding being called on a mission as woodruff jokingly
termed it something he had hadbad to do before

As this letter shows it was no easy thing for a husband and
father to be suddenly separated from his family and leave them
on their own here elder woodruff s character as a family
man permeates his messagemessage his concern about solving his fam-
ily s economic needs while he isis away his humorhutnorbutnor inin announcing
his departure and in advising his family how to talk to federal
officers his pride in his children s individual activities his de-
sire to take family likenesses pictures with him and his
hope that family letters will be forwarded to him

emma smith woodruff 183819121838 1912 married wilford
woodruff inin 1853 becoming his second wife when she was
fifteen years old she bore him eight children of whom
asahel nellie and clara are discussed in this letter the
other people mentioned are also relatives except for john
jaquesjacques and james jack both clerks at the church offices

after writing the letter elder woodruff spent the next
three nights lodged at a room inin the salt lake seventeenth
ward meetinghouse then inconspicuously boarded a train for
nephi and within a few days was in st george using an as-
sumed name his days in exile were spent laboring in the
temple and visiting stakes and settlements in southern utah
nevada and arizona everywhere he went the local saints
ministered to his needs and protected his identity

when his wife phoebe died in november 1885 elder
woodruff ended an eleven month exile and secretly returned
to salt lake but even then his fugitive status remained he
did not dare to attend the funeral but could only watch the
funeral procession tearfully from a hiding place in the his-
torian s office

three months later he was again forced to flee salt lake
city to spend another year on the mormon underground
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A copy of this valuable letter has been donated by the
daynes through the efforts of their daughter mrs michael

christine rhead to the LDS historical department

salt lake city jan 1484 1885
my dear emma

in order to be in fashion I1 am called on a mission I1
cannot say whare now but I1 shall keep you advised As cir-
cumstancescumstances to day deprive me of home office & clerk you
must try to make out my own scrallschall I1 should have been much
pleased to have had an interview with you before I1 left but
I1 do not expect to be able to I1 had rather be a free man
any where than to be inin the hands of my enemies any
communication you wish to make to me within two days
if given to orion will reach me I1 would like asahelsasahell last
letter before I1 leave you keep henrys & nellies letters I1
have told brother jaques to send to you all of asahelsasahell lett-
ers to me & when you have read them return them to bro
jaques & he will forward them to me I1 have made arangearance
ments with brotherrother13 hachjacklackbach to give you 30 order at the begin-
ning of every other month you call at his office on the 1

march for it I1 have ownly received about mony enough
sincesince christmasschristmasyChristmass to pay the present tuition of clara & lucy
of the present term nearly all my rents have stopedscoped pay-
ment but I1 am in hopes they will be better when spring
opens I1 will try to make arangementsarrangements for you to have some
mony when it comes in

I1 now wish to say that if you or any of your family are
called before the court dont perjure yourselves tell nothing
but the truth and as little of that as you can I1 do not want
any of my family to injure themselves on my account kiss
the children for me give my love to them I1 want the pray-
ers of my family & friends all the elders of israel need
the prayers of the saints these days god bless you and the
children I1 thank the lord that we have one son in the vin-
yard prechingpreshingpreching the gospel I1 hope clara will do well inin school
and not get her mind more than she can help on any thing
else I1 see asahel is located in london inin his last letters
I1 think he will have a pleasanterpleasannerpleasanter field to work inin I1 think
in the spring azmenagmen had better stay the best he can untill
henry comes after him

ever yours affectionately

W woodruff

I1 shall take a copy of your family likenesses with me
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WILFORD WOODRUFF SPORTSMAN

james B alienallenailen and herbert H frost

latter day saints are well acquainted with wilford wood-
ruff as a missionary apostle and as president of the church
seldom are they aware of another side of his nature the avid
sportsman in a letter in an important letterbookletterbook recently do-
nated to the church archives however wilford woodruff
writes of his long interest in hunting fishing and the great
outdoors while the letter says little about church history as
such it reveals much about the interests and personality of
president woodruff

dated 24 august 1892 the letter was written while the
eighty five year old president of the church was on a ten day
camping trip near the headwaters of the weber river in the
uintah mountains just the fact that hebe would take such a trip
and at that age says something about his energetic nature we
find the details of the venture recorded in president wood-
ruff s journal beginning with the entry for thursday 18 au-
gust when in company with george Q cannon and his
wife president woodruff and his wife emma took the utah
central railroad to park city then drove in a carricarrlcarriagecarriacecarriacoaoeace to a

camp belonging to the clayton brothers traveling some sixty
five miles that day

the next day was an enjoyable one for president wood-
ruff as he went out into the hills among other things he went
fishing and caught six trout and also saw several game birds
by saturday however he was somewhat weary so he stayed in
camp while the others went hunting grouse

As the camping trip included a sunday 21 august we
can observe how the president of the church spent his sabbath
in the mountains he had the group come into his tent for a
sacrament meeting where he presided and president george
Q cannon administered the sacrament then president wood-
ruff addressed his friends giving them a history of his join-
ing the church and subsequent travels he was followed by
president cannon

during the next few days president woodruff spent time

dr alienallenailen is assistant church historian and professor of history at brigham
young university dr frost is professor of zoology at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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in camp while other members of the group went fishing or
hunting or traveled to nearby places he also traveled to some
nearby camps but his health was poor and on 27 august he re-
corded 1 I had a bad night altitude too high for my breath-
ing the following day he left for home arriving the next
night

throughout the camping trip president woodruff showed
a great deal of interest in the fish and game in the area and
on several occasions recorded in his diary what had been caught
or observed during the day on 24 august for example hebe
noted that the clayton brothers caught thirty five trout and oilonoll011

25 august he mentioned that he saw several black squirrels in
the trees near the camp writing 1 I did not know that there was
a black squirrel in the territory most probably what he saw
was a dark variety of the common red squirrel for these vary
widely in color and some become almost black the black
squirrel as such does not exist in this area it was in this re-
laxing mountain setting that wilford woodruff composed the
letter printed below on wednesday 24 october after he re-
turned home he had the letter typed and sent to forest and
stream magazine where it was published in the 22 september
1892 issue with slight editing the letter copied here is taken
from his letterbookletterbook with footnotes added by professors alienallenailen
and frost

in camp head waters weber river
utah territory august 24th 1892

EDITOR FOREST AND STREAM

I1 peruse forest and stream with much interest it cer
sicsic contains a great amount of valuable information

I1 was born on the ist day of march 1807 at avon
hartford county conn on the banks of a trout brook which
had turned the wheels of a flour mill and a saw mill owned
by my grandfather and father for many years As soon as
I1 was old enough to carry a fish rod I1 commenced catching
trout which I1 have continued to do from time to timetinte for
nearly 80 years

several years of my life were spent inin ashland oswego
co new york on the east border of lake ontario while
there I1 assisted one morning in catching 500 salmon very
few of which were under 20 pounds while a few weighed
40 pounds 1 my first experience in fishing with a fly for

this was probably the native atlantic salmon which is now extinct in
the lake ontario basin C L hubbs and K F lagler fishes of the gjealgieaigiemi
lageslakeslikeslagey region bulletin no 26 of the cranbrook institute of science july 1949
p 3377
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trout and salmon was in england and scotland in 1845 but
I1 met with little success there 2

at the time of the early settlement of utah territory the
mountains and canyons were thickly inhabited with the elk
deer antelope panther mountain lion wild cat and grizzly
cinnamon and brown bear some of which were of immense
size 3 these animals are still found in our mountains and
are frequently killed I1 never shot a bear although I1 have
seen quite a number of grizzly and cinnamon bears after
they were killed in one instance a very large grizzly with
two large cubs passed within 30 yards of me while I1 was
concealed in the brush I1 was at the time holding in my
hands a muzzle loading gun and the manner she treated
her cubs while apparently trying to wean them plainly in-
dicated the wisdom of my letting her pass unmolested and
assured me if I1 should fail to kill her the first shot she
would attack and kill me hardly half a mile after passing

20nn 8 may 1845 wilford woodruff recorded in his diary his first exper-
ience with fly fishing he was in england on a mission and on that day went
fishing in the river ribble near chatburn his diary entry which will be of
interest to most sportsmen follows 1 I went to fishing with father richard
smithies in the river ribble he is 70 years of age & is considered the greatest
fisherman in the country he fishes with the fly which is the greatest art in
in fishing ever introduced his fish pole or rod was about 14 feet long som
thing like cane vary slender & delecatedefecatedelecate his long fine line made of hair & cat gut
was wound around a small brass wheel with a little crank to it fastendfastena to the
but end of the pole the line then runs through half a dozen brass rings or ilet
held or fastendfastena at asua sutibleasutibletibletibie distance along on the rod to the small end of it one
the end of the fine fish line is fastendfastena 5 or 6 artifishal flies about 2 feet apart

these are upon a small cut gut almost as small as a single hair 25 or 30
feet of the line is unwound from the reel at the but of the rod running through
the rings to the point the line is then flung upon the water the same as though
it was tied at the end of the rod and the flies with a hook concealed in each
swims down the stream the trout instantly take it considering it the natural fly
they are hooked as soon as they strike it if they are large trout & run they of
their own accord unwind as much line as they want from the reel at the but of
the pole or rod the fisherman does not pull the fish out of water on the bank by
the pole but warring the fish in the water with the line untill he will not strug-
gle then he draws him up to the shore by the line if he stands on the bank or
to him if he stands in the water he then takes a small hand net with a light
pole 5 or 6 feet puts it under the fish & takes him very deliberately out of
the water father smithies coughtbought 17 trout & two cheven i e chevin a euro-
pean chub not generally considered good eating in this way while we were with
him it was the first time I1 had seen the fly used in my life in the way of fish-
ing it was delight with it the rod & line was so light & flung with such skill
& dexterity that the trout are beguiled & whare ever they are are generally
taken the fisherman has flies different for almost ever month calculated to im-
itate the flies that float upon the water at the time they fish the flies are made
of the feathers of birds some of various colors the trout will often take them
before the natural fly I1 was much gratifygratifyedgratifieded with this days fishing we returned
to chatburn & sister parkinson cooked the trout for us which made a good meal
we spent the night at br parkinson wilford woodruff diary 8 may 1845
wilford woodruff collection church archives church historical department
salt lake city utah

most of these animals are still found in these mountains although the
grizzly bear is now considered to be extinct in the state S D durrant mam-
mals of utah lawrence kansas university of kansas museum of natural
history 1952 p 407
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she came upon a camp some of the men fired at her several
times but she got away with her cubs I1 have killed deer
and antelope but never elk although upon one occasion a
band of more than 200 came within 300 yards of me and
were headed towards me but were frightened off in another
direction by a man without a gun who came running to see
me shoot an elk a companion hunter however shot and
killed one of them we think deer are increasing in our re-
gion 4 A good many elk and sheep are still in our moun-
tains but difficult to get at deer antelope and elk are quite
plentiful north of us in the snake river country now idaho
and moose are taken occasionally some six years ago I1 met a
young man up there who shot 16 elk and 2 moose out of
one band and he said he might have killed more but to do
so would only have been to waste them

now concerning the trout of utah I1 will say that utah
bear panguichPan guich and fish lakes as well as other lakes rivers
and streams abound with the largest and finest trout when
we first reached the territory but as the country has become
settled they have steadily decreased still our waters supply
quite an amount of trout at the present time some years
ago one warm day in june I1 helped to make a haul at the
mouth of provo river the trout5troute having gathered about the
river mouth for cooler water the fishermen had made several
hauls during the day out in the lake and took some 500
pounds of fish and when the net was drawn the draft was
judged to be about 4000 pounds A great number of the
trout weighed 40 pounds each on the scales As it was night
and having a great amount of dead fish on hand to be saved
after taking out several hundred pounds of the largest fish
the rest were turned into the lake alive I1 saw one trout
caught in utah lake by net which weighed 18 pounds 613

trout and salmon have been successfully hatched here
under the supervision of hon A P rockwood who is now
dead the eggs having been supplied by the late fish com-
missionermissioner seth green the fry were put into utah lake and
the tributariestributa ries of bear lake mr A M musser our local

deereer were not as many believe plentiful when the mormon pioneers ar-
rived in the great basin escalante reported seeing very few deer in 1776 aft-
er the pinoeers arrived however excessive grazing changed the vegetative pic-
ture from many types of grasses to a shrubby habitat which is more suitable for
deer hence the increase in the deer population observed by wilford woodruff

this refers to the utah cutthroat trout this species is now extinct in
utah lake its extinction was brought about by overfishingoverfishing adverse conditions
in the lake and adjoadioadjoiningnngang spawning streams and pollution W F sigler and R
R miller fibfishes off utah salt lake city utah state department of fish and
game 19631963p158p 158

gatat this time licenses were issued to allow commercial fishing on utah
lake in 1895 for example fourteen persons were so licensed and caught 4000
pounds of trout 40000 pounds of bass 133324 pounds of carp and 189900
pounds of other fish for a total catch of 367224 pounds forest and stream 46

29 february 1896 177
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fish commissioner about three years ago put into utah
lake 1000000 shad fry and I1 am happy to say that this
effort to stock utah lake with shad bids fair to be a suc-
cess 7 although this fish are as yet protected by law some
of them on one occasion found their way to the market and
weighed two and a half pounds I1 assisted mr rockwood
several years before to put in our river jordan 4000 shad
fry but the venture was not a success

about 12 years ago I1 visited bear river valley and fished
4 hours inin a creek leading into bear river with a rod and
reel and caught 20 trout four of them weighed a little over
4 pounds each upon this occasion I1 hooked and brought to
sight one trout I1 think of 10 pounds weight but on account
of the perpendicular height of the bank I1 could not land
him

concerning wild fowl for years our lakes ponds and
streams were alive with pelican geese and ducks and chick
ensens8ensa and sage hens were numerous in the hills but as the
country is being settled our feathered game too correspond-
ingly diminishes chickens are now mostly confined to the
distant hills and canyons during the last few days we have
killed 30 chickens near our camp one of our company
started a flock and shot 9 times on the wing dropping 9
birds and the loth shot brought down 2 the balance of the
charge striking the side of a rock glance and hit a young man
as he was mounting into the saddle seven shot lodged in
the man and eleven in the horse the man was hit in the
throat sholder back of head and right knee nothing seri-
ous however resulted from the accident 9

respectfully wilford woodruff signed

PO box B salt lake city utah

unfortunately president woodruff s optimism about the future of the
shad was premature nine unsuccessful attempts were made to introduce the
american shad into the area between 1871 and 1892 this species was one of
eleven unsuccessfully introduced into utah sigler and miller fishes of ulahutah
p 23

athesthehe term chicken both in this letter and in the diary probably refers
to the sharp tailed grouse

the young man who was hurt was named tyler clayton and according to
the diary it was his brother who accidentally shot him this was on 20 august
four days before this letter was written president woodruff marveled in his
diary that the accident did not maim either man or horse but the following day
tyler was resting comfortably and by 24 august he could ride over the moun-
tains with his brother



A note on
reviewing books

chad J flake

in sorting through some of the books owned by the late
dale morgan I1 came upon a typescript of his review of
leonard arrington s great basin kingdom 1958 he
praised the work with such remarks as 1 I cannot imagine that
anyone seriously interested in mormon history will be
able to do without it and as a good descriptive work
great basin kingdom is an immense accomplishment how-
ever and much more important he performed the real task
of a book reviewer that of giving a tough evaluation of the
work he pointed out for instance that while the subtitle
stated that the work was an economic history of the latter
day saints 183019301830 1930 the period before utah was treated
in only the most sketchy manner and without much real
comprehension of the operative economic factors he also
chided dr arrington that his omission of non mormon eco-
nomics was actually unrealistic for the task he proposed to
complete finally morgan wrote that dr arrington unable
to resist the wealth of information he had amassed took it
along the road toward conversion into a general history of the
mormonscormons in utah without however following through as
he would have had to do had the writing of such a history
been his announced purpose

in every sense this review is that of a superb scholar
reviewing an equally eminent scholar the reviewer has three
basic functions 1 to inform both readers and practicing
scholars that the book is available and to tell them whether
it is worth purchasing or not 2 to evaluate the work so
that the reader has a guide to its strengths and weaknesses

professor flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
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and 3 to notify an author that his book will be subjected
to a good critical review to force him to be more honest in
the work what was disquieting about reading mr morgan s

fine review is the fact that it pointed up the real lack of tough
reviews of most of the works published recently by mormonscormons
on mormonism possibly part of the problem is that most
authors and reviewers are well acquainted with each other
both belonging to the mormon history association and in
many cases being on the same faculty one has the disturbing
fear that the lack of critical reviewing could be in the hope
that the reviewer s own works will be treated kindly or that
it will be uncomfortable to face a colleague after having just
torpedoed his work

an example of such weak reviewing are the reviews in
BYU studies utah historical quarterly and dialogue of
restoration movement essays in mormon history edited
by F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M edwards

lawrence kansas coronado press 1973 it is a collection
of essays on mormonism only a few of which are of any
quality the rest are pedestrian adding little to the knowledge
of mormonism after studying the book I1 was interested in
what the reviewers had to say the first review I1 read was in
BYU studies 1I was appalled that the reviewer saw none of
the faults that I1 thought were so evident in this case the
problem was a tactical one As noted above no book should
be given to a friend or a close colleague of the author it
places too great a burden on the reviewer and the result too
often is less than critical as was the review in studies

the second review was in the utah historical quarterly
it also praised the book calling it refreshing for an obscure
reason what enchanted this reviewer most was that the
work contained essays by both LDS and RLDS scholars and
he used an obscure meaning of the word essay to show
that it is just a beginning of this kind of scholarly collabora-
tion

the reviewer in dialogue had lavish praise of the work
noting that the material had not been published elsewhere
in this he might be technically right although most of the
material is certainly available elsewhere the problem in
this review is that it is in the wrong place if it were in a news-
paper or general periodical it would point the uninformed to
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aspects of mormonism but for the mature reader of dialogue
a much more serious review should have been done

it is not my purpose to review restoration movement
however its reviewers certainly demonstrate graphically the
problem of the lack of critical reviewing one does not ex-
pect a hatchet job such as the one in dialogue on gustive
larson s americanization of utah for statehood one must
hope for reviews done with fairness such as thomas alexan-
der s review of the same work in BYU today



book reviews

marshall donald R the rummage sale provo utah heirl-
oom publications 1972 141 pages 3755753753.75 hardback 2502502.50 pa-
perbackperback reprinted salt lake city and santa barbara pereg-
rine smith 1975 4954.95495 hardback

reviewed by elouise bell who is assistant professor of english at
brigham young university where she teaches creative writing

the opening line of the pines the final selection in
don marshall s anthology of short stories called the rum-
mage sale begins with this question are you really going to
let him take you back to utah the question is asked of lida
burrows whose second husband verdell wants her to return
with him to utah where they both grew up but in a larger
sense the question applies to every reader of the rummage
sale and the answer for most readers certainly the answer
for this reader will be yes I1 m going to let him take me
back to utah

for this is in fact what the rummage sale is all about
when verdell porter in the pines proposes to lida he
tells her he has turned his back on his heritage long enough
now he wants to go back to the family homestead and pick
up the neglected pieces of the past in this book marshall
has embraced the utah subculture as one returning to the
family homestead he has picked up the neglected pieces of
the past in order to show us their impact on the present he
has taken us including those reared far from the rocky
mountains but now by choice or marriage by faith or fate
part of the culture back to utah in a way no other mormon
writer has yet done it is a serious and worthwhile under-
taking and we must not let the delightful humor that shines
throughout the pages mislead us as to the basic importance of
the book rummage sales occasionally produce rare treasures
especially for those willing to look patiently and carefully at
the items displayed
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let us think about that treasure for a moment joseph
campbell in the hero with a thousand faces describes the
fundamental archetype of the journey a pattern underlying
much of the central literature of the world the hero he says
leaves his homeland makes a voyage and in its course de-
scends into a dark world an underworld where he wages a
great battle but triumphs and returns victorious with a prize
surely marshall s heroes make the same journey it is more
than coincidence more even than the author s own background
of world travel that accounts for the many travels taken in
the anthology virtually all the key characters travel thalia
to california larena homer to the middle east cecil of
the parasites to mexico ila rae dodds from coast to coast

in search of her destiny owen goulding to italy and lida
burrows to california and finally back again each hero ven-
tures out and battles various demons but this is realistic
rather than epic fiction so not all return with a prize even
the prize of self knowledge some of them do earn that trea-
sure however and when they do it is at a genuine price
there are no easy victories in marshall s stories which is one
reason they rate so high in the as yet rather small library of
mormon fiction

some readers of the rummage sale have rummaged too
quickly too casually and have said the stories are depres-
sing it is a comment worth considering to answer the
charge I1 refer readers again to the pines marshall has
clearly placed his stories where they are in the book with good
reason and none better than the pines the book begins
with the story of a woman who fulfills a lifelonglife long dream by
going for a brief daring vacation to carmel and it ends with
the story of a woman who had lived most of her life happily
in california with no dream of returning to paradise utah
in this piece her first husband orville represents california
and lida s feelings about it symbolizing utah is verdell a
man she had known long ago when he was a marvelous
honey haired boy in fact we are told she loved him
long before orville before she had even heard of names like
san marino sierra madre and hacienda heights this little
story is an epitome for the entire book for every hero who
ventures forth perhaps to stay half a lifetime but who in one
way or another returns to acknowledge and love the neglect-
ed pieces of the past every fragment in the rummage
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sale is a piece of the past and its ongoing continuation the
present and each is shown for what it is without romanti-
cizing but with real understanding and compassion

one interesting manifestation of that compassion is mar-
shall s treatment of his women characters all of them even
the most misled like minna or the most imperceptive like
larena homer are portrayed with a certain tenderness and
sympathy one might ask how the author gets away with using
women as his central characters so much when writers are
usually advised to stay with protagonists of their own sex for
greatest credibility I1 think the answer is in the lack of intro-
spectionspection in most of the characters they are real women and
very credible but none is really self aware none probes her
own motivations very far that disturbing business is left to
the men there are only two adult men as protagonists in the
book and both are introspective perhaps as a result or per-
haps for other reasons neither is very sympathetic both cecil
of the parasites and owen of the sound of drums are
rather selfish egocentric misfits and if they gain a prize as
the result of their voyages it is the bittersweet one of greater
self knowledge

another manifestation of compassion is a device many
readers will think of as a mere gimmick marshall s careful
linking of characters central figures in one story will be cas-
ually mentioned in another As lida returns to utah she stops
by to visit thora who had a key role in all the cats in zan-
zibar viola pratt whose calendar notes make up one piece of
the anthology is a relative of calbert dunkley whose letters
form another story and so it goes throughout the whole
book this device does more than illustrate the known truth
that utahnsutahna and especially utah mormonscormonsMormons are widely inter-
related it underscores a kinship that is deeper than genealogy
it says not to put too fine a point to it what the jungle boy
said we be of one blood me and thee

an especially strong point of the book and its affirmation
is the balance marshall achieves there is no message no
propaganda people can err in all directions can tangle their
lives in brambles on either side of the road there is minna
who never goes out but endlessly smothers her children there
is also reulaareula fay who in the story is literally always gone and
neglects husband and child there is larena homer who
travels widely yet in a sense never leaves home there is also
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owen who even when he is home is not at home yes some
of the foibles of small town folk are mocked but many of the
affectations of the would be sophisticates are even more
strongly ridiculed and these small towns also produce thoras
who travel and benefit from it or thalia beales who main-
tain dignity and duty and dreams as well or neils who can
set the owens of the world straight about the values of home
and family and caring marshall succeeds with virtually every
form he attempts even with such experiments as contents of
an el roi tan box found under a bed or notes on a calen-
dar found in an empty house after the death of viola pratt
or the marvelous monologue somehow they always seem to
change it on you which I1 predict will become a favorite
11 reading in this area in years to come the one genre which
is not a total success at least as he attempts it here isis the story
in letter form this is not a fault of the form itself there
have been great short stories written in the form of letters in-
cluding address unknown and some like them cold
but in may the good lord bless and keep you and
you 11ll never believe it marshall tries to paint his humor

with too wide a brush and the resulting farce is a bit heavy
the characters rather undeveloped these stories are however
very popular with many readers who can perhaps identify
with the missionary situations involved but it seems to me
that in both marshall sacrifices subtlety and texture for the
easy laugh

may I1 end again with a suggestion that the reader rum-
mage carefully at this particular sale by doing so he will
find many treasures and bargains he might otherwise have
missed to return whence we began many readers have felt
that the pines is a downbeat story because it ends with lida
weeping but words give off charges positive or negative up-
beat or downbeat connotations if you prefer listen to the
words and hence the tone of the closing paragraph of the
pines plums cooling in the sycamore shade through the
willowed evening bobolinksbob o links and crickets called them
on they ate peaches and cream at the kitchen table
through the clean green fields where the wind hurried

the white clouds through the endless blue skies and carried
with it the sweet scent of hay freshly mown and moist the
tall cool pines yes of course lida weeps at the end she
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has come home with and to her first love one suspects don
marshall has done the same

miller david E and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo the city of
joseph salt lake city and santa barbara peregrine smith
1974 262 ppap 10.001000

reviewed by glen M leonard a senior historical associate with
the church historical department in salt lake city dr leonard is a
former publications coordinator for the utah state historical society
and serves on the editorial staff of the journal of mormon history

mormon nauvoo is an easily defined subject it begins in
1839 ends seven years later and incorporates such essentials
as the move to illinois city and temple building the nauvoo
legion political stresses and the death of joseph smith the
millers attractively printed narrative history recites all the
generally known facts in addition it supplies newer informa-
tion on land purchases and the operations of city government
plus descriptions of important landmarks now the object of
historic restoration

nauvoo the city of joseph originated a dozen years ago
as a dual purpose report compiled for the national park
service which was considering the mormon westward move-
ment for its mission 66 program it also served as an initial his-
torical summary for nauvoo restoration inc

As published the study proceeds in six segments in the
first the mormonscormons move quickly from their beginnings in new
york to the expulsion from missouri and the purchase of an
inheritance in nauvoo section two briefly describes church
government then chronicles the daily routine of municipal af-
fairs under the nauvoo charter A lengthy third section
touches on church activities and general growth lists major eco-
nomic developments describes social and cultural life in nau-
voo and identifies major public buildings in the fourth di-
vision the narrative moves forward through political conflict
to the assassination of the smith brothers and the succession
crisis section five describes the death of nauvoo and traces
plans for the westward trek A final part sketches the post
mormon era and attempts an interpretation of the period s

influence on subsequent events in utah A helpful survey of
pre mormon nauvoo is relegated to an appendix but deserves
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to be read in its chronological position at the beginning of the
book

the initial report of 1963 described the nauvoo experience
in latter day saint history with a straightforward description
and numerous maps pictures and lengthy quoted excerpts
in adapting the manuscript for publication the authors wisely
deleted many of the long extracts they reworked the text re-
tained selected maps and photographs and inserted some new
information on such things as masonry population the mis-
souri background the council of fifty church activities poly-
gamy and the martyrdom nevertheless though newly pub-
lished the book is dated it very much reflects the needs and
the historiographical climate of the original report which
should have been published while the detailed reconstruction
of land purchases and the on the scene investigation of his-
torical buildings were fresh

in their research the authors relied heavily upon joseph
smith s history of the church in this they give the prophet
greater responsibility for the preparation of the history of the
nauvoo years than he rightfully deserves dean C jessee dem-
onstrated in BYU studies three years ago that the nauvoo his-
tory was compiled albeit from primary sources inclinciincludinguding the
prophet s diary by scribes between 1845 and 1856 the mil
lers freshened their study with much new detail gleaned from
hancock county records and from the massiveinas sive southern illi-
nois university microfilm collection

the millers it must be noted did not intend a synthesis of
scholarly interpretation leaving that for other writers they
have reconstructed a basic narrative which will be most use-
ful to the mormon traveler wanting a succinct review of the
story behind the landmarks at restored nauvoo the authors
dismiss out of hand the popular works of able novelists and
pseudo historians in numerous instances however they
would have increased their service to the general reader had
they worked into their narrative more of the findings of inin-
vestigatorsvestigators who have written since the original report they
offer instead their own factual narrative which some profes-
sionals will regard as tending to defend the faith the city of
joseph provides an alternative to the polemical work of B H
roberts the sentimental recitals of E cecil mcgavin and the
secular analysis of robert B flanders of special note in this
latest retelling of the nauvoo story are professor miller s dis
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tinctivetinc tive attention to place his interest in the intrinsic value of
history and his ability to entertain while informing by the in-
clusion of quoted material often bordering on the dramatic
all of which combine to infuse this study with a straightfor-
wardnesswardness characteristic of this well known utah historian the
book will serve a useful purpose until a needed comprehensive
study of the nauvoo period appears

godfrey kenneth charles shumway A pioneers life provo
utah J grant stevenson 1974 188 ppap 7507.50750
robert F owens is an attorney practicing in st george utah

mormon biography has typically been a small province
bordered on three sides by family pride and on the fourth by
misspelled words to paraphrase guedallaguedaliaGuedalla

kenneth godfrey breaks out of this province in his excel-
lent study charles shumway A pioneers life the pioneer
patriarchs often seem to have been selected by destiny for
greatness the long trek across half a continent and half a
century turned bland new england farmers into charismatic
leaders who seen from a distance tower like mountains be-
tween the foothills of their ancestors and the plains of their
descendants if they hadbad several wives as charles had their
fourth generation descendants are usually of sufficient number
to justify publication costs for a biography and the shumway
family is fortunate to include a dr godfrey to undertake this
job

since charles shumway was a man of action and not of the
written word the author has had to rely largely on secondary
sources which tell us where charles went what hebe did but not
however what he felt godfrey places the narrative in the con-
text and background of the history of the church

born in massachusetts in 1806 charles shumway joined
the mormon church in illinois in 1840 his family name is of
mysterious origin it sounds english but is not and may have
come from the french chamois in any event like his hugue-
not ancestors of the 1600s charles shumway fled religious per-
secutionse even after he reached the safety of the great basin
though he continued to travel A pioneers life traces shum-
way s many moves always pushing out the borders of zion
manti in 1849 cache valley in 1859 kanabcanab in 1875 and
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finally the virtual exile of the little colorado valley in arizo-
na in 1879 wherever he went he built mills and left grown
children who had taken root As a career pioneer he was al-
ways on the colonizing edge of brigham young s vision of
empire

he died at the age of 92 in Shurnshumwayway arizona a small
town in the northern part of the state named for him and
which in this century has exported much produce and many
shumwaysShum ways and like many other mormon villages is now in
a state of decline

A measure of conflict was endemic in the Shurnshumwayway family
as in most families and it is to dr godfrey s credit that he in-
cludes the warts and blemishes in his story thus the diffi-
culties between charles and his son wilson are chronicled and
shumway is portrayed as an eccentric grandfather who pre-
sented a trimmed toenail to a grandson as a keepsake and who
made his own casket years before his death and tried it out
periodically to see if it were still the right size

these human insights ensure the story will be read and val-
ued for simple eulogies defeat their own purpose A true
human picture of an ancestor is more inspiring and service-
able to his descendants than one which has been sanitized
through editing

charles Shurnshumwayway emerges from these pages not as a
smooth symmetric appalachian hill but as a craggy rough
mountain on the divide of mormon history he was a moun-
tain that could be moved by faith and frequently was

brigham young had told father that he desired to see him
farther south his son wilson records father considered
that a call and he believed in being responsive to all calls
when they came from the right source and as that was the
right source he decided to sell out at once and go to the land
of cotton

his response seems casual and undramatic yet this was the
caliber of obedience that built a church and kingdom dr
godfrey in looking back to his origins with love and trust
has done a service not only to the large Shurnshumwayway family but
to all who share an interest in mormon history and the men
and women who made it
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